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(ABSTRACT) 

Research and Development (R&D) project selection has been the focus of much 

research attention and the literature on this subject is extensive. Numerous models 

have been proposed to facilitate the selection of R&D projects, and these models 

have been both qualitative and quantitative in nature. Various project goals are typi- 

cally included in the selection process. For goals that can be developed as math- 

ematical functions, models have been developed that determine optimal solutions 

efficiently. However, when project goals cannot be structured as linear or nonlinear 

functions, or to do so would make the solution of the model complex or even impos- 

sible, the models presented in the literature either make simplifying assumptions 

about these goals, or do not include them in the model. 

One goal that cannot be structured in an optimization format, is scheduling of 

projects through the R&D process. The nature of scheduling is such that it is difficult 

to include in any of the existing quantitative selection models, and the result is that 

scheduling goals are either considered after the projects have been selected, or they 

are not included at all. 

In this research an R&D selection model is developed that incorporates the 

scheduling of individual projects as one of several goals. The model is designed to



reflect a realistic R&D situation, in terms of problem size, goals, objectives, and, 

constraints. In order to incorporate a scheduling goal, the model uses a heuristic 

approach to determine a solution. The validity of the solutions, as well as the com- 

putational complexity of the model are explored.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The selection of research and development (R&D) projects is a problem that 

has garnered considerable attention from researchers for several decades. The lit- 

erature on R&D selection models is extensive; however much of the research on the 

project selection process focuses on R&D budgeting and management (Liberatore 

and Titus 1983). Although numerous models have been presented in the literature to 

help companies make project selection decisions (Baker and Pound 1964, Baker and 

Freeland 1974, Baker 1974), researchers have found that in practice very few of these 

models have gained acceptance (Liberatore and Titus 1983, Danila 1989). Practition- 

ers favor evaluation methods that consider projects one at a time, instead of consid- 

ering the projects as a group and selecting a portfolio that optimizes an objective or 

set of objectives relevant to the R&D process. 

In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s a number of new techniques were devel- 

oped that considered the multiple objectives inherent in the R&D project selection 

process. Multi-criteria modelling techniques such as goal programming allowed re- 

searchers to address project selection from a more realistic perspective. However, 
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one aspect of the project selection process that still has not been addressed by these 

and other models is project scheduling. Practitioners generally select projects based 

on all relevant goals except scheduling, and then schedule a project set according to 

general scheduling models, such as PERT/CPM. 

importance of scheduling in R&D project selection 

Scheduling would seem to be an important part of the R&D project selection 

process that should be included in any project selection model. Scheduling is a re- 

alistic constraint on management’s decision-making process when selecting R&D 

projects. The time available to complete a set of projects is normally limited, R&D 

project completion time is usually subject to important due dates, and research per- 

sonnel, resources and/or facilities can overlap if projects are not scheduled effi- 

ciently. 

lf a time constraint is placed on the R&D department to start and complete a 

set of projects within a specified time horizon, management should realistically select 

projects that meet not only economic goals, but also the scheduling goals. However, 

a situation might exist where, for example, projects, A, B, and C, would represent the 

best selection in terms of the economic goals and resource constraints for the R&D 

selection process, but it would not be possible to complete all three projects within 

a specified time horizon. This time horizon could be imposed internally by the R&D 

department, externally by market forces or by other organizational departments, or 

most likely, by senior management, possibly through the strategic planning process. 
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Traditionally, this problem has been addressed by first selecting a set of 

projects that meet economic goals and resource constraints, and then subsequently 

attempting to schedule this set of projects using scheduling rules or procedures. 

When a conflict results and it is not possible to schedule the projects within the de- 

sired or required time frame projects may be deleted, alternative projects or sets of 

projects may be considered, resources may be increased, economic goals reduced, 

or the desired schedule may be relaxed. None of these alternatives represent a 

logical or structured solution approach that is likely to provide the best, or even a 

good selection of R&D projects. 

R&D projects frequently must be sequenced through a common set of facilities 

and/or equipment. These facilities may not be able to handle all the selected R&D 

projects at the same time. There could be many different sequences of projects 

through the facilities, however if due dates or time requirements are rigid and bind- 

ing, the particular sequence selected may not be feasible. In fact, a satisfactory se- 

quence for the projects selected by a traditional project selection model may not 

even exist if scheduling constraints are imposed. Facilities should be treated as a 

dynamic resource constraint that is a function of the demands of a project and the 

time during which a project (or projects) makes use of the facilities. Alternatively, 

traditional selection models, if they include a facilities constraint at all, consider it 

only for a fixed point in time, or consider facilities scheduling after the scheduling 

process. 

A conflict between scheduling and R&D personnel can also occur. In this 

case, the research personnel might be assigned to an R&D project, and would not 

be available to work on any other R&D projects until the R&D project is completed, 
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or their task is completed. This overlap would affect the completion dates and/or the 

due dates of those R&D project(s) requiring the research personnel. Scarce or 

shared resources would affect the R&D process in a similar manner. 

Thus, scheduling would seem to be an important goal in the R&D project se- 

lection process, and project selection models should logically reflect this importance. 

However, when investigated closer, the reason for the exclusion of scheduling as part 

of R&D project selection models presented in the literature is clear. 

Difficulties presented by project scheduling 

R&D project scheduling belongs to a larger family of scheduling and se- 

quencing problems identified in the literature as being “hard” problems to solve. 

These scheduling problems are classified as NP-Complete problems. NP-Complete 

problems are problems for which solution algorithms take an extraordinarily long 

time to complete. Specifically, if the computational complexity of the “fastest known” 

algorithm increases non-polynomially as the problem size increases, then the prob- 

lem is considered NP-Complete. Polynomial expressions are those expressions that 

can be expressed in the form x’, where nis the problem size, and any other form is 

considered non-polynomial. A more complete guide to NP-Complete problems is 

given in Garey and Johnson (1979). 

The implication of this difficulty for scheduling problems is straightforward: the 

problem can be solved optimally or near optimally for only the smallest problems. 

As the problem size increases, the time required to solve the solution algorithm be- 

comes too long for even the fastest computers available today. The result is that all 
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practical scheduling problems are solved using heuristic algorithms. Unfortunately, 

the most effective and robust quantitative R&D project selection models, especially 

multi-criteria models, cannot incorporate a scheduling heuristic within their frame- 

work. These models require exact mathematical relationships between the model 

objectives and constraints in the model formulation. Put directly, the scheduling 

heuristics are incompatible with methods such as linear, nonlinear, or integer pro- 

gramming. 

The elegance of exact methods for project selection, and the comparative 

simplicity of solutions obtained from these methods, makes them popular among re- 

searchers. Because of the difficulty of including scheduling goals in the multi-criteria 

models developed for R&D project selection problems, scheduling has been releg- 

ated to being performed after the selection process. However, scheduling is a real- 

istic and important consideration for R&D managers, and its inclusion in the selection 

process would logically result in a better, more realistic solution. 

The objectives of this dissertation are to: (1) develop a modelling approach 

that will allow the addition of project scheduling as a goal within a multi-criteria R&D 

project selection process, (2) determine how close to optimal the model solutions 

are, and (3) determine if the model can solve realistic problems, in terms of project 

selection goals, constraints and problem size. 

Statement of the problem 

The current portfolio of quantitative R&D project selection models is extensive, 

and includes mathematical programming models, economic models, index models, 
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decision theory models, risk analysis models, frontier models, and scoring models. 

These models attempt to address the various objectives and constraints that are rel- 

evant to the R&D project selection problem. Some of the quantitative models con- 

sider one objective at a time, such as expected profit of the selected portfolio of R&D 

projects, while others are multi-criteria models. These models address multiple 

goals, such as profit maximization, maximizing the probabilities of success of se- 

lected projects, and scheduling goals such as minimizing lateness of selected 

projects, and meeting target project due dates. Some of these goals, such as profit 

maximization and probability of individual project success, lend themselves to more 

exact methods such as math programming, while other goals, such as the scheduling 

goals, are more difficult to include in exact solution methods. The primary objective 

of this research is to develop a modelling approach that can incorporate project 

scheduling as a primary goal in a multi-criteria R&D project selection process. 

Scheduling is virtually impossible to include in strict optimization models that 

have previously been used for R&D project selection and scheduling, such as math 

programming models. Math programming models have been presented in the liter- 

ature to solve resource constrained project scheduling problems (Pritsker et al. 1969), 

but do not consider project selection. However, these math programming models for 

project scheduling can only handle very small problem sizes, because of the 

NP-Complete nature of scheduling problems. As a result, exact methods for R&D 

project scheduling are usually very complex, and after an extensive literature review, 

no exact mathematical models were found that included both project scheduling and 

project selection as goals. Some mathematical models have included a scheduling 

goal by simplifying project scheduling as project completion time, and considering 

the projects independently (Taylor et al. 1982). If the project completion times are 
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truly independent of each other, and can be easily estimated then this model will 

work well. However, it is more realistic to consider the scheduling of R&D projects 

as a inter-dependent process. The selected projects will share R&D facilities, per- 

sonnel and other resources, and the timing of the use of these resources will affect 

the individual project completion times. An R&D project selection model that in- 

cludes scheduling as a goal should reflect this project inter-dependence to provide 

a more realistic solution. 

This dissertation will address this issue of including project scheduling as a 

primary goal of the R&D project selection process by developing a modelling ap- 

proach that can accommodate the NP-Complete nature of project scheduling. This 

model will also be able to handle realistic R&D project selection problems, partic- 

ularly in terms of problem size. 

Purpose and justification 

The purpose of this research is to develop a modelling framework that can be 

used in the selection and scheduling of R&D projects, with the scheduling of the 

projects as a primary objective, or goal. Project scheduling has not been extensively 

explored in the research literature on R&D project selection to date, primarily due to 

the limitations inherent in trying to use exact methods to solve R&D project schedul- 

ing problems. 

This research has the following objectives: (1) to investigate different methods 

for solving R&D project selection problems to determine if it is possible to include 

project scheduling as a goal; (2) to develop a modelling approach that can accom- 
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modate the scheduling requirements of the problem, and, is efficient in terms of 

quality of the solution obtained, and, in the computational time required to arrive at 

the solution; and, (3) to demonstrate useful and practical implementation of such a 

modelling approach. 

The investigation of different models that have been used previously to solve 

R&D project selection problems will require an extensive literature search. These 

methodologies have strengths and limitations regarding the various input and output 

requirements of the R&D selection problem. Models that include scheduling as part 

of the selection process are virtually nonexistent in the literature. 

Background and significance 

An R&D project is a potential product, process or service that has the potential 

for providing benefits to a company, or organization. Depending on the organization, 

the benefits from R&D projects can take different forms. Business R&D would pri- 

marily focus on increasing future cash flows or profits to the company. However, 

R&D can also be performed for military organizations, medical organizations, natural 

and physical sciences, etc. In these cases, the benefits are not necessarily future 

profits for the organizations, but instead, advances in technology and knowledge. For 

example, research may be performed to find a cure for a rare disease, in which case 

the objective is to find the cure as soon as possible, rather than trying to make the 

cure profitable for the organization. Thus, objectives for business R&D are often dif- 

ferent than for other types of organizations, and as a result, many different techniques 

and models exist for R&D project selection. This research will emphasize business 
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R&D, and the focus will be on business R&D project selection, subject to goals and 

constraints appropriate for business organizations (i.e. economic goals and con- 

straints). 

Business R&D projects can be separated into several categories: process 

improvement R&D, product improvement R&D, new process R&D, new product R&D, 

and new process/new product R&D. 

Process improvement R&D focuses on improving existing manufacturing or 

service processes. The process improvement can be the result of new technologies, 

materials or equipment, and the goal is to improve the efficiency or profitability of the 

operations. 

Product improvement R&D relates to updating a product’s specifications or 

performance, or perhaps extending a product line, but not enough to consider the 

resulting product as a new product. The improvements are intended to increase 

sales, increase market share, and/or increase profits from the product or product line. 

New process R&D is aimed at providing an entirely new method for manufac- 

turing a product or service. The new process may be the result of new technologies, 

materials, equipment, or manufacturing ideas. Like process improvement, the goal 

of new process R&D is to improve the efficiency or profitability of the manufacturing 

process. 

New product R&D is aimed at generating new products for market. These new 

product ideas are designed to be produced with existing or conventional manufac- 

turing processes. This type of R&D is inherently risky because the likelihood of 
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commercial success is more difficult to assess than technical success. Also, the 

profitability of the manufacturing process is more difficult to determine for new pro- 

ducts, making it difficult to accurately estimate profits for the new products. 

A combination of new process / new product R&D is aimed at producing a new 

process or processes to produce a new product. This type of R&D is rare, as the 

risks to the company are greater. In order for the R&D project to be successful, both 

the new process and the new product must be successful. 

An R&D project typically has a budget requirement, which is the maximum 

amount of cash that the company expects to, or is willing to spend on the project. 

An R&D project also has an anticipated future cash flow to the company, and this is 

called the return. The likelihood of the R&D project of being successful is called the 

probability of success. An R&D project can consume other resources besides cash, 

such as manpower, materials, time, equipment and computer resources. The limit 

on the availability of each resource is called a constraint. A company will typically 

have multiple R&D projects to consider, and usually will not be able to undertake all 

projects, because of the constraints. The problem becomes one of how to select the 

best set of R&D projects that will ultimately benefit the company, or organization the 

most. The selection process should meet the needs of the company, in terms of fu- 

ture benefits, while meeting the system constraints that exist because of limited re- 

sources. 

The R&D department has the responsibility to develop models for project se- 

lection that achieve the company’s goals as established by top management. The 

goals that the R&D department uses for the project selection process and models are 

designed to be consistent with the established goals and objectives as outlined by 
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top management. The actual goals used depend on a variety of inputs from other 

levels of management and other departments. The manufacturing, marketing, fi- 

nance, sales, and accounting departments all provide input to the R&D department 

concerning the potential R&D projects, helping determine costs, future profit poten- 

tial, possibilities of both technical and commercial success, and how the R&D project 

might fit in with other corporate strategies in terms of product mix, etc. 

Typical goals used in the R&D selection process include maximization of the 

expected return from the R&D projects, which is a function of projected cash inflows 

from the R&D project, and, the probability that the project will be successful. An R&D 

project can be defined as a technical success if the R&D project is feasible in terms 

of function and cost, or a commercial success if a demand for the product or service 

exists and it is profitable to provide it. For business R&D, eventually all R&D projects 

must result in commercial success. In each case, the R&D project can generate cash 

flows for the organization. 

A related goal used by R&D management for R&D project selection is to 

maximize the expected profit for the R&D projects selected. This is slightly different 

from expected return as it takes into account the budgetary cost of the individual 

projects; the expected profit of the R&D project is the difference between the ex- 

pected return and the expected cost for the R&D project. In certain cases, top man- 

agement is interested in generating high cash flows, i.e. sales, and the expected 

return goal would seek to ensure that R&D projects would be selected that would 

help meet this overall goal. In this case, the profits generated by the projects se- 

lected may not be maximized, since the costs of the projects are not considered in 

the goal. If top management was interested in maximizing the profits generated by 
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the R&D projects, then maximizing the expected profit would be the appropriate goal 

to use. 

If top management is also interested in maximizing the use of the manufac- 

turing resources and equipment, then maximizing resource utilization would logically 

be a secondary goal used in the R&D project selection process. This would involve 

selecting projects with an objective of utilizing the various resources of the R&D de- 

partment as fully as possible. The R&D department or function might want to include 

this goal, especially if it has some degree of autonomy within the organization, as a 

means for self preservation. 

Top management might be concerned with generating a stream of successful 

products or services. If this is the case, then another goal the R&D management 

could use for R&D project selection would be to maximize the joint probability of 

success of the projects selected. This would lead to projects being selected that 

have the best chance of being successful. 

The scheduling of the selected projects is also important to R&D management, 

as the timing of the R&D projects impact the company or organization as a whole. lf 

scheduling of projects is considered during the project selection process, then the 

R&D department can make estimates of the projects’ durations, as well as the time 

spent in various stages of the R&D process. In addition to the goals outlined above, 

the inclusion of scheduling in the R&D project selection process can improve the 

quality of the solutions obtained. The manager can use scheduling goals such as 

minimum total throughput of the selected projects, or minimize the makespan of the 

selected projects. If the organization imposes due dates on the R&D projects, the 

manager could also have as a goal the minimization of the total tardiness, or lateness 
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of the selected projects. Such due dates might result from market requirements, or 

contract requirements. In any case, by considering these scheduling goals a priori, 

the company or organization can use the R&D project selection model knowing that 

the resulting set of selected projects will not only meet the economic and strategic 

goals, but will also be feasible in terms of scheduling the projects. 

R&D project scheduling can also cause a conflict of resources, resulting in 

unnecessary delays. Consider the case where two or more R&D projects require the 

same resource. Although there may be enough resource capacity to handle the 

projects, the resource can only be utilized by one project at a time. The R&D de- 

partment must now decide the proper sequence of R&D projects for the resource. 

Sequencing is a typical scheduling problem, and by taking this into account during 

the project selection process in the form of a goal, conflicts like this can be minimized 

or avoided. 

Previous research on R&D project selection 

There presently exists a plethora of models designed to handle R&D project 

selection. The literature on R&D project selection includes over two hundred quan- 

titative and qualitative models (Danila 1989), each attempting to deal with R&D goals 

and constraints in order to find the “best” method for selecting a project portfolio. 

Reviews of the research on R&D project selection can be found in Baker and Pound 

(1964), Cetron, Martino and Roepcke (1967), Gear, Lockett and Pearson (1971), Baker 

(1974), Baker and Freeland (1975), Souder (1972), Liberatore and Titus (1983), and 

Danila (1989). 
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These reviews of R&D project selection models evaluate nearly every different 

model type proposed for R&D project selection. This includes scoring models, fi- 

nancial models, portfolio models, math programming models, decision theory mod- 

els, and consensus models. Each model type addresses different issues and 

characteristics of the R&D project selection problem. The purpose of this research 

is to develop a model that incorporates one important issue in R&D project selection 

that has not been addressed by traditional R&D project selection models: project 

scheduling. 

Some R&D project selection models consider the projects individually during 

the selection process. These models evaluate each project in terms of the goals 

defined by management, and then rank these projects. The selection process is 

completed by selecting the projects in rank order until the budget is exhausted. 

Scoring models, financial models, checklist models, decision theory models, and 

consensus models all typically evaluate the projects individually in this manner. This 

is primarily why project scheduling has not been incorporated into these models. 

Project scheduling requires consideration of the projects’ interaction and/or interde- 

pendence. The projects compete for resources and/or facilities during the R&D 

process, and the sequencing of the projects through these resources and facilities 

can affect the timing of the project benefits. By considering the projects individually, 

these models make the assumption that project scheduling and sequencing through 

the R&D facilities is an insignificant concern for R&D management, and this is not the 

case. 

In order to incorporate scheduling of the R&D projects into these models, all 

possible project combinations would have to be considered and evaluated. For small 
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problem sizes, this would be possible, although not very practical. As the number 

of projects increases, the number of different combinations of projects explodes ex- 

ponentially. The number of different combinations is 2", where n is the number of 

projects under consideration. For realistic problem sizes, it would be difficult to in- 

corporate scheduling into these model types. 

Another process is to consider the projects concurrently, rather than inde- 

pendent of each other. By doing this, the projects’ utilization of resources is consid- 

ered with respect to optimizing the R&D project selection goals. Math programming 

and multi-criteria models use this approach for selecting R&D projects, and generally 

give superior results to the simpler ranking approach. However, the solution meth- 

odology is much more complex as well. 

Portfolio selection models, including math programming techniques such as 

linear programming, dynamic programming, integer programming, and nonlinear 

programming consider the project selection process as the creation of an optimal 

portfolio, or group, of R&D projects, subject to certain objectives and constraints in 

the R&D process. These models require the R&D manager to formulate the R&D 

objectives and constraints into exact mathematical equations relating the objectives 

and constraints to each other. For goals such as profit maximization, resource utili- 

zation and probabilities of success for the individual projects, efficient algorithms 

have been developed for solving the R&D project selection problem. However, even 

some of these methods have their limitations. For instance, linear programming and 

integer programming problems are solved using algorithms that have been shown to 

have exponential time complexity (Garey and Johnson 1979). The simplex algorithm 

is an exponential time algorithm, but in practice has a record of running quickly. In- 
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cluding project scheduling into these models would only compound the problem of 

complexity, and as a result no formulations for including project scheduling into the 

R&D project selection problem exist in the literature. Some models in the literature 

use simplifying assumptions about project scheduling in the project selection model, 

for example by creating mathematical equations for computing project completion 

times as a function of the number of researchers assigned to the individual projects 

(Taylor et al. 1982). This works well if project interdependence is minimal, but if 

project interdependence is not insignificant the solutions obtained may not be opti- 

mal, in terms of scheduling requirements. 

In summary, the research on R&D project selection does not realistically 

consider scheduling during the R&D project selection process. Some models do take 

into account scheduling in a simplified manner, but in general the effect of project 

scheduling on project selection is not taken into account. The impact of project 

scheduling on project selection has not been explored by the models, and these 

models will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. 

Project scheduling 

Liberatore and Titus have developed a relatively complete review of the 

methods used for R&D project scheduling and control. The most popular techniques 

are Gantt charts, PERT/CPM, and GERT. These techniques are implemented after the 

R&D projects have been selected, and several companies expressed an interest in 

“interactive systems for resource allocation and multiproject tracking and control” 

(Liberatore and Titus 1983). 
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Multiproject scheduling with limited resources, or resource constrained 

scheduling has received some attention in the literature. Pritsker, Watters and Wolfe 

(1969) developed a a zero-one (0-1) linear programming formulation for a multiproject 

resource constrained scheduling problem, and show that for small cases optimal 

solutions were obtainable. Because attempts at using integer programming to solve 

realistic problems of this type were not very successful (Patterson 1984), enumerative 

approaches were developed to solve different versions of this type of problem. 

Patterson (1984) compares several enumerative based approaches for solving a 

multiple constrained resource, project scheduling problem. Each procedure limits 

the search for optimal solutions by “searching the set of possible solutions in such a 

way that not all possibilities need be considered individually.” 

The project scheduling problem, when combined with resource constraints 

like those in R&D project selection, is very difficult to model, and algorithms that 

provide optimal solutions are nonexistent. 

Significance 

Although R&D project selection has been a subject of intense academic re- 

search, the research has mostly ignored the impact of project scheduling on project 

selection. The inclusion of project scheduling represents a more realistic problem, 

albeit a much more difficult problem to solve. 

This research will represent an extension of the existing research on R&D 

project selection by: (1) developing a methodology for including project scheduling 

in the project selection process, and, (2) designing a heuristic algorithm that will se- 
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lect and schedule R&D projects within the system constraints and according to goals 

relevant to the R&D process. 

Scope and limitations 

This dissertation will incorporate research project scheduling as a goal (or 

objective) of the R&D project selection process. The scheduling of projects will con- 

sist of directing the individual research projects through the various stages of the 

R&D process. Projects will require different routings through the stages of the R&D 

process, and projects will likely have to wait for other projects’ completion before 

continuing. 

The filtered beam search approach 

This research will require the development of a heuristic algorithm to perform 

the selection and scheduling of R&D projects. A heuristic algorithm is considered the 

only viable alternative to enumerative methods for scheduling problems, because of 

the NP-Complete nature of scheduling problems. Exact methods are efficient for very 

small problem sizes, whereas realistic R&D project selection problems can encom- 

pass large problem sets. The methodology selected for this dissertation is a heuristic 

algorithm based on the “Filtered Beam Search”, a search technique developed in re- 

search on Artificial Intelligence (Al). The filtered beam search belongs to the class 

of search techniques called beam search techniques, which have been successfully 
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Figure 1.1. Example of a search tree 
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used in speech understanding and image recognition. Beam search is a heuristic 

based on exploring a search tree. A search tree structures the solution space in the 

form of a tree, as shown in Figure 1.1. The nodes of the tree represent the individual 

R&D projects, and the branches “connect” the projects, i.e. the projects are placed 

together in the solution. The beam search method was first known to have been im- 

plemented by Lowerre in HARPY(1976), a speech recognition system. Rubin later 

used beam search for an image recognition system called ARGOS(1978). Fox used 

the beam search to find schedules in a complex job shop environment (1983). 

Search techniques using search trees have mainly been developed and 

studied by researchers in Operations Research and Artificial Intelligence (Barr and 

Feigenbaum 1981, Lawler and Woods 1966, Nillson 1980). Three common search 

techniques are breadth-first, depth-first and best-first. Breadth first moves down the 

tree, level by level, evaluating every node at each level, and continues moving down 

the search tree until the goal node is found, or until all paths downward through the 

tree are blocked and the search is terminated. The breadth-first search will eventu- 

ally find the optimal solution, but because it must keep track of all nodes at every 

level it can be a very inefficient and time consuming approach as the problem size 

increases. 

Depth-first search begins by diving into the search tree on one branch until the 

goal node is found or the search is halted, i.e., the branch is terminated because of 

some problem constraint. The depth-first search continues by restarting at the high- 

est unexplored branch, until all branches are searched, or the goal node is found. The 

depth first search will also eventually find the optimal solution, but can be very time 

consuming as well. 
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Best-first search begins by evaluating the nodes at the next level, and 

searches down through the tree, starting at the best node. The downward search 

continues through this branch until the goal is found, or until the search halted. Then, 

the process restarts at the next best node, and the process is repeated until the goal 

node is found, or all branches of the the search tree have been explored. 

The beam search is a variation of best-first search technique, exploring only 

the “few best” nodes at each level, and never backtracking. This requires evaluating 

the nodes at each level, and choosing the best nodes according to some evaluation 

function. Then the search continues to the next level, and the new nodes are evalu- 

ated. The few best at this level are selected, and the search process continues until 

the goal node is found, or all paths terminate. In this case, the “best” node remaining 

is the solution found by the beam search approach. The beam search is not guaran- 

teed to find the optimal solution, but has been shown to be very effective. The 

trade-off is the increase in computational efficiency for the beam search versus the 

exactness of other solution techniques. For the other techniques, computation time 

can “explode” as the problem size increases, whereas the computational complexity 

for the beam search is polynomial, making it practical for solving large problems. 

Thus, the beam search allows an efficient search through a problem domain that may 

be potentially explosive in size, and still permits close to optimal solutions. The de- 

tails of the filtered beam search algorithm will be presented in greater detail in 

chapter 3. 
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Scheduling techniques 

Many techniques have been proposed for R&D project scheduling (Davis 

1973), (Dean 1980). Most of these techniques deal with the project network problem 

of minimizing project duration. The techniques range in complexity from simple 

Gantt charts to very sophisticated computerized heuristic algorithms, such as Re- 

source Allocation and Multi-Project Scheduling (RAMPS) (Liberatore and Titus 1983). 

The project scheduling problem itself is extremely complicated when multiple 

projects and resource limitations are involved. 

The structure of the R&D project scheduling problem presented in the litera- 

ture is very similar to the general job shop scheduling problem. The problem con- 

sists of attempting to schedule a number of projects (jobs) through a group of R&D 

facilities (workcenters), often subject to scarce resource availability. Baker (1974) 

presents many job shop scheduling heuristics in his text, and which one is appropri- 

ate depends on the problem structure and objectives. In project scheduling, the ob- 

jective can be meeting due dates as closely as possible, minimizing average project 

completion times, or minimizing overall completion time of the set of projects, etc. 

Scheduling heuristics and techniques will be discussed further in chapter 2. 

The heuristic chosen for this problem is one which minimizes the overall 

completion time of the set of selected R&D projects. This heuristic is designed ex- 

plicitly for accomplishing this objective, and this scheduling heuristic will be pre- 

sented in greater detail in chapter 3. Other heuristics for solving this specific 

problem could be used in the framework of the solution model presented in this re- 

search, but the primary emphasis is to determine the viability of including project 
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scheduling as a primary objective in the project selection process. Once this has 

been established, determining which scheduling heuristic works best for specific 

problem types would be an appropriate subject for future research in this area. 

The scheduling objective used in the filtered beam search approach is up to 

the decision maker. It is likely that if different objectives are used, different optimal 

solutions will result. One advantage of the filtered beam search technique is its 

modularity, allowing changes to the evaluation process without a massive restruc- 

turing of the model. As a result, the impact of different objectives on the solutions 

obtained could be investigated. 

The R&D project selection problem 

There will be two different R&D project portfolios investigated in this disser- 

tation. The first will consist of 10 projects, and each will require four resources: (1) 

budget, (2) researchers, (3) a resource X, and, (4) a resource Y. 

Also, each project will be directed through three stages of the R&D process, 

designated stages A, B, and C. The projects will remain in each stage for a specified 

duration. This time is deterministic to reduce the computation complexity of the 

scheduling heuristic used in the solution algorithm. 

The projects each have a return (cash flow) and an estimated probability of 

success. These will be used to evaluate two of the R&D goals, expected return and 

group probability of success. Minimizing the makespan of the selected projects will 

be the third goal of the R&D project selection model. 
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The second R&D project portfolio will consist of 50 projects, in order to test the 

solution approach with a more realistic problem size. The same goals and the same 

resource constraints will be used for the larger problem set. However, the amounts 

of each resource available will be different for the larger problem size. 

The two project sets will be used as follows: 

e The smaller set (10 projects) will be used to develop and demonstrate the filtered 

beam search algorithm. The algorithm will be tested and validated using this 

smaller set of projects. 

e The smaller set will be evaluated using a complete enumeration routine to de- 

termine the exact optimal solutions. Also, an integer zero one goal program will 

be used to determine the effect of including project scheduling in the project se- 

lection process. The solutions obtained by complete enumeration and by the 

math programming model will be compared to the solutions obtained by the fil- 

tered beam search. The validation procedures will be discussed further in 

chapter 4. 

¢ Once the algorithm has been validated, the larger project set will be used to 

demonstrate the algorithm’s computational efficiency for a more realistic problem 

size. The results will be evaluated and several forms of sensitivity analysis will 

be tested including alternative goal structures. 
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Model validation and limitations 

This research on R&D project selection and scheduling is conducted using a 

hypothetical R&D project portfolio. The heuristic solution algorithm will not produce 

optimal results, and therefore must be judged accordingly. However, the algorithm 

has been shown to be an efficient search technique. The efficiency of the algorithm 

depends on: 

@ Problem size. As the problem size increases, the computation time will increase. 

The increase in computation time for this algorithm is proportional to (wn?), where 

w is the beamwidth of the search and rn is number of projects considered. The 

maximum computation time is bounded polynomially, making the algorithm fairly 

tractable as the problem size is increased to handle realistic problem sizes. 

® Beamwidth of the search. The number of paths explored in the search tree will 

affect the computation time. This relationship is linear, and research has shown 

that relatively few search paths are needed to approach exact optimal solutions 

when using the filtered beam search approach (Ow and Morton 1989). 

¢ Filterwidths of the search. The use of filters during the search algorithm trims the 

search space. These filters are used to incorporate the various sub-goals of the 

project selection model. Decreasing the size of the filters decreases the com- 

putation time required for the algorithm. However, smaller filters increases the 

likelihood for missing the optimal solutions. The use of filters will be discussed 

in more detail in chapter 3. 
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¢ The scheduling heuristic. The scheduling heuristic used is one presented in the 

Baker text (1974). The similarities of project scheduling to job shop scheduling 

are significant (Davis 1973), and allow the use of efficient scheduling heuristics 

developed for job shop scheduling. This heuristic generates schedules that at- 

tempt to delay each project step as little as possible. It is based on an implicit 

tree search, and can handle reasonably large problem sizes. It is one of many 

scheduling heuristics available for project scheduling, and was chosen because 

it was one that was designed to handle an R&D type scheduling problem, i.e., 

schedule a finite number of projects (jobs) through a finite number of facilities 

(workcenters). The impact of different scheduling heuristics on the efficiency of 

solutions obtained is an area for investigation. 

Note that a scheduling heuristic is used in the filtered beam search algorithm. 

The effect of using a heuristic within a heuristic algorithm must also be considered 

before the validity of this approach can be assessed. 

Plan of presentation 

Chapter 2, entitled “Review of Related Literature”, summarizes the research 

to date in project selection and project scheduling. The literature of tree search 

techniques, specifically beam search and filtered beam search techniques will be 

reviewed. Project scheduling as it relates to R&D project scheduling also will be re- 

viewed. 

Chapter 3, entitled “The Filtered Beam Search Approach”, describes the fil- 

tered beam search model, and the algorithms used to solve the model. The objec- 
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tives and constraints will be outlined for the 10 project case problem and the 50 

project case problem. The project scheduling heuristic used for the model will also 

be described. 

Chapter 4, entitled “Model Solution and Results”, describes the solution of the 

two project cases, the 10 project case and the 50 project case. Also, it provides a 

sensitivity analysis of the model with respect to different goal structures and sched- 

uling rules. 

Chapter 5, entitled “Summary and Conclusions” summarizes the research 

findings, and suggests avenues for future research in this area. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Related Literature 

R&D project selection and R&D project scheduling have been areas of exten- 

sive research over the last three decades. The literature in both areas include a 

plethora of models and techniques to accomplish project selection or project sched- 

uling, but research addressing both issues concurrently is rare. This chapter will: (1) 

review individual project selection models, in which project scheduling is not in- 

cluded, (2) present a summary of the comprehensive studies on R&D project se- 

lection models, and, (3) review models for and techniques project scheduling. 

The general problem that is the focus of much of the research literature in 

R&D project selection is to decide on a program of research and development that 

will best meet various objectives in an organization. For instance, R&D projects can 

be related to the introduction of new product ideas and technologies, or can be re- 

lated to developing new production methods, or improving existing production meth- 

ods. Thus, the R&D department is faced with an array of possible R&D projects, each 

of which has potential benefits to the company. The quantitative R&D project se- 

lection models presented in the literature seek to optimize some objective function 
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by choosing R&D projects within a set of constraints (Gillespie and Gear 1973). There 

have been a large number of models developed in the literature to help R&D man- 

agers optimally select a portfolio of R&D projects. In a survey of existing R&D project 

management models, Danila (1989) found more than two hundred quantitative and 

qualitative models for selecting R&D projects. 

Alternatively, the literature on R&D project scheduling tends to focus on re- 

source constrained project scheduling. In R&D project scheduling, the optimal se- 

quence of the R&D projects through the various R&D facilities and departments is 

determined with an objective related to the scheduling goals of the R&D department. 

This objective can be to meet the due dates of the R&D projects, minimize overall 

time to completion of the selected R&D projects, or to minimize the average com- 

pletion time of the R&D projects. These goals may be set by the R&D department, 

by market forces, or by top management through strategic planning. Patterson 

(1984), and Davis (1973) present excellent reviews of the resource constrained R&D 

project scheduling literature. 

After an extensive literature search, there are only a handful of R&D project 

selection models that explicitly deal with R&D project selection and scheduling. As 

such, the R&D project selection literature will be reviewed first, followed by a review 

of R&D project scheduling literature. 

R&D project selection models 

In this section, individual model types for project selection will be reviewed. 

The models are classified according to model type: checklist models, index models, 
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scoring models, financial models, and portfolio models. Representative models of 

each type will be discussed, along with the limitations of each model and/or model 

type. 

Checklist models 

Keifer (1964) presents a checklist model for project evaluation and selection. 

In the model, fifty-six criteria are proposed for evaluating the individual projects, and 

these criteria are grouped into five classes: financial, R&D, production, marketing 

and corporate position. The checklist is used by the decision maker(s) to evaluate 

each individual project on each of the criteria, and the evaluation choices are: very 

favorable, average, unfavorable or very unfavorable for each criterion. The projects 

are then subjectively selected based on the evaluations for each project. Project 

scheduling can be one of the criterion evaluated, but only a subjective evaluation is 

made. 

Other examples of checklist models are the EIRMA checklist and the BECKER 

model (Danila 1989). The EIRMA checklist proposed by the European Industrial Re- 

search Management Association, uses a scale of 1 to 4 instead of the subjective 

choices used in the Keifer model. The EIRMA model evaluates factors that influence 

both technical success and commercial success of candidate R&D projects. The 

BECKER model uses three checklists, one for the selection of research projects, one 

for product development projects, and one for process development projects. 

More recent checklist techniques such as the DELPHI technique have been 

applied to the R&D project selection process. In the DELPHI method, R&D experts 

are asked a series of questions concerning the potential R&D projects, and the re- 
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sults are collected. The group is then presented summarized results from the first 

round of questions, and are asked to come to a consensus concerning which projects 

should be selected. This method is limited in the sense that results are dependent 

on the questions, projects considered and the experts involved. Whenever a qual- 

itative model is developed, the high element of judgement involved in the process 

creates variation in results and makes standardization difficult to achieve (Souder 

1972). 

Recently, Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) has garnered some attention in 

the research on project selection. AHP was developed by Saaty (1980), and its main 

advantage is the process which is used. It is similar to the DELPH! method in that a 

group of experts is asked to consider the projects, but in AHP the group also con- 

siders the weights associated with the various criteria. Thus the group not only 

evaluates that the individual candidate projects, but also evaluates the R&D decision 

process by determining the relative importance of the decision criteria. AHP is a 

consensus type of process, and like the DELPHI approach, it is repeated several 

times before a final decision is made. The AHP model uses computer software 

packages to assist in the analysis for the process, calculating the numerous weights 

and rankings needed for the process. Computer software is necessary for large 

problems because of the explosion in the required number of comparisons during the 

ranking process as the problem size increases. The AHP process is somewhat tedi- 

ous, and, because it is essentially a qualitative approach, it is subject to the same 

limitations as the DELPHI model. 

Checklist models have several limitations that make them impractical for R&D 

project selection and scheduling. They are subjective evaluation models, which 
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makes it difficult to obtain consistent results. The selection of projects depends 

partly on the decision makers involved, and changes in the group members can affect 

the outcome of the process. Also, there is no guarantee that checklist models will 

provide optimal solutions for the project selection process. Checklist models con- 

sider the projects individually, ignoring portfolio interactions, which makes it im- 

practical to include project scheduling. To do so would require the checklist model 

to evaluate every possible project combination, which would be all but impossible for 

large problem sizes. 

Index models 

Index models attempt to measure the attractiveness of an individual R&D 

project by creating a performance index for each project, typically a ratio between 

some measurable benefit (savings, earnings, profit, cash inflows, etc.), and costs as- 

sociated with the R&D project. This is an improvement over more subjective models 

such as checklist models, and provides a quantitative comparison between the R&D 

projects. A Cost/Benefit model is an example of a index model, in which an index is 

computed for every R&D project, dividing the estimated benefits of the R&D project 

by the overall costs of the project. The projects are ranked in descending order of 

the index ratio, and projects are selected until the budget is exhausted. 

Another example of a ratio model is the Disman mode! (Baker and Pound 

1964). In this model, the discounted net worth of the project is multiplied by the 

probability of success for the project to create a “maximum expenditure justified” 

(MEJ) for a candidate project. A ratio of the MEJ to the project cost is calculated for 

each project as an index, and these indices are used, along with the MEJ itself to 
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select the projects. In the selection process, a high ratio would make the project at- 

tractive, as well as a high MEJ. The R&D manager would have to decide on the 

ranking of the projects according to this criteria. A project with a high ratio and high 

MEJ would obviously be an attractive project, but a project with a high ratio and a low 

MEJ might not. On the other hand, a project may have a low ratio but have a high 

MEJ, making it difficult to decide whether or not a project is a candidate for selection. 

Jin and Porter (1987) present an index model that uses a ratio of output to in- 

put (O/l) as a means of evaluating projects. The values of output and input are de- 

fined as weighted scores, and these scores represent the performance of the different 

projects according to various decision criteria. The input criteria are defined as 

project duration, staffing requirements, funding requirements and workspace re- 

quirements. The output criteria are invention (counts of patents, copyrights, etc.), 

published papers, unpublished technical reports, books, secondary effects and train- 

ing. The different criteria are weighted according to importance and a project score 

is computed as an index. The scores for each criteria are determined by R&D man- 

agement in a consensus format, and each project is evaluated with respect to the 

other candidate projects. A high output to input index would indicate that a particular 

project is a good candidate for selection. The value of this model is that it takes into 

account many qualitative criteria in the project selection process, however it also 

suffers from the limitations of being a qualitative approach. 

Other indices that have been used for project selection models are return on 

investment (ROI) and internal rate of return (IRR) (Danila 1989). These model types 

evaluate the candidate projects according to the selected index, and the projects are 

ranked accordingly. The projects are then selected one at a time until the budget is 
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exhausted. Examples of these index models can be found in Ansoff (1961), and Danila 

(1989). 

Index models have several inherent limitations. First, the R&D projects are 

considered individually, and any independence or interaction between the projects is 

ignored. This independence can affect the benefits or the cost associated with a 

project. Project Interactions such as resource utilization, facility requirements and 

project scheduling are ignored. In order to include these interactions, the R&D 

manager would have to evaluate every possible project combination, and this would 

be impractical for all but the smallest problems. 

Scoring models 

Scoring models attempt to address the multiple criteria of the R&D project 

selection process by quantitatively evaluating the various characteristics of individual 

R&D projects. The Mottley-Newton model (Baker and Pound 1964) is an example of 

a scoring model. In these models, an overall project score is.computed based on 

rating each individual decision criterion on a numerical scale. The criteria include 

research budget, project risk, and overall program balance. The overall score may 

be an additive or multiplicative score, depending on the model. Moore and Baker 

(1969) note that an additive scoring model index consistently provides a higher de- 

gree of rank-order consistency than the multiplicative index. Scoring models take 

into account noneconomic criteria by assigning a quantitative value or score to the 

criteria, thus attempting to handle multiple criteria that do not have a common 

measure. 
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Moore and Baker (1969) present a complex scoring model that provides com- 

parable results to more complex math programming models in terms of rank order- 

ing, but this model is very problem specific, and changes in constraint ranges, profit 

ranges and probabilities of successes would require a very careful restructuring of 

the scoring model. This underscores a characteristic limitation of scoring models. 

The projects are scored, or evaluated, individually without concern for inter- 

relationships between R&D projects. Resource requirements, facility requirements 

and scheduling are very difficult to include in scoring models. 

One possible alternative is to consider each feasible combination of R&D 

projects and evaluate each combination on the various decision criteria. Of course, 

this may be possible for very small problem sizes, but as the number of R&D projects 

increase to any reasonable size, the number of possible combinations of projects 

explodes exponentially. Scoring models are quite popular in practice because of 

their relative simplicity, but as with checklist models, they do not guarantee consist- 

ent, or optimal results. It would be very difficult, if not impossible, to include sched- 

uling in a scoring model if accurate results were desired by the R&D management. 

Financial models 

Financial models used for R&D project selection use expected benefits from 

an R&D project and the timing of the benefits to help determine which R&D projects 

should be selected. A period payback model is a simple financial model in which the 

time it takes for the project expenditures to be “paid back” in the form of project 

benefits. This type of analysis is very popular because of its simplicity (Liberatore 
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and Titus 1983), but doesn’t take into account the many other decision criteria 

normally included in the R&D project selection process. 

Net Present Value (NPV) is another financial modelling technique used in R&D 

project selection. In this model type, an interest rate is used to discount future cash 

flows back to the current period, and a net worth of the project at the current point in 

time, a net present value, is computed for each R&D project. The projects are ranked 

according to net present values and selected, with the project with the highest net 

present value selected first, and so on until the R&D budget is exhausted. An excel- 

lent example of a model based on this technique is by Cramer and Smith (Cetron et 

al. 1967). In this model, each alternative R&D project is evaluated, with a net present 

value and probability of occurrence for each project calculated. Utility curves are 

also obtained for the projects, and the projects are ranked and selected based on 

expected value, or expected utility. 

Again, these models do not explicitly consider resource utilization or facility 

requirements. Project scheduling is considered only in the sense of the timing of the 

project benefits, but these estimates are made independent of the other projects be- 

ing considered. These models are frequently used for the project evaluation process, 

and provide input for the project selection process. 

Portfolio models 

Portfolio models attempt to maximize, or optimize, a benefit function in re- 

lation to model restrictions or constraints relevant to the R&D problem, by consider- 

ing the projects in combination. This is an attempt to allow for project 

interdependence with respect to resource utilization, facility requirements, budget 
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requirements, and scheduling objectives. Models designed for selecting a R&D 

project portfolio are usually based on mathematical programming,i.e. linear, integer, 

quadratic, or dynamic programming (Gear et al. 1971). Models using mathematical 

programming began to appear in the early 1960’s. The models by Freeman (1960), 

Asher (1962), and Dean and Sengupta (1962) use linear programming to maximize 

expected net value of a project portfolio, subject to constraints such as budget, facil- 

ities, personnel, and materials. These models are limited in the sense that partial 

solutions are possible, making it difficult to decide which projects should be selected. 

However, one advantage of linear programming formulations is that the output can 

provide sensitivity analysis, and shadow prices which help the manager in making 

the project selection decision. 

Linear Programming 

An early linear programming model presented in the literature is by Bell et al. 

(1967). This model uses a linear programming approach that is designed to maximize 

a portfolio benefit function, subject to resource availabilities in each of several future 

time periods. The resources considered in the model are budget and manpower 

availability in the future time periods. The model allows for various levels of man- 

power classifications, increasing the flexibility of the model. For example, the model 

considers four grades of basic skill levels, G1, G2, G3, and G4. Grade G1 personnel 

are considered available for work requiring grade Gi, as well as work requiring 

grades G2, G3, and G4. On the other hand, grade G2 would only be available for work 

requiring grades G2, G3, and G4, but not G1. 
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The Bell model uses the assumption that once a project is started, it will con- 

tinue to completion. This limits the model, particularly if the R&D department can 

handle multiple projects at once. However, this is one of the few portfolio models that 

attempts to incorporate some form of project scheduling into the project selection 

process. This model attempts to sequence the projects in such a way as to maximize 

the expected benefit of the portfolio. Unfortunately, the relaxation of this assumption 

makes the problem considerably more complex, and using this model, or others like 

it, would be impractical. Another limitation of the Bell model is the use of continuous 

variables in the formulation. Fractions of versions of projects can appear in the sol- 

ution, and it is difficult to decide how to interpret the partial solution, although Gear 

et al. point out that the major part of the solution is easy to interpret, leaving only a 

small subset of the solution for further study (Gear et al. 1971). 

In summary, linear programming models are limited for R&D project selection 

and scheduling because of the linear decision variables, and because it is impractical 

to formulate project scheduling, let alone project selection and scheduling, in a linear 

programming form. 

Integer Programming 

Integer programming overcomes the limitation of using continuous decision 

variables. Typically, the formulations are in the form of zero-one integer program- 

ming, where a one represents selecting the project, and a zero represents not se- 

lecting the project. One of the earliest zero-one integer programming models for 

R&D project selection is by Beged-Dov (1965). In this model, the objective is to min- 

imize the overall cost of assigning various research projects to several research 
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teams, subject to budget limitations which place an upper bound on the amount of 

budget that can be allotted to the various research teams. The solution uses a 

transportation method algorithm to provide the optimal allocation of projects and 

budgets to the various research teams that will minimize the overall R&D cost ex- 

penditures. In this model, the only resource constraints considered are a budget 

constraint, and a maximum number of projects the various research teams can han- 

die. Other constraints such as materials, facilities, etc. are not considered. 

Other integer programming models are by Watters (1967), Brockhoff (1969), 

and Dean and Roepcke (1969). Cochran et al. (1971) present an investment model for 

R&D project selection using zero-one integer programming. This model employs a 

return on investment approach, using a discounted cash flow technique. The objec- 

tive is to maximize the expected net value of the project portfolio, subject to budget 

constraints for various time periods. The model does not consider other resource 

constraints. 

Bernardo (1977) presents an integer programming formulation, based on a 

graph-theoretic interpretation of the selection process. Early zero-one integer pro- 

gramming models consider only one decision criterion as an objective: a financial 

goal such as expected net value, or expected profit from the selected portfolio. In this 

model, Bernardo realizes the limitation of reducing the problem to the optimization 

of a single objective function. The model defines multiple decision criteria as objec- 

tives for project selection, and then the criteria are weighted by a rank-order as- 

sessment of the alternatives, as determined by a panel of experts. The decision 

criteria evaluated in this model are (1) need for application, (2) analytical investi- 

gation, and (3) development of new instrumentation and techniques. The objective 
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is to maximize the benefit contributed by the portfolio based on the objectives, sub- 

ject to a single resource constraint. Bernardo transforms the subjective constraints 

to quantitative constraints through the use of an inclusion matrix, which helps deter- 

mine the value of including the project in the portfolio in terms of the ranked objec- 

tives. This model is an interesting approach to the multi-criteria nature of the R&D 

project selection process, but is rather cryptic and difficult to implement because it 

requires multiple runs of the integer program, and requires a subjective ranking of 

the projects. This would make it difficult to obtain consistent or optimal results for 

various problem sets. Project scheduling is not included in the model. including 

project scheduling would be impractical in the model, because the inclusion matrix 

entry for project scheduling would merely indicate the value of including a particular 

project in the portfolio, not the time to completion of the project or set of projects. 

Integer programming models have various limitations for R&D project se- 

lection and scheduling. The multiple criteria involved in the R&D project selection 

process often have no common measure, making it difficult to formulate an objective 

function that is practical or realistic. Also, because project scheduling cannot be 

formulated in math programming form for any reasonable problem size, it would be 

nearly impossible to incorporate R&D project scheduling into an integer programming 

model. Lastly, because integer programming problems are NP-Complete, as the 

problem size increases, integer programming models are likely to run into computa- 

tional difficulties. This last limitation has limited the use of integer programming for 

R&D project selection in practice. 

Goal Programming 
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Goal programming addresses the multi-criteria nature of the R&D project se- 

lection problem. Keown, Taylor and Duncan (1979) present a zero-one integer goal 

programming approach to R&D resource allocation and project selection. In the 

model, nine goals are considered in the selection process : (1) budget, (2) facility 

capacity goals, (3) manpower capacity, (4) priority projects, (5) strategic balance, (6) 

risk, (7) sales goal, (8) market share growth, and (9) net present value. The various 

goals are subject to constraints, and the objective is to minimize or maximize the 

deviation from the constraints as much as possible, depending on the goal. The 

problem consists of twenty R&D projects to choose from, and is solved using the 

Lee-Morris algorithm. Project scheduling is not included in the model, as the timing 

of the projects, or the time to completion of the individual projects are not considered 

during the selection process. 

Taylor, Moore and Clayton present a model using integer nonlinear goal pro- 

gramming (1982). This model includes the use of nonlinear relationships in the R&D 

project selection process. It also addresses project scheduling in the formulation by 

estimating the individual time to completion for the R&D projects as a nonlinear 

function of the number of researchers assigned to the R&D project. However, project 

interdependence is not considered in the scheduling calculation. The objective of the 

model consists of 9 goals : (1) probability of individual project success, (2) budget, (3) 

expected return of selected projects, (4) joint probability of success of selected 

projects, (5) time to project completion, (6) total time allocated to selected projects, 

(7) computer capacity utilization, (8) mutually exclusive projects, and (9) preferred 

projects. The model attempts to achieve the goals as fully as possible subject to the 

various system constraints, and the model is solved using a specially written 

FORTRAN program that utilizes an implicit enumeration procedure. The model 
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achieved satisfactory results, and also performed sensitivity analysis in terms of 

achieving the various goals. The assumption of project independence for project 

scheduling would be difficult to address in this model because of the math program- 

ming formulation requirements. 

Santhanam, Muralidhar and Schniederjans (1989) present a zero-one integer 

goal programming approach for information system project selection. In this model, 

an attempt is made to address the lack of a common measure for the multiple criteria 

in project selection by using a ordinal ranking scheme in the objective function of the 

goal programming model. The various goals for the project selection process are 

identified: tangible corporate goals such as cost and profit goals, and intangible goals 

such as organizational learning, planning improvements, and decision making effec- 

tiveness. In the model, every project is rated for the project selection goals using 

an interval scale of 1 to 10, where a score of one indicates a high benefit to the or- 

ganization, and a 10 would indicate low benefit to the organization. The objective 

function for the goal programming formulation is written to encourage the model to 

select the projects that will provide the greatest benefit to the organization. The ac- 

tual math programming formulation includes a budget constraint, as well as other 

constraints such as CPU time availability, programmer availability and systems ana- 

lyst availability. This model would be an excellent model in the case where the or- 

ganization has many qualitative goals, but because the ranking scheme is subjective, 

it would be difficult to incorporate quantitative project scheduling into the model. 

All of the math programming models generally omit the goal of project 

scheduling. Since scheduling is difficult to include in mathematical programming 

models for any realistic problem size because of computational difficulties, project 
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scheduling has not been addressed in conjunction with R&D project selection models 

using any form of math programming models. This, along with the fact that most of 

the more recent models require complex computer programs that run into computa- 

tional problems for project sets of any size, has resulted in a need for new ap- 

proaches for R&D project selection. 

Comprehensive studies of R&D project selection models 

Baker and Pound 

In 1964 Baker and Pound published a comprehensive review of the R&D 

project selection literature to that point in time. These authors reviewed various R&D 

project selection models with respect to (1) familiarity of the models to R&D manag- 

ers in industry, (2) the extent to which the models had been tested, and (3) the extent 

to which the models had been used in practice. This paper reviewed ten quantitative 

models, classified into three categories: decision theory models, operations research 

models, and economic models. The authors review a representative example of each 

category of R&D project selection model. 

The decision theory model, which is an example of a scoring model, is by 

Mottley-Newton (1959). In this model each project alternative is subjectively rated 

on a three point scale for several criteria: technical success, time to completion of the 

project, estimated cost of the project, the strategic marketing need for the research, 

and the market gain (gross revenues) expected from the R&D project. All criteria are 

assumed to be independent. The R&D project selection process consists of three 
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steps : (1) an overall project score is computed by multiplying the five subjective 

rankings for each project together, (2) the projects are ranked in descending order, 

based on this multiplicative score, and (3) the projects are selected, with the project 

with the best overall score selected first, the project with the second best score next, 

and so on until the R&D budget is exhausted. 

Project scheduling is only considered in terms of time to completion of the 

project, on a scale of 1 to 3. A score of 1 would indicate the project is expected to 

take a “long” time to complete, and a score of 3 would indicate the project is expected 

to take a “short” time to complete. These rankings could be based on mathematical 

estimates of project completion times, but most likely would be based on an “edu- 

cated guess” on the decision maker(s) part. The subjectivity of this evaluation high- 

lights a limitation of scoring models in general, and this will be discussed in more 

detail in the sections dealing with the different R&D project selection model types. 

The economic model reviewed by Baker and Pound is by Disman (1962). This 

model is an index model, and is representative of many models using discounted 

cash flows, present worth, and interest rates for R&D project selection. In the model, 

the discounted net worth of the project multiplied by the probability of success for the 

project is considered to be the “maximum expenditure justified” (MEJ) for the project. 

An index is computed by dividing the MEJ by the project cost, and the projects are 

ranked according to the index. In this model the alternative R&D projects are con- 

sidered independently when computing the net present values, without regard to the 

actual scheduling requirements of the projects. This model was discussed earlier in 

the section on index models. 
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The operations research type model reviewed by Baker and Pound is by Hess 

(1962), which is an example of a portfolio model. This model is dynamic program- 

ming model, in which Hess proposes that the R&D project selection process is se- 

quential in nature, and, uses a dynamic programming formulation to maximize an 

expected discounted gross value of the set of projects minus the current period R&D 

expenditures. Baker and Pound note that the model data requirements and as- 

sumptions are restrictive, and the examples provided by Hess are artificial. 

The general conclusion reached by Baker and Pound was that operations re- 

search models, and economic models, had not been generally accepted in practice. 

This was primarily due to the fact that R&D project selection methods have not been 

tested using real data. Baker and Pound also pointed out that the R&D project se- 

lection process itself tends to be sketchy and poorly organized in reality, making it 

difficult to assess the strengths and weaknesses of any particular R&D project se- 

lection method. 

Cetron, Martino and Roepcke 

In a 1967 survey of quantitative models for R&D project selection models, the 

Baker and Pound paper was extended. Thirty quantitative R&D project selection 

models were evaluated according to a substantial list of criteria considered important 

for a R&D project selection model. The thirty models consisted of the ten models 

presented in the Baker and Pound paper, and twenty more models presented in the 

literature since the Baker and Pound paper. No recommendations or comparisons 

of the different models are given, instead, charts reflecting the performance of each 

model based on the evaluation criteria as outlined by Cetron et al. are presented. 
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These criteria include measures of utility of an R&D project, probability of success for 

a project, orthogonality of criteria, sensitivity to changes in inputs, scheduling re- 

quirements, strategies of the R&D department, optimization criteria used, and con- 

straints of the R&D problem. 

Moore and Baker 

Moore and Baker in their 1969 paper quantitatively compared a scoring model 

for R&D project selection, an economic model, and, a constrained optimization model 

using a sample R&D problem. The purpose of the comparison was not to develop a 

new scoring model for R&D project selection, but rather to discuss the model devel- 

opment process itself, and determine if the performance of a scoring model is com- 

parable to other quantitative techniques, such as financial models and math 

programming models. 

In the paper, Moore and Baker investigated the impact of probability of suc- 

cess of the individual projects, the timing of the stream of income payments from the 

R&D project and the timing of the stream of the cost expenditures for the R&D project 

on the performance of the three models. The optimization criteria used was expected 

discounted income from the project set. Moore and Baker concluded that given 

careful structuring, it is possible to construct a scoring model which is rank order 

consistent, i.e. the project scores determined by a scoring model lead to the same 

projects being selected as compared with forms of economic and constrained opti- 

mization models. However, in the scoring model presented in the paper, the ranking 

of criteria is not subjectively evaluated, but is transformed from a normal distribution 

to a 1 to 9 scale. For example, twenty projects are generated using a Monte Carlo 
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method, and if the probability of success generated for a project is within plus or 

minus 0.25 standard deviations of the mean, it is given a subjective score of 5, for the 

purposes of the scoring model. The scores of 1 through 9 correspond to certain in- 

tervals around the mean value. In effect, this is a complex hybrid scoring model that 

attempts to alleviate some of the inherent weaknesses in scoring models. 

Gear, Lockett and Pearson 

Gear, Lockett and Pearson in their 1971 study presented an analytical review 

of representative R&D portfolio selection models. Nine models were reviewed, and 

the models were selected with the intention of providing a good coverage of ap- 

proaches available for portfolio selection. The models reviewed were by (1) Bell, 

Chillcott, Read and Solway, (2) Watters, (3) Brandenburgh and Stedry, (4) Brockhoff, 

(5) Dean and Roepcke, (6) Hess, (7) Rosen and Souder, (8) Dean and and Hauser, and 

(9) Charnes and Stedry. 

The Bell et al. (1967) model, which was discussed earlier, is based on a linear 

programming approach. In this model, each project, or alternative version of a 

project is represented by a variable that may take any value, between zero (project 

not selected) and one (the project is selected completely). The objective of this 

model is to maximize an economic benefit, in this case cost savings due to increased 

plant efficiency, subject to budgetary and manpower constraints. Scheduling of the 

projects is not considered. An interesting characteristic of this model pointed out by 

Gear et al. is that because a linear model formulation is used and not a strict 0-1 in- 

teger model, fractions of versions of projects can appear in the solution. This can 

lead to difficulty in practice determining how to implement a partial project. 
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The Watters (1967) model is a zero-one integer programming model that in- 

corporates uncertainty into the R&D project selection process. The model uses an 

objective function that incorporates expected portfolio return, the variance of the 

portfolio return and a “coefficient of risk aversion.” This objective function is an at- 

tempt to reflect the uncertainty of the project returns and the decision maker’s level 

of risk aversion. The model also reflects uncertainty into the constraints of the 

problem, which are budgetary constraints in each of several future time periods. The 

probability of exceeding a budgetary limit in each period is developed, and incorpo- 

rated into the constraints of the model. Watters solves the R&D project selection 

problem for a range of values for the coefficient of risk aversion, leaving the final se- 

lection of projects up to the decision maker, depending on the actual values, or range 

of values of risk aversion. Watters’ model assumes independence of the cost and 

return within each project. Also, only budgetary constraints are considered, ignoring 

manpower and facility constraints for R&D project selection. The introduction of un- 

certainty into the model formulation increases the computational complexity of the 

model, particularly because it is a zero-one formulation. This would make it imprac- 

tical for all but the smallest of R&D problems. 

The Brandenburgh and Stedry (1966) financial model of the R&D project se- 

lection process is based on the “basic horizon model” of capital budgeting. The 

model uses a linear programming formulation, with the objective being to maximize 

the net worth of the project portfolio in the final time period. The constraints of the 

model consider budgetary costs in each time period, and lending and borrowing be- 

tween the firm and the R&D laboratory from one period to the next. Interest on the 

money borrowed and loaned is used as a discount rate in the objective function for 

computing net worth. Gear et al. point out that “although the model includes vari- 
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ables for lending and borrowing, the great majority of R&D laboratories operate on 

fixed budgets with no lending or borrowing.” This model considers only the financial 

aspects of the R&D project selection problem, ignoring the resource and facility re- 

quirements. 

The Brockhoff (1969) R&D project selection and scheduling model is based on 

capital budgeting. Only financial objectives and constraints are used, and a mixed 

integer programming formulation is developed to select and schedule the R&D 

projects so as to maximize the expected profits of the project portfolio. The model 

also uses a discount rate to determine a maximum net present value. Because only 

financial constraints are used, it has the same limitations as the models developed 

by Watters and by Brandenburgh, i.e. it does not consider resource and facility limi- 

tations as constraints. Also, because the model uses a mixed integer formulation it 

can run into computational problems as the problem size grows large. However this 

is one of the few models in the literature to consider the scheduling of R&D projects 

in the selection process. The model attempts to “schedule” the projects by optimiz- 

ing the timing of the projects in order to maximize the overall expected return of the 

portfolio. This scheduling is simply an ordering of the projects in time, and does not 

take into account resource requirements or facility requirements. The model does 

not include scheduling goals into the model, only financial goals. Because the model 

assumes independence of the projects, and only financial constraints are used, the 

increase in computational complexity for the model is minimized. 

The Dean and Roepcke (1969) model is designed to assist resource allocation 

decisions, using mixed integer programming. In this model, developed for military 

applications, the purpose is to maximize a relative military value of the R&D portfolio, 
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subject to budgetary constraints. Each project is evaluated in terms of its value in 

contributing to certain military objectives, and the kind of science or technology re- 

quired to complete the project. A weighted military value for each project is com- 

puted, and the model is designed to maximize the cost effectiveness of the R&D 

project portfolio. The mode! does not consider a time factor, thus it would not be 

possible to consider the scheduling of the projects in this model. Also, Gear et al. 

point out that because the formulation is a zero-one integer programming formu- 

lation, large problem sets may present computational difficulties. 

Three of the models reviewed by Gear et al. are based on dynamic program- 

ming: (1) Hess (1962), (2) Rosen and Souder (1965), and (3) Dean and Hauser (1967). 

In each case, only financial criteria are used in the project selection process, and 

budget allocations are only considered in the first period. The dynamic programming 

formulations involved are complex, and computational difficulties would arise for 

large problem sizes. It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible to incorporate 

project scheduling into these R&D project selection models. 

The last model reviewed by Gear et al. is by Charnes and Stedry (1966). In 

this model, individual project selection is not considered, but instead focuses on op- 

timal funding of research support. The model minimizes expected cost of the R&D 

portfolio, subject to resource constraints that take uncertainty into account. This is 

done by formulating the problem as a chance constrained programming problem. 

The model reviewed gives only mathematical formulations, without giving any nu- 

merical examples. Because the model does not consider project selection, it would 

not be appropriate for R&D project selection and scheduling. 
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Gear et al. concluded that it is difficult to decide on the appropriateness of 

various R&D selection models in a given situation, and that results of practical tests 

of these models using actual field data are needed. The authors also point out that 

the available models have serious limitations concerning multiple objectives and 

project interrelationships. 

Souder 

Souder (1972) presents a comparative analysis of operations research models 

for R&D project selection from 1955-1970. In this paper, Souder evaluates 41 qual- 

itative R&D project selection models, based on five criterion considered important to 

R&D decision making: 

1. Realism criterion. This includes multiple objectives, multiple constraints, 

orthogonal (mutually exclusive) variables, market risk, technical risk, manpower 

constraints, facility constraints, budget constraints, and uncertainty. 

2. Flexibility criterion. The model can handle applied R&D projects, basic R&D, 

priority decisions, initiation decisions, budget allocation applications, and project 

funding allocations. 

3. Capability criterion. The model’s capability to perform future time analyses, op- 

timization analyses, simulation analyses, project selection, allocation analyses 

and scheduling analyses. 
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4. Use criterion. This relates to the model’s ease of use to the R&D decision maker, 

which includes sensitivity to changes in input, continuous or discrete variables, 

computer requirements, data obtainability, and parameter estimation. 

5. Cost criterion. The costs of using the model, including set-up costs, use costs, 

personnel costs, computer costs and data costs. 

Souder evaluates the 41 models, which are provided in a bibliography in the 

paper, by separating the models into six categories: linear models, nonlinear models, 

zero-one models, scoring models, profitability index, and utility function models. The 

conclusion is that linear, nonlinear and zero-one models have the highest flexibility, 

realism and capability of the models evaluated, making them the most suitable for 

R&D project selection. Project scheduling is included as one of the sub-topics of the 

capability criterion, but Souder does not make mention any of the models’ capabili- 

ties for project scheduling. The evaluation of the models is done using a additive 

scoring model, with the criteria scoring estimates made by a panel of R&D adminis- 

trators and R&D specialists. 

Baker 

Baker (1974) assessed R&D project selection models up to 1974. In this paper, 

Baker presents a general overview of the R&D project selection problem, its charac- 

teristics, inputs, outputs and selection criteria. He points out “that the R&D project 

selection decision can be characterized as having multiple criteria with no common, 

underlying measure.” Baker also points out that the problem is often separated into 

two distinct processes in practice, benefit estimation for the individual projects, and 

project selection/resource allocation. These two processes are related: the output 
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of R&D benefit estimation is part of the input for the R&D project selection/resource 

allocation process. The uncertainty inherent in benefit estimation introduces uncer- 

tainty into the project selection process. 

Baker does not extensively review or present any quantitative models for R&D 

project selection, but outlines some the limitations of the models in the literature. 

These limitations include inadequate treatment of project and parameter inter- 

relationships, inadequate treatment of uncertainty as it impacts on benefit measure- 

ment and parameter estimation, inadequate treatment of multiple, interrelated 

decision criteria that have no common underlying measure, inadequate treatment of 

time variant properties of the parameters and criteria, and recognition of important 

individual R&D personnel. Estimates of costs, probabilities of success and times to 

completion of projects tend to change as the projects proceed, and Baker notes that 

the project selection models in the literature are limited in their capabilities to handle 

these changes. 

Baker pointed out that the trend in R&D project selection was towards models 

for program or portfolio, rather than individual measures, and techniques such as 

goal programming are suitable for handling the multiple criteria associated with R&D 

project selection problems. 

Liberatore and Titus 

Liberatore and Titus (1983) reviewed the use of management science tech- 

niques in R&D project management, particularly in the areas of project selection, 

project evaluation, budgeting decisions, and project scheduling and control. This 

paper attempts to determine the usage of management science techniques in the 
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R&D activities of 29 “Fortune 500” firms by using a nonrandom sample of 40 re- 

spondents from these firms. The respondents were questioned about the familiarity 

of financial methods, risk assessment techniques, formal budgeting systems, sched- 

uling and control charts, math programming models, behavior models, and subjective 

evaluation techniques. Liberatore and Titus concluded that although techniques such 

as linear, nonlinear and goal programming are recognized by R&D managers in 

practice, very few utilize these techniques. They attribute this to the fact that R&D 

managers feel that the models available to them will not appreciably improve R&D 

project management. 

Danila 

Danila (1989) reviewed the literature on project evaluation and selection up to 

that time. The author categorizes the different models into thirteen different model 

types: (1) ratio, (2) scoring, (3) math programming, (4) portfolio, (5) matrix, (6) 

systemic, (7) checklists, (8) relevance trees, (9) tables, (10) multi-criteria, (11) con- 

sensus, (12) graphic, and, (13) integrative. Many of these categories overlap, and can 

be placed into the categories outlined earlier in this dissertation. Models in these 

categories were subjectively evaluated by R&D managers in France and Japan onthe 

basis of ease of formulation and the degree of implementation. Danila does not make 

any conclusions about which models were superior in formulation or use, but briefly 

mentions that some of the methods have enough possibilities to contribute to not only 

the R&D strategy but also to corporate strategy. 

Summary of selection models and reviews. 
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The R&D project selection problem has multiple criteria with no common 

underlying measure, and the various project selection models developed in the liter- 

ature to address multiple criteria in the R&D problem have done so with varying de- 

grees of success. However, project scheduling has not been incorporated in the 

models for project selection as a criteria, and scheduling can have an impact on 

many of the parameters and estimates for the project selection problem. The 

scheduling of projects can impact cost estimates, time to completion estimates and 

resource requirements, all as a result of portfolio interactions. Models that assume 

independence between projects, i.e. ignore portfolio interactions, such as checklist 

models, index models, scoring models, and financial models, are inadequate in their 

treatment of project scheduling. Portfolio models attempt to incorporate various 

project interactions, but the models in the literature cannot incorporate project 

scheduling as an objective. 

Project scheduling 

Project scheduling and control has received considerable attention in the lit- 

erature. In contrast to the limited usage of mathematical techniques for R&D project 

selection, the usage of of mathematical techniques for R&D project scheduling and 

control is relatively high. An excellent review of project scheduling can be found in 

Davis (1973), and reviews of R&D project scheduling can be found in Dean and 

Chaudhuri (1980) and Liberatore and Titus (1983). 

Project scheduling, while seemingly one of the important criteria associated 

with R&D project selection, is not generally included in project selection models. 
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Including project scheduling in the R&D project selection process will result in a 

more realistic model, reflecting the objectives of the R&D department and the organ- 

ization as a whole. The R&D project selection models in the literature neglect 

scheduling as an objective primarily because of the difficulty of incorporating sched- 

uling into the selection process, and as a result project scheduling is relegated to 

being performed after the project selection process. If the resulting schedule meets 

the organization’s objectives then the project selection process is sufficient. How- 

ever, often the schedule is not acceptable and projects must be deleted, alternative 

projects or sets of projects selected, resources increased, economic goals reduced 

or the desired schedule relaxed. These alternatives could be avoided if project 

scheduling is performed during the selection process, and thus the project selection 

process would reflect a more realistic R&D environment and provide more useful 

outputs. A review of project scheduling literature will provide some insight into 

which techniques may be used in the selection process. 

The literature on R&D project scheduling can be classified into two categories: 

single project scheduling and multiple project scheduling. Davis (1973) presents a 

historical review of procedures for both categories of scheduling. In the R&D project 

selection problem presented in this dissertation, the objective is to select a portfolio 

of R&D projects, with the scheduling of the projects as an objective of the selection 

process. Thus, the appropriate scheduling techniques would be the techniques for 

multiple project scheduling. 

Procedures for multiple project scheduling can be classified into two major 

categories: heuristic procedures and optimal procedures (Davis 1973). The heuristic 

procedures use a “rule of thumb” to help determine the best schedule for a particular 
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set of projects. The rule of thumb helps determine the priorities among projects 

competing for the available, but limited resources. The heuristic procedures are de- 

signed to provide very good solutions very quickly and efficiently, but are not guar- 

anteed to provide the exact optimal solution to any given project scheduling problem. 

The trade-off in exactness is the computational efficiency that is gained by using the 

heuristic approach. 

In contrast, optimal procedures are designed to give the best possible, or op- 

timal solution. Optima! methods for multiple project scheduling are normally based 

on some type of mathematical programming formulation or are based on an 

enumerative approach. In either case, these optimal approaches are generally only 

practical for very small problem sizes because as the problem size increases, the 

computation time for these procedures increases exponentially. Because of this 

limitation, optimal procedures have not been utilized very often for multiple project 

scheduling problems. 

Approaches to Project Scheduling 

The Gantt chart is used extensively for project scheduling (Liberatore and 

Titus 1983), but for large complex projects, the Gantt chart is limited because of its 

inability to reflect the interdependence between project activities and the uncertain- 

ties in the project activity durations (Dean and Chaudhuri 1980). Network methods 

are also used extensively for R&D project scheduling and control, and they overcome 

some of the limitations of the Gantt chart. Program Evaluation and Review Technique 

(PERT) was developed in the Polaris missile program, and is used extensively in 

practice (Liberatore and Titus 1983). The precedence relations between the different 
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project activities, as well as the uncertainty in the project activities is reflected in 

PERT. The Critical Path Method (CPM) is similar to PERT, and the two methods are 

often used in conjunction. The idea behind PERT/CPM is to identify the activity, or 

activities, crucial to completing the project within a specified time. When multiple 

projects are introduced to PERT/CPM methods, the problem of resource allocation 

arises. The various projects utilize resources, and this resource demand needs to 

be checked against the resource capacities. It may be that the total demand exceeds 

the availability of resources in specific time periods. If the demand is variable within 

individual projects, the expected demand may be less than the resource capacity but 

the variance of demand may result in a shortage. Lastly, if the project duration is 

considered “excessive”, increases in resources may be required to shorten the 

project duration. The different problems in resource usage lead to different tech- 

niques for project scheduling (Davis 1973). 

PERT/CPM assumes unlimited resource availability, and this limitation has 

lead to a large amount of research in the area of resource constrained project 

scheduling, and to a lesser extent, R&D project scheduling under resource con- 

straints. 

Heuristics used for project scheduling 

Many heuristic procedures exist for project scheduling. Because project 

scheduling is conceptually similar to job shop scheduling, many of the techniques 

used for scheduling multiple jobs through a manufacturing facility have been used for 

project scheduling and control (Davis 1973), (Dean 1980). Though a few exact algo- 

rithms have been developed for job shop scheduling, they have been shown to be 
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impractical for all but the smallest problems (Baker 1974), (Davis 1973), (Patterson 

1984). As a result, heuristic procedures for job shop scheduling, and project sched- 

uling, are pervasive the literature and in practice. 

R&D project scheduling is generally done under resource constraints. R&D 

facilities, materials and personne! represent realistic constraints on the R&D project 

scheduling problem. The research on project scheduling has therefore concentrated 

on resource constrained project scheduling and the development of heuristic proce- 

dures to solve this problem. Davis (1973) reviews multi-resource heuristic proce- 

dures for project scheduling. One important heuristic, from a historical viewpoint, is 

the Resource Allocation and Multi-Project Scheduling program (RAMPS), developed 

by DuPont in 1960. This program minimizes costs on a period to period basis by ex- 

amining all feasible combinations of competing jobs, or project activities, in each time 

period. Each combination is scored according to a function that incorporates vari- 

ables such as total slack, idle resources, and project delays, and the costs associated 

with each variable. It can handle up to 100 separate projects, each consisting of up 

to 2000 activities and requiring up to 100 different resource types. The program is still 

widely used within DuPont. 

Davis and Heidorn (1971) present an algorithm for optimal project scheduling 

under multiple constraints, using a bounded enumeration approach, and techniques 

originally designed for use in assembly line balancing problems. The problem is 

fairly small, consisting of seven project activities that compete for three different re- 

source types. Davis points out that the procedure has a major drawback : the number 

of feasible subsets of solutions increases very quickly as the problem size grows. 

The technique of bounded enumeration eliminates many feasible, but less desirable, 
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solutions by using a “target” solution, in this case a project duration. If a subset does 

not “beat” the target, it is eliminated from future consideration. The efficiency of the 

algorithm depends on the accuracy of the target value used. If the target value is too 

low, very few subsets will be eliminated. If the target value is too high, no solutions 

will be found. As a starting point, the authors recommend the use of heuristic de- 

signed for the problem to generate a starting solution, and the continue the algorithm 

from that point. 

Sherali and Rios (1984) present a scheduling heuristic for solving an allocation 

and scheduling problem for the Air Force. In this paper, the authors attempt to 

maximize the utilization rates of the aircraft, subject to meeting flight requirements 

and resource limitations. The problem is solved in two steps, the first of which solves 

the problem using a set of relaxed assumptions, and generates a starting point for the 

second step. The second step involves tightening the assumptions used in the first 

step, to reflect the actual problem constraints, and uses a series of simulations to 

determine a good, feasible schedule. This paper is significant in that simulation is 

used, along with several scheduling/sequencing heuristics, to solve the multiple task 

resource constrained scheduling problem. Simulation is an alternative to exact ap- 

proaches, and has appeared in the literature for R&D project scheduling. Simulation 

will be discussed in a later section. 

Optimal Procedures 

Pritsker et al. (1969) present a zero-one programming approach to multiproject 

scheduling with limited resources. This model is a math programming formulation 

that will provide an exact, optimal solution to the problem. However, this mode! 
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cannot handle a realistic problem size. The model presented is a three project, eight 

job, three resource problem. The zero-one linear programming formulation for this 

problem size requires 72 variables, and 125 constraints. Because project scheduling 

is an NP-Complete problem, this type of problem gets very complex as the problem 

size increases. Baker (1974) notes that in this type of zero-one integer formulation, 

the number of constraints increase on the order of n? where n is the number of 

projects. The number of variables required for the formulation also increases to the 

power of two as the problem size increases. 

Patterson (1984) presents a comparison of exact approaches for solving the 

multiple constrained resource, project scheduling problem. Three procedures are 

compared : a bounded enumeration routine, a branch and bound routine and an im- 

plicit enumeration routine. The problems solved by these routines are single project, 

multiple task problems, with the number of tasks ranging from 7 to 50 tasks. In this 

particular instance, the branch and bound based procedure was superior to the 

bounded enumeration and implicit enumeration techniques in terms of computation 

speed. However, Patterson points out that the branch and bound required a high 

level of computer storage to run effectively. 

Exact methods for resource constrained project scheduling have proved un- 

Satisfactory. Davis (1973) notes that “the major alternative to heuristic procedures 

were various linear programming formulations; an apparent approach which in gen- 

eral has proved to be computationally unsatisfactory for even very small problems ”. 

As a result, the majority of research on resource constrained project scheduling has 

focused on the improvement of heuristic procedures, particularly in the areas of im- 

plicit enumeration and simulation. 
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Simulation methods 

As computer algorithms for simulation models improve, simulation may be- 

come an alternative to heuristics in project selection and scheduling. Simulation 

software packages such as GERT and Q-GERT have been used for R&D project 

scheduling in the literature. 

Graphical evaluation review technique (GERT) allows for a less rigid, or 

deterministic, network model of R&D project scheduling. GERT is a stochastic mod- 

elling technique that allows for uncertainty in project outcomes, durations and op- 

tional paths through a project scheduling problem. GERT allows for different 

distributions in task durations, which can help the R&D managers determine project 

durations under different input conditions, such as resource allocations, facility ca- 

pacities, etc. Moore and Taylor (1977) use GERT for a multi-team, multiproject re- 

search problem. The model presented solves a four project, two team problem using 

the GERT simulation software. The model provides R&D management with project 

scheduling statistics concerning time and cost. However, Taylor and Moore point out 

that as the number of R&D projects increase the GERT models become increasingly 

complex (1980). 

Q-GERT is an evolution of GERT in that it has special queue nodes, and other 

features that make it helpful for R&D project scheduling and control. This helps ac- 

commodate larger, more realistic problem sizes. In Q-GERT the entities, in this the 

R&D projects, have the capability of “carrying” attributes through the project network. 

In R&D project scheduling, the individual attributes can be the various resources re- 

quired for task completion, and in Q-GERT if the resources are not currently available, 

i.e. the resource is in use, the projects “wait” until the resource is available. In this 
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manner, the R&D manager can investigate the impact of different levels of resources, 

task durations, etc. Using Q-GERT, Taylor and Moore (1980) solve a five stage, five 

project, two team problem using Q-GERT. The models are solved using the Q-GERT 

software developed by A.A.B. Pritsker. 

Project selection models incorporating scheduling 

in general, the R&D project selection problem, and the R&D project scheduling 

problem have each garnered considerable attention in the literature. However, the 

combined problem of R&D project selection and scheduling has received scant at- 

tention because of the complexity involved in combining the two problem types. Se- 

veral models have been presented in the literature that attempt to incorporate 

scheduling into the project selection process. The model by Bell (1967) uses a sim- 

plifying assumption about the project schedules to incorporate scheduling into a 

portfolio model. Several models based on dynamic programming also use a simpli- 

fying assumption to incorporate scheduling into a portfolio model. The model by 

Hess (1962) is an early example of this type of model. Gupta (1992) also presents a 

model using dynamic programming, and also uses the simplifying assumption that 

once a project is started, it is completed without interruption, and only one project 

can be completed at a time. This assumption is restrictive, because R&D depart- 

ments often work on multiple projects at a time. This model also only has one con- 

straint, a budgetary constraint, where it is not uncommon to have multiple constraints 

in a realistic R&D problem. The Gupta model also requires numerous dynamic pro- 

gramming formulations. As the problem size increases, this could cause computa- 

tional difficulties. 
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Summary 

The various model types used for R&D project scheduling were presented, 

along with a review of representative models for each type. A review of important 

historical summaries of R&D projects selection was also presented, showing the 

progression of R&D project selection models over time. R&D project selection mod- 

els have improved significantly over time, addressing many of the important charac- 

teristics of the R&D problem. Unfortunately, one important objective of R&D project 

selection, project scheduling, has not been realistically incorporated into the se- 

lection process. Several models have been presented that incorporate project 

scheduling using simplifying assumptions, but these models generally do not ade- 

quately reflect the R&D project scheduling problem. 

R&D project scheduling models were also discussed in this chapter, partic- 

ularly multiple project scheduling models. Heuristic and optimal procedures were 

reviewed, along with a fairly recent technique, simulation. R&D project scheduling 

is similar to job shop scheduling, allowing the use of proven scheduling heuristics in 

R&D scheduling. 

The purpose of this research is to incorporate project scheduling into R&D 

project selection, and this requires considering multiple project scheduling tech- 

niques. Because project scheduling has not been incorporated into project selection 

at all, it would seem logical to start with a fairly simple project structure. The project 

structure for this dissertation requires at most 3 tasks per project, and would not re- 

quire the complex heuristics outlined by Davis (1975), and Patterson (1984). 

Straightforward job shop scheduling heuristics can be used for R&D project schedul- 
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ing, and the textbook on scheduling by Baker (1974) outlines numerous job shop 

scheduling heuristics. The scheduling heuristic in this dissertation used will be de- 

scribed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3: The Filtered Beam Search Approach 

In this dissertation, an R&D project selection problem is solved using a 

heuristic model based on the filtered beam search approach used predominantly in 

Artificial Intelligence research. This chapter describes the R&D project problem, 

heuristic search techniques, scheduling heuristics and the filtered beam search ap- 

proach to R&D project scheduling and selection. The following chapter discusses the 

solutions and the results obtained for examples using the filtered beam search ap- 

proach. 

The general R&D selection problem with scheduling 

An R&D project is a potential product, process or service that has the potential 

for providing benefits to a company, or organization. These benefits can take differ- 

ent forms, but for business R&D projects, they are primarily future cash flows or 

profits to the company. This research will focus on a business R&D project selection 
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and scheduling problem, subject to goals and constraints appropriate for a business 

organization. 

The filtered beam search approach will be presented in the context of an ex- 

ample R&D problem, with project scheduling included in the project selection proc- 

ess. The R&D problem investigated in this dissertation will be approached in two 

stages: the first stage will consist of an R&D project selection problem with ten po- 

tential R&D projects, and the second will consist of fifty potential R&D projects. The 

ten project set will be used to develop, demonstrate, test and validate the filtered 

beam search algorithm. The smaller problem size makes it feasible to use validation 

methods based on enumeration, and current R&D project selection models, which 

can incur computational difficulties for large problems. The fifty project set will be 

used to demonstrate the computational efficiency of the filtered beam search ap- 

proach on a more realistic problem size. The same goals and resource constraints 

will be used for both problems. However, the amounts of each resource available 

will be greater for the larger problem set. 

Three primary goals will be used in the filtered beam search approach: (1) 

maximizing the expected return of the project portfolio, (2) maximizing the probability 

of success for the project portfolio, and (3) minimizing the overall time to completion 

of the project portfolio. The expected return of the project portfolio is computed using 

the projected profits of the individual projects and the individual probabilities of suc- 

cess for the projects. The expected return of an individual project is the product of 

the projected profit and the probability of success for the project, and the expected 

return for the portfolio is the sum of the expected returns for the selected projects in 

the portfolio. Maximizing the expected return of the project portfolio is the most 
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common objective used in the literature on R&D project selection (Baker 1964, Baker 

and Pound 1974, Cetron 1967, Danila 1989). The portfolio probability of success will 

be defined as an index, calculated by summing the individual probabilities of success 

for selected projects. Moore and Baker (1969) note that an additive index for proba- 

bility of success provides a better rank ordering of the projects when used as an ob- 

jective in project selection. Maximizing the group probability of success will 

encourage the selection of those projects with the best chance of succeeding. 

The third, and most important goal for this research, is scheduling the R&D 

projects as part of the selection process. The actual scheduling goal itself is not as 

important as including a scheduling goal into the project selection process. Because 

scheduling has not been included into the selection process previously, no guidelines 

for scheduling goals have been established. Several goals would seem appropriate 

for use in R&D project selection: meeting target due dates, minimizing average 

completion times for the projects and minimizing the overall time to completion of the 

selected project portfolio. Each of these goals is a realistic goal for the project se- 

lection process, and the choice of one goal over another is subjective, and would 

depend on the organization’s objectives. However, the R&D process is inherently 

uncertain, and setting due dates for R&D projects might be difficult to do. In some 

situations, market forces could dictate due dates, but generally due dates would be 

set internally. lf this is the case then meeting these due dates would be an appro- 

priate R&D project scheduling goal. 

A realistic situation is where management uses a planning horizon for R&D 

project management. In this case, the R&D manager would like to complete all of the 

projects selected prior to the horizon date. It would be important to determine if the 
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selection of projects would change if this scheduling objective is imposed on the se- 

lection process. The goal of minimizing the overall completion time of the selected 

projects, or makespan of the project portfolio, would help meet the scheduling ob- 

jectives of the organization. This is the goal used in the filtered beam search ap- 

proach presented in this dissertation. 

The computation of the makespan for the selected projects is performed using 

a scheduling heuristic originally designed for use in job shop scheduling. The ob- 

jective in this problem is to schedule the various projects (jobs) through the required 

R&D facilities (workcenters). Three R&D facilities are used, facilities A, B, and C. 

These facilities represent various departments or organizational areas tn R&D project 

management. R&D projects typically have to be engineered, designed, fabricated, 

tested, reworked, etc. and these facilities could represent one or more of the stages 

an R&D project must go through. The duration a project spends at each facility is 

estimated by the R&D department, and for this problem these times will be 

deterministic. The filtered beam search approach uses a scheduling heuristic to es- 

timate the time it will take for all of the selected projects to complete the R&D proc- 

ess, and uses this as one of the primary objectives in selecting the optimal set of R&D 

projects that the organization should undertake. The description of the scheduling 

heuristic, and a numerical example of the heuristic follows. 

Scheduling heuristic 

The scheduling goal used by the filtered beam search approach is minimiza- 

tion of makespan for the candidate R&D projects. Exact methods for determining 

makespan are impractical for realistic problem sizes, so a scheduling heuristic must 
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be used. Because R&D project scheduling is very similar to job shop scheduling, 

heuristics designed for makespan calculations in a job shop setting are appropriate 

for the R&D problem. Many heuristics exist, and the one used in the filtered beam 

search approach has been selected from the text by Baker (1974). The actual 

heuristic used is up to the R&D management, and the heuristic should be appropriate 

for the particular R&D environment. The primary purpose of this research is to show 

that scheduling can be incorporated in the project selection process, and a recog- 

nized job shop scheduling heuristic is used to provide validity to this approach. 

The objective for for project scheduling is to minimize the makespan for the 

project subset under consideration, i.e. minimize the time to complete all of the 

projects as a group. Makespan is defined as the elapsed time, starting at time zero, 

that it takes to complete all of the projects in the subset, and the job shop scheduling 

heuristic by Baker is specifically designed to minimize the elapsed time. The 

heuristic works on the premise that the projects should start in the necessary facility 

as early as possible, and if there is a conflict, i.e. one or more projects can start in a 

facility a tie-breaker is used to determine which one goes first. The scheduling 

heuristic used in this research is presented here: 

¢ Let PS, represent the partial schedule containing ‘t’ operations, where ’t’ is the 

current index of the algorithm. 

e 6Let S; represent the set of schedulable operations at stage t, corresponding to a 

given PS,. 

e Let o; represent the earliest time at which operation j as a subset of S, could be 

started. 
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¢ Leto’ represent the minimum a; for operation j as a subset of S;. 

The steps of the heuristic are: 

Step 1. Let t=0 and begin with PS, as the null partial schedule. Initially S, includes 

all operations with no predecessors. 

Step 2. Determine o° and the facility m* on which o° could be realized. 

Step 3. For each operation j that is in S, that requires facility m° and for which oa; 

equals a’, calculate a priority index according to a specific rule. In the filtered beam 

search approach, the priority rule used is the shortest processing time rule (SPT). If 

a tie exists, it is broken arbitrarily. Find the operation with the smallest index and add 

this operation to PS, as early as possible, thus creating the next partial schedule, 

PS,.,,, for the next stage. 

Step 4. For the new partial schedule created in step 3, update the data as follows: (a) 

remove operation j from S;, (2) form S,,, by adding the direct successor of operation 

j to S,, and (3) increment t by one. 

Step 5. Return to step 2 for the PS,,, created in steps 3 and 4 until a complete 

schedule is generated. 

One advantage of this scheduling heuristic is that it not only determines the 

overall time of completing all projects, but also generates a partial schedule along the 

way. When the algorithm finishes, a schedule of operations through the facilities is 

also generated, which could be given to the R&D manager as a scheduling aid. Thus 
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not only is the makespan computed, but the project sequence that achieves the 

makespan is also provided. 

Example of Scheduling Heuristic 

This example will schedule three projects, projects 1, 4 and 9 from the ten project 

R&D problem, using the scheduling heuristic outlined above. 

The project data is as follows: 

Project Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 

1 a/6 b/8 c/2 

4 b/5 c/4 a/6 

9 a/7 c/8 b/4 

Note: a/6 means the project is at facility “a” for 6 time units. 

Let operation j be represented by “xy”, where xy represents project x at facility y, e.g 

j=3a would represent the operation where project 3 is serviced at facility a. 

ag; = max {predecessor to j completed, facility needed for j available}; this is the 

earliest time operation j can be started. 

Step 1: 

Initialize: t=O, PS, = { } 

Sp = {1a,4b,9a} 

These are the operations that have no predecessors. 

lteration 1. 

Step 2: O1, — Oap = Oo, = 0 
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a= ming, = 0 

m= a,b 

Step 3: 

Since a tie exists, use SPT to break tie and select operation 4b; operation 4b will be 

complete at time = 0+5 = 5 

Step 4: 

t=t+1 

PS, = {4b}; S, = {1a,4c,9a} 

Facility a avail at time =0, b avail at time =5, c avail at time =0. 

iteration 2. 

Step 2: G1, = max{0,0} = 0; 

Oo, = max{0,0} = 0; 

Oa = Max{5,0} = 5; 

o” = mina; = 0; 

Step 3: 

Since a tie exists use SPT, select operation 1a, process time = 6 

Operation 1a will be completed at ttme = 0 + 6= 6 

Step 4: 

t=t+1 

PS, = {4b,1a}; S. = {1b,4c,9a} 

Facility a avail at time =6, b avail at time =5, c avail at time =O. 
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Iteration 3. 

Step 2: On = max{6,5} = 6; 

Ose = max{5,0} = 5; 

Os, = max{0,6} = 6; 

o = ming, =5 

m = c 

Step 3: 

Select 4c, process time =4, complete at time=9 

Step 4: 

t=t+1 

PS; = {4b,1a,4c}; S; = {1b,4a,9a} 

Facility a avail at time =6, b avail at time =5, c avail at time=9 

lterations 4 - 12. 

The process continues in this manner until all operations are scheduled, and the final 

sequence of operations is: 

PS = {4b,1a,4c,9a,1b,4a,9c,1c,9b} 

Makespan of this project set = 25 units. 

This heuristic is designed to find the sequence of operations that minimizes 

the overall time to completion of the entire set of projects. Because it is a heuristic, 

a better sequence of operations may exist for a given set of projects. 
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Resource constraints in the R&D problem 

Several resource constraints will be included in the R&D project problem 

presented in this example: project budget, research personnel, and two generic re- 

sources, resource X and resource Y. The budget constraint is the most common re- 

source constraint used for R&D project selection in the literature (Baker 1964, Baker 

and Pound 1974, Cetron 1967, Danila 1989). The number of researchers available is 

an often mentioned, but rarely used resource constraint in the literature. This con- 

straint represents the availability of specially skilled R&D personnel, as opposed to 

availability of unskilled personnel. The availability of research personnel may be 

difficult to alter during the planning horizon, because of special training requirements, 

knowledge requirements, etc. In this model, the special research personnel are 

treated as a regular constraint, i.e. the number required by the selected projects must 

be less than or equal to the number available at the beginning of the selection proc- 

ess. This assumption will simplify the scheduling heuristic in the filtered beam 

search approach. Scheduling heuristics for multiple resource constrained project 

scheduling exist, but are more complex than the one used in this research. The 

heuristic utilized in this problem uses the assumption that once a facility is available, 

all other resources needed are available. 

Two generic resources, resource X and resource Y, represent other appropri- 

ate resource constraints for a business R&D problem. Examples of other resource 

constraints might include material resources, other manpower constraints, computer 

resources, and equipment resources. The choice of two additional constraints is ar- 

bitrary, and the addition of more constraints would not adversely affect the filtered 

beam search approach. 
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lt should be pointed out that no mention has been made about the functional 

nature of the resource constraints, i.e. linear, nonlinear, exponential, etc. The details 

will be explained in the section dealing with the filtered beam search algorithm, but 

it should be pointed out that the filtered beam search algorithm can handle con- 

straints in any mathematical form. This allows the R&D department to define re- 

source utilization formulas in any functional form, and the filtered beam search can 

handle them without any serious effect on the computational complexity of the algo- 

rithm. 

The general R&D project selection and scheduling problem can be summa- 

rized as follows: 

Goals: 

Maximize Expected Profit(Portfolio); 

Minimize Makespan(Portfolio); 

Maximize Probability of Success(Portfolio); 

Subject to: 

Resource X usage(Portfolio) <= Resource X capacity 

Resource Y usage(Portfolio) <= Resource Y capacity 

Number of researchers(Portfolio) <= Number of researchers available 

Budget usage(Portfolio) <= Budget available 

For this problem, the objective functions and resource constraints are linear 

functions. 
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Heuristic search techniques 

Because it is infeasible to use exact methods for project selection and 

scheduling, a heuristic approach must be used. Search techniques explore alterna- 

tive solutions, until the optimal solution is obtained. One obvious search technique 

is complete enumeration, where every alternative is explored and the optimal sol- 

ution is the alternative that best meets the decision criteria. Complete enumeration 

is feasible for small problems, but in R&D project selection all combinations of 

projects must be considered, and the problem size grows quickly as the number of 

projects considered increases. The number of possible combinations of projects is 

2”, where n is the number of projects. For n equal to 10 projects, the number of 

possible combinations is 1,024. Increasing n to 50 projects results in 1.125 thousand 

trillion different combinations! Fifty projects is a realistic number of projects to con- 

sider in a business, and the sheer number of possible project combinations makes 

any type of selection algorithm that is based on complete enumeration impractical. 

Researchers in Artificial Intelligence (Al) have developed several search rou- 

tines to deal with this combinatorial explosion in problem size. The techniques that 

will be discussed here are routines that search for the goal or objective in the sol- 

ution space, rather than attempting to find a shortest, or least cost, path through the 

solution space. In the R&D project selection problem, the optimal project set is not 

known ahead of time, so some of these techniques are not directly applicable to the 

problem, but are presented here to provide a background to the filtered beam search 

approach. The techniques are used to find paths from starting positions to goal po- 

sitions when the length of the discovered paths is not important (Winston 1984). One 

interesting characteristic of the R&D project selection problem that helps define the 
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solution space is the zero-one nature of the decision variables. In the R&D project 

selection, the choice is to either include a project in the portfolio, or not include it. 

The fact that the decision variables are well defined will help when generating the 

solution space. 

The general problem in R&D project selection is to choose a set of projects 

that best meets the objectives of the R&D department. The optimal answer obviously 

is not known ahead of time. The search technique must explore the solution space, 

evaluate the alternative solutions, and determine which of the alternatives is the best 

answer. The search techniques presented here use different strategies to explore 

the solution space and find the optimal solution. 

The solution space for the R&D project selection space can be visualized as 

a search tree. The search tree begins at level zero, which represents the beginning 

of the search process. In the R&D project selection problem, this is the starting point, 

where no projects have been selected. The next level, one, consists of all of the 

candidate projects being considered one at a time. Level two would consist of all 

combinations of two projects together. Figure 3.1 shows an abbreviated search tree 

for the ten project problem. At level one, all of the projects are shown. Level two is 

shown only for the combinations of two projects that include projects one and two. 

Note that there are only nine different combinations of projects that include project 

one. It would not makes sense to show a branch in the search tree that shows 

project one combined with itself. Also notice that there are only eight different com- 

binations of two projects shown in the search tree that include project two. It would 

be redundant to include projects two and one together at this level, since the level 

already contains projects one and two together, as shown on the branches emanating 
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from project one at level one. The rest of level two would be constructed similarly, 

with branches emanating from all ten projects at level one. 

The full search tree could be constructed by continuing to create levels 

downward, with branches emanating from the nodes at the previous level. These 

branches extending downward provide the paths for the different search techniques 

to explore, representing a set of projects being considered for selection. Extending 

the branches is analogous to adding projects to the subset of projects under consid- 

eration. For example, level one of the search tree in Figure 3.1 represents consid- 

ering the projects one at atime. In most cases, more than one R&D project can be 

selected, and the solution space grows by extending the search tree by one level, i.e. 

considering the projects two at a time. The search tree can be extended level by 

level, i.e. more projects being considered together, until the branches cannot be ex- 

tended due to various restrictions on the problem. The restrictions are normally the 

resource constraints for the R&D project selection problem. 

As the problem size increases, the size and complexity of the search tree will 

increase dramatically; the size of the search tree grows exponentially with problem 

size. Thus, it is important for the search technique designed for the R&D project se- 

lection problem to be efficient in exploring the search tree, in order to handle realistic 

problem sizes. 

Each search technique presented in this section explores the search tree ina 

different manner while searching for an optimal path through the search tree. The 

first three techniques presented, depth-first search, breadth-first search, and the 

best-first search, assume the goal is known ahead of time, and are designed to find 

a path to the goa! node, but do not attempt to find an optimal path, while the last 
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technique, beam search, is a directed search technique and attempts to find the op- 

timal path through the search space. Because the beam search is a heuristic, it is 

not guaranteed to find the optimal path. 

Depth-first search 

The depth first search technique simply selects a starting point, in this case 

a single project, and dives into the search tree, and continues to add projects to the 

branch until all projects are added to the branch or until no more projects may be 

added, because of project constraints. In a realistic R&D problem, project constraints 

will prevent all projects from being selected, so in the depth first search the branches 

terminate due to project constraints. Once a branch terminates, the set of projects 

along the branch are evaluated according to the various objectives for the R&D se- 

lection process. The depth first search restarts at the source node, and dives into the 

search tree along a different branch, and repeats the process of adding projects until 

the branch terminates. This entire process continues until all branches have been 

searched. The depth first search is typically used for the case where the goal is 

known ahead of time, and the process normally terminates once a path to the goal 

node is found. Obviously, since the optimal answer is not known ahead of time in the 

R&D problem, the depth first search technique would not be practical. 

Breadth-first search 

The breadth-first search is another search technique that is used to explore 

alternatives. The breadth-first technique pushes uniformly down into the search tree, 

one level at a time, generating alternatives and searching for the optimal solution. 
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In this technique, the starting points are the individual projects, and the next level 

would be all possible combinations of two projects. Every feasible branch is evalu- 

ated at this level, with infeasible branches being “pruned”, or discarded for further 

exploration. The next level would be all feasible combinations of three projects em- 

anating from the previous level. The search continues to push down into the search 

tree until no more feasible branches can be generated. Obviously, the breadth-first 

search technique suffers from similar drawbacks to those of the depth-first search, 

i.e. because the optimal solution is not known ahead of time the technique would not 

be practical for R&D project selection. 

Best-first search 

The best first search technique is similar to the depth-first search, but the or- 

der in which the branches are explored is determined by using an evaluation function 

relating to the objective of the search. In the best-first search, the source nodes are 

evaluated, and the node that is the best according to the evaluation is searched first, 

in the same manner as the depth-first search. Once the branch terminates, if the goal 

node is not found, the search restarts. The search backtracks to the best unexplored 

node, and resumes by diving down that branch. The search process continues until 

the goal node is found, or the number of branches to search is exhausted. Again, 

because the goal for R&D project selection is not known ahead of time, the best-first 

search would not be appropriate for the R&D problem. 

These three techniques are mentioned in order to build the foundation for the 

technique used in this dissertation, the filtered beam search which is variation of the 
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beam search technique, and is related to the three search techniques mentioned 

above. 

Beam search 

The beam search technique is similar to the breadth-first technique, in that it 

proceeds level by level. Unlike the breadth-first technique, however, the beam 

search does not blindly continue to press on down into the search tree, searching for 

feasible branches. The beam search pauses at each level, and uses an evaluation 

function to decide on which branches to continue the search. Consequently, the 

beam search keeps the number of branches searched to a manageable number. This 

is important in R&D project selection because the number of possible branches, i.e. 

the number of possible combinations of projects, can become extremely large. The 

basic idea behind the beam search is to use the evaluation function to determine 

which branches, i.e. project subsets, seem to be doing the best according to the ob- 

jectives, and only continue to search along those branches, ignoring the rest. Be- 

cause the search does eliminate branches from consideration the possibility of 

missing the optimal solution exists. The trade-off is the computational efficiency of 

the search versus the exactness of the optimal solutions obtained from complete 

enumeration search techniques. 

The beam search consists of the following steps: 

Step 1. Begin by generating source nodes for the search tree. In the R&D project 

selection problem, this would be all feasible projects being considered. 
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Step 2. Evaluate every node at the current level, using an evaluation function that 

represents the objective of the search. 

Step 3. Select the w best nodes according to the evaluation function. Here, w re- 

presents the beamwidth of the search, i.e. how many branches down through the 

search tree that will be explored. These are the beams of the search. 

Step 4. For each current branch, generate the next level by adding all nodes that are 

not currently on the branch. Do this for each beam. 

Step 5. Check all branches for feasibility according to the problem constraints. Any 

infeasible branches are eliminated from consideration. If there are no feasible 

branches left, the search is complete. 

Step 6. Return to step 2, and continue the process until the search terminates due 

to the problem constraints, i.e. no more feasible branches can be added. 

When the beam search is completed, there will be w solutions, one for each 

beam in the search. These solutions are evaluated according the evaluation function, 

and the solution with the highest value according to the evaluation function is se- 

lected. 

The basic idea in the beam search is to search a limited number of solution 

paths in parallel, and the intent is to search the solution space quickly. The beam 

search does not backtrack, and as a result the beam search is not guaranteed to 

provide optimal solutions since there is no guarantee that the node on the optimal 

branch will always be selected. However, this possibility is normally very slight, and 
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increasing the number of paths explored, i.e. the beamwidth of the search, improves 

the quality of solutions obtained using the beam search method. It has been shown 

in previous research studies (Ow and Morton 1989) that the beam search can find 

optimal, or near optimal solutions with relatively small beamwidths. An example of 

the beam search, shown in Figure 3.2, follows. 

Beam search example 

Figure 3.2 provides a generic example of the beam search, and details con- 

cerning evaluation functions, constraints, etc., will be omitted. Five projects are be- 

ing considered for selection. The process begins at level one, where all five projects 

are evaluated according to an evaluation function. After the evaluation process, the 

best two projects are selected as the beams for the next step. In this example, 

projects 2 and 5 are selected. 

Level two is created by combining project 2 with projects 1, 3, 4, and 5. Note 

that project 2 is not combined with itself. Level two is completed by combining 

project 5 with projects 1, 3, and 4. Project 2 is not combined with project 5 on this 

beam since the combination of projects 2 and 5 was already created when project 2 

was combined with project 5. 

The seven nodes at level two represent the “two-project” combinations being 

considered for selection. The project combinations are first screened, checking for 

feasibility according to the problem constraints. In this case, all project combinations 

at level two are feasible. The best two nodes at this level are selected, using the 

evaluation function. In Figure 3.2, nodes 4 and 1 are selected at level two. These 

two nodes represent the project combinations {2,4} and {5,1} respectively. 
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The process continues in this manner until the search is terminated when new 

levels cannot be created, i.e. the problem constraints prevent the addition of any 

more projects to the beams. When the beam search process is complete, there will 

be two beams or project sets. These are the “best” solutions according to the beam 

search. To determine the overall best solution, the two project sets can be ranked 

using the evaluation function. 

Filtered beam search 

Background 

The beam search approach has only been discussed in the literature since 

1976, and has been used in the areas of speech recognition (Lowerre 1976), image 

recognition (Rubin 1978), and job shop scheduling (Fox 1983, Ow and Morton 1989). 

The beam search is not a specific algorithm, but rather an approach to to searching 

extremely large solution spaces. There are many variations of the beam search ap- 

proach, but they all share a common feature: the search method only explores a 

limited number of partial solutions in parallel at any point in time (Ow and Morton 

1989). 

There are very few examples of the beam search approach in business appli- 

cations. Leu et al. (1992) use a variation of the beam search approach for resource 

allocation in a decentralized organization. In this paper, the authors use the beam 

search in conjunction with two other Al techniques, using the beam search to select 

a list of potential projects, and using the other techniques to evaluate the projects. 
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The beam search works well when there is only one objective for the search 

problem, or if multiple objectives can be combined into one evaluation function. 

However, the R&D project selection problem has been described as having multiple 

criteria with no common measure. This makes it very difficult to create an evaluation 

function that adequately captures the decision criteria for the R&D problem. Goal 

programming is often used for R&D project selection because it can handle multiple 

goals with different measures. In goal programming, the goals are prioritized, with 

the most critical goal for R&D project selection given a high weight, or priority, and 

the other goals are weighted accordingly. The filtered beam search uses an ap- 

proach that is analogous to goal programming. 

Description of the filtered beam search process 

In the beam search described earlier, at every level the feasible branches, or 

project subsets, are evaluated according to an evaluation function, the best w of 

those are retained for further exploration, and all other branches are eliminated from 

the search. In the filtered beam search the evaluation process is modified slightly. 

Because an evaluation function cannot be written to encompass all the desired goals, 

the evaluation process is done in stages. The various goals are prioritized, and the 

most important goal is used for the final evaluation and selection of branches. The 

other goals are used to filter out branches that perform poorly according to the 

subgoals of the search. The idea is to utilize these subgoals in the process to elimi- 

nate these obviously poorer branches, leaving only the better branches for the final 

evaluation step. 
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Note that following this filtering process could result in missing a good sol- 

ution. If a solution with very poor performance at a lower level goal is filtered early 

in the filtered beam search, and if that solution in fact has a very high value for the 

primary goal, then it is possible that the solution would not be available for selection 

at the lower levels of the filtered beam search. An alternative procedure that could 

be employed is filtering based on the primary goal or some set of higher level goals, 

followed by selection of the final solution based on the lower level goals, while in- 

suring that achievement of the higher level is not compromised. 

Deciding which goal should be used for the final evaluation process, and 

which goals to use for the filtering process, is the responsibility of the R&D manager. 

In this research, the expected profit goal will be used for the final evaluation step. 

Expected profit is the most popular goal for R&D project selection models in the lit- 

erature, so it would seem appropriate to select it as the most critical goal. The fil- 

tering goals will be project scheduling and probability of portfolio success. In the 

filtered beam search approach, the projects will be filtered first on the probability of 

success, and then on the project scheduling goal, makespan of the project subset. 

The filtered beam search uses the scheduling heuristic to rank the projects in 

the second filtering step. The first filter eliminates those projects subsets that per- 

form poorly according to probability of success. The second filter, the project 

scheduling filter, eliminates those project subsets that perform poorly according to 

the scheduling objective. After the projects have been through the second filter, the 

projects are selected according to the final objective, expected profit for the project 

subset. 
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The first filter will be a “loose” filter, with a fairly large filterwidth. The second 

filter will be a little “tighter”, with a filterwidth smaller than the first, but still larger 

than the beamwidth. The idea is to pare down the possible branches step by step, 

leaving a set of branches for the final evaluation stage. Because the filtered beam 

search is a relatively new technique, literature providing guidance for filterwidth and 

beamwidth selection is virtually nonexistent. The selection of beamwidths and 

filterwidths appear to be very problem specific (Leu 1992). In this dissertation several 

different combinations of beamwidths and filterwidths will be investigated for both the 

ten project problem and the fifty project problem. 

The filtered beam search for the R&D project selection problem consists of the 

following steps. 

Step 71. Start by generating the source nodes as starting point for the search. In the 

R&D project selection problem, there are as many source nodes as there are projects 

under consideration. For example, in the ten project problem there will be ten source 

nodes, and for the fifty project problem, there will be fifty source nodes at the begin- 

ning of the process. These are the current nodes for evaluation in step 2. 

Step 2. Evaluate the nodes at the current level using the lowest priority objective for 

the problem. This is done using an evaluation function for the goal, and the projects 

are ranked according to this goal, from best to worst. At this point, only the best f7 

nodes are retained, with f7 representing the filterwidth for the first goal considered. 

The filterwidths for the less important goals are typically fairly wide in comparison to 

the beamwidth of the search. The idea at this point is to only eliminate those nodes, 

or project subsets, that perform very poorly according to the lesser goals. This will 

allow the lesser goals to have an impact on the process, but not at the expense of the 
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more important goals. In the R&D example presented here, the first filtering goal 

used is the group probability of success. This filter will eliminate from consideration 

those project sets that have the lowest probability of success index at this point, but 

does not eliminate them from the process completely. 

Step 3. The next most important goal is used to continue the filtering process. The 

ff best nodes resulting from the first filtering process are now evaluated according 

to an evaluation function that mathematically represents the next filtering goal goal. 

The projects are now ranked again according to the new evaluation function, and the 

best f2 are kept. The second filterwidth, f2, is typically smaller than f7, but is larger 

than the beamwidth of the search. This set of f2 projects is sent on to the next step, 

the final evaluation and selection step. The goal used for the second filter is the 

project scheduling goal, and the evaluation is not performed using a simple function, 

but instead is the mathematical result of the scheduling heuristic that determines the 

makespan of the node, or project subset, under consideration at this level. 

Step 4. The nodes passing through the filtering steps are now evaluated according 

to the most important goal, expected profit. The surviving nodes, or project subsets, 

are evaluated and ranked according to their expected profits, and the best w nodes 

are retained, and the remaining branches are eliminated from future consideration. 

it should be pointed out that only the branches are eliminated from consideration, not 

the projects on those branches. The best w nodes, or project subsets, are now the 

active branches for the search. 

Step 5. The next level of the search is generated by using the active branches se- 

lected in step 4. Each active branch represents a feasible subset of projects under 

consideration, and the w active branches represent the “best so far.” Now, the 
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search tree is expanded by taking each active branch, and extending it by adding 

projects that are not currently in the subset, generating a new node for each new 

project under consideration. This is done for each active branch. Note that this is 

how the filtered beam search simplifies the search through the tree. At each level, 

the maximum number of nodes considered is bounded by (wn), where n is the num- 

ber of projects, and as the search continues, the number of nodes generated at each 

level actually decreases because the number of projects remaining to be considered 

decreases. 

Step 6. The nodes generated are now checked for feasibility. The four resource 

constraints in our model are used to determine if the node violates any one of the 

constraints. This is done by determining which projects are on the branch being 

checked, and computing the resource utilizations. In this case, all four resource 

constraints are linear, so the computation is straightforward. If the project subset 

violates any constraint it is eliminated from further consideration. This process is 

repeated for every node generated in step 5. Note that other forms of constraint 

functions could be substituted very easily at this point. If the constraint can be put 

in a mathematical form, then the project subset resource utilization can be computed 

at this point, and compared with the resource capacity. This modularity is one ad- 

vantage of the filtered beam search, and the use of nonlinear constraints does not 

adversely affect the algorithm. 

Step 7. If any feasible nodes remain, the process returns to step 2 and repeats using 

these nodes. If no feasible nodes remain, the process is complete. The filtered beam 

search algorithm will generate w different solutions, and these are the “best” sol- 

utions remaining after the entire selection process. Determining which one of these 
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is the optimal solution at this point is at the discretion of the R&D manager if there is 

no clear cut “best” solution according to the goals. Often, one solution will be better 

according to one goal, but second best according to the another goal. In any case, 

each of the solutions obtained using the filtered beam search algorithm can be con- 

sidered as very good, if not optimal. When using multiple goals with no common 

measure solutions become “satisfactory” rather than optimal. 

The filtered beam search approach was written in Turbo Pascal, version 4.0. 

Two programs were written, one for problems up to ten projects in size, and one for 

problems up to fifty projects in size. The reason for having two programs is that the 

program for small problems sizes, ten projects or less, runs much quicker than if the 

larger program is used for the same problem. The ten project program consists of 

1,188 lines of code, and the fifty project program consists of 1,742 lines of code, with 

the primary difference being the size of the arrays used in each program. The ten 

project problem can be solved using either program, and the resulting solutions are 

identical. The programs were run on a model DC-2010 Leading Edge personal com- 

puter, and the programs generated solutions in approximately twenty minutes. It is 

difficult to determine exact CPU times for the software used in this research, so sol- 

ution times are given as actual elapsed time. The Turbo Pascal code for these two 

programs and the complete enumeration program is given in appendix 14. 

Limited illustration of filtered beam search approach 

In this example, two iterations of the filtered beam search approach will be 

presented, using the ten project R&D problem. The data for the ten project problem 

is given in Table 3.1. The beamwidth for the example is two, and the two filterwidths 
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Table 3.1. 

Budget 

10 
5 
15 
14 
19 
12 
9 
20 
18 
15 

Profit Probability 

Project information for 10 project problem 

of success Xx 

20 0.8 3 
8 0.7 5 
35 0.8 4 
25 0.7 7 
30 0.9 2 
20 0.85 9 
19 0.8 8 
35 0.9 12 
50 0.6 6 
40 0.7 5 

Sequence 7 Sequence 2 

a/6 b/8 
a/7 c/3 
b/3 a/6 
b/5 c/4 
c/8 a/2 
c/9 b/1 
b/3 c/10 
b/10 a/5 
a/7 c/8 
a/12 b/8 

Resource Resource Number of 

Y Researchers 

6 1 
3 2 
7 2 

9 1 
3 3 
2 1 

& 4 

6 3 

9 4 

10 3 

Sequence 3 

c/2 
b/0 
c/0 
a/6 
b/0 
a/O 
a/O 
c/6 
b/4 
c/0     
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are ten and six respectively. The makespan computation is performed using the 

scheduling heuristic described earlier. 

Iteration one: 

e Start at by creating level one of the search tree, which consists of al! ten R&D 

projects. 

e Perform the first filtering step, which is done based on portfolio probability of 

success. Since the ten project portfolios consist of only one project each, the 

portfolio probability of success index is the individual probability of success. The 

first filterwidth is ten, so no projects will be filtered out at this step. 

e The ten projects passed on by the first filter are now evaluated according to the 

second filter objective, project scheduling. The makespans for the ten candidate 

projects are shown in Table 3.2. The best six are retained by the filter, and these 

are projects 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. These six projects are passed on to the selection 

step. 

e The two best projects are now selected from the six candidates. The two projects 

with the best expected profit are projects 3 and 5. The expected profits for the 

six projects are given in Table 3.2. The two projects are the beams for the next 

iteration in the filtered beam search approach, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

lteration two: 

® Level two of the search tree is created by combining project 3 with the other nine 

projects, and project 5 with the other nine projects as well. The candidate project 
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Table 3.2. Data for filtered beam search example; iteration one. 

Information for the filtered beam search example; Iteration one. 

Project P(success) Makespan 

1 0.8 16 
2 0.7 10 
3 0.8 9 
4 0.7 15 
5 0.9 10 
6 0.85 10 
7 0.8 13 
8 0.9 21 
9 0.6 19 
10 0.7 20   

Expected Profit 

5.6 
28 
17.5 
27 
17 
15.2   
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Expected Profit 

44 

55 
45 
43.2 

43 
32.6 

Table 3.3. Data for filtered beam search example; iteration two. 

Information for filtered beam search example; Iteration two. 

Project Set P({success) Makespan 

{3,1} 1.6 16 
{3,2} 1.5 
{3,4} 1.5 
{3,5} 1.7 11 
{3,6} 1.65 10 
{3,7} 1.6 16 
{3,8} 1.7 24 
{3,9} 1.4 
{3,10} 1.5 

{5,1} 1.7 16 
{5,2} 1.6 11 
{5,4} 1.6 
{5,6} 1.75 18 
{5,7} 1.7 18 
{5,8} 1.8 21 
{5,9} 1.5 
{5,10} 1.6   
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sets are shown in Table 3.3. Note that there is no project set {5,3}. This is be- 

cause project set {3,5} is the same as project set {5,3} in the filtered beam 

search approach. 

* The seventeen candidate project sets are checked for feasibility. The four re- 

source constraints are checked, and if any project set uses too much of any re- 

source, it is eliminated from consideration at this level. In this case, all project 

sets are feasible. 

e The projects are now passed on fo the first filter. The ten best project sets ac- 

cording to the portfolio probability of success index are kept, and passed on to 

the next filter step: {3,1}, {3,5}, {3,6}, {3,7}, {3,8}, {5,1}, {5,2}, {5,6}, {5,7}, and 

{5,8}. The data for probability of success is given in Table 3.3. In the event of 

ties during the filtering steps, the convention used for choosing project sets is 

that the leftmost project sets in the search tree are selected first. 

e The ten project sets are passed on to the next filter step, and the best six are 

chosen according to makespan. The makespans for the ten project sets are 

given in Table 3.3. The best six project sets according to makespan are: {3,1}, 

{3,5}, {3,6}, {3,7}, {5,1}, and {5,2}. These six project sets are now passed on the 

selection step. 

¢ The two best project sets are selected from the six candidate project sets. The 

two best are project sets {3,5}, and {3,6}. These two project sets now are the 

beams for the next iteration, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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The process continues, generating new levels of the search tree, checking for 

feasibility, filtering and selecting project sets. Note that the next level of the search 

tree emanates only from the beams as determined by the selection step. This feature 

of the filtered beam search greatly reduces the scope of the search tree, allowing the 

approach to be used on large project sizes, and completed in reasonable computa- 

tion time. This example will be completely solved in the following chapter. 

Summary 

This chapter has outlined the filtered beam search approach, in the context 

of a sample R&D project selection problem. Project scheduling was included in the 

project selection process via a filtering process in the filtered beam search approach. 

The general R&D problem was defined, including the goals (1) expected profit of the 

project portfolio, (2) the makespan of the portfolio, and , (3) the probability of success 

for the portfolio. The project constraints were also outlined: (1) budget, (2) number 

of researchers, (3) resource X, and, (4) resource Y. 

Heuristic search techniques were reviewed, and the development of the fil- 

tered beam search approach was presented in relation to these heuristic techniques. 

The steps of the filtered beam search approach for R&D project scheduling were 

presented, along with an abbreviated example of how the approach works. Project 

makespan was defined as the project scheduling goal for the R&D problem in this 

dissertation, and the heuristic used for computing makespan was presented in this 

chapter, along with a numerical example. 
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In the following chapter, entitled “Model Solution and Results”, the two exam- 

ple R&D project selection problems will be solved using the filtered beam search 

approach, and the solutions obtained will be compared with solutions obtained from 

traditional R&D project selection models. 
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Chapter 4: Model Solution and Results 

Results and interpretations 

The filtered beam search approach described in chapter 3 is used to solve the 

R&D project selection and scheduling problem for ten projects and fifty projects. The 

program provides several candidate solutions, depending on the beamwidth selected 

for the search, the projects selected for each candidate solution, as well as the ex- 

pected profit, makespan and the portfolio probability of success. 

The filtered beam search approach is programmed in Turbo Pascal 4.0, en- 

compassing the steps outlined in chapter 3. The complete enumeration model is also 

programmed in Turbo Pascal 4.0, for the ten project problem only. This program used 

the same procedures as the filtered beam search for calculating expected profit, 

makespan and portfolio probability of success. This is done so that the comparison 

of results for the two methods would be valid. The details of the complete enumer- 

ation model are given in the section entitled “Complete enumeration model” in this 

chapter. 
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The zero-one integer linear programming model is formulated for the ten 

project problem, and solved using an integer linear programming software package, 

QSB+. The results for this model are given in the section entitled “Math program- 

ming model” in this chapter. All three approaches, the filtered beam search, com- 

plete enumeration and zero-one integer linear programming used the same resource 

constraints and resource capacities. 

The fifty project problem is solved using the filtered beam search approach 

programmed in Turbo Pascal 4.0. The filtered beam search program for the fifty 

project problem uses a slightly different program than used for the ten project prob- 

lem; the program for the fifty project filtered beam search can handle any number of 

projects up to fifty projects, and the ten project problem could be solved using the 

fifty project Turbo Pascal program. A different program for the smaller problem size 

is used because it is more efficient to use a program specifically designed for the ten 

project problem. The programs are identical except for the size of storage arrays 

used, and the two programs give identical solutions for the ten project problem. 

Experimental Results: ten project problem 

The ten project problem is solved using the filtered beam search approach 

algorithm, programmed in Turbo Pascal 4.0. The model uses the three goals, maxi- 

mize expected profit, minimize makespan, and maximize portfolio probability of suc- 

cess, subject to the following resource constraints: budget constraint = 80 units, 

number of researchers = 10, resource X constraint = 30 units, and resource Y con- 

straint = 35 units. 
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The ten project problem is solved using two different beamwidths, a 

beamwidth of two and a beamwidth of three, a first filterwidth equal to ten, and a 

second filterwidth equal to six. The selection of beamwidths and filterwidths tends 

to be very problem specific (Leu 1992). Looking at the limited literature on beam 

searches, a beamwidth of three appeared to give satisfactory results in job shop 

scheduling problems using 25 jobs (Ow and Morton 1989), so a beamwidth of three 

was also selected for this problem. 

The choice of filterwidths is more subjective, since literature for filtered beam 

searches is limited, and no examples were found that used more than one filtering 

goal at each level of the filtered beam search. Some researchers have found that 

increasing the filterwidths too much can adversely affect the filtered beam search 

approach by causing a deterioration in the results (Ow and Morton 1989). The best 

filterwidth for the research from the literature appears to be in an interval between 

one-third and two-thirds of the problem size, when one filter is used at each level of 

the search. The filter used in previous research using the filtered beam search ap- 

proach is analogous to the second filter used in the filtered beam search approach 

presented in this research, the project scheduling filter, and using this as a guideline, 

the second filterwidth is selected at two-thirds of the problem size, or a filterwidth of 

SIX. 

There is little or no guidance in the literature for the selection of the first 

filterwidth for the filtered beam search approach when using more than one filter. 

Logically, it would seem that the first filterwidth needs to be larger than the second, 

otherwise the second filter will have no effect on the search. The idea of the filter is 

eliminate to the poorer nodes at each level of the search, and the maximum number 
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of nodes possible at any given level is bounded by the beamwidth times the number 

of projects. For the ten project problem, and a beamwidth of three, the maximum 

number of nodes would be thirty. The first filterwidth should be related to the number 

of nodes generated at the various levels during the filtered beam search approach. 

lf the first filterwidth is too close to the number of nodes generated at the various 

levels, then the filter goal will have little effect on the solutions. However, if the first 

filterwidth is small relative to the number of nodes generated, then the filter goal will 

have a significant effect on the solutions generated by the filtered beam search ap- 

proach. A first filterwidth of ten is used as a starting point, because it is one third of 

the maximum number of nodes possible at any level of the search. 

Two solutions for the ten project problem using the filtered beam search ap- 

proach are given in Table 4.1, one for a beamwidth of two and another for a 

beamwidth of three. The filtered beam search approach will provide an answer along 

each beam, or branch, with number of solutions equal to the beamwidth of the 

search. At this point, if a clear cut optimal solution does not exist, a subjective choice 

needs to be made. In the R&D project selection problem, the R&D management will 

probably decide which project set best meets the needs of the organization. 

In the ten project example problem, there seems to be a clear cut choice, the 

set of projects {1,3,5,6,8}. This set has the best expected profit, 119.5 units, the low- 

est makespan, 25 units, and the best portfolio index of success, 4.25, of the solutions 

provided by the filtered beam search. The other solutions given by the filtered beam 

search approach would probably be good alternatives, but do not perform quite as 

well according to the goals. The filtered beam search is not guaranteed to provide 

the optimal solution, although in R&D project selection the definition of “optimality” 
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Table 4.1. Results for ten project problem, f1=10, f2=6, w=3 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Beamwidth=3 Beamwidth =2 

Project Set 1 = {1,3,5,6,8} Project Set 1 = {1,3,5,6,8} 
Expected Profit = 119.5 units 
Makespan = 25 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.25 

Project Set 2 = {3,4,5,6,10} Project Set 2 = {3,4,5,6,10} 
Expected Profit = 117.5 units 
Makespan = 26 units 
Portfolio Success = 3.95 

Project Set 3 = {1,3,5,6,10} 
Expected Profit = 116 units 
Makespan = 34 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.05     
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is subjective since the objectives of the R&D project selection and scheduling proc- 

ess often have no common measure, making it difficult to determine if one solution 

is better than another. 

The filtered beam search solutions from the ten project problem will be com- 

pared with the results of the complete enumeration model for the same problem, and 

with the results obtained from a zero-one integer linear programming model. By 

comparing results, the effectiveness of the filtered beam search approach can be 

evaluated, and the effect of including project scheduling in the project selection 

process can be investigated. 

Complete enumeration model 

One method of choosing an R&D project portfolio when there are a small 

number of projects is to look at every combination of R&D projects and evaluate them 

according to the objectives of the problem. For larger problems complete enumer- 

ation would be impossible, however, the ten project example can be solved using 

complete enumeration, which will enable us to determine if a better solution exists 

than the solution obtained by the filtered beam search approach. For the ten project 

problem, to completely enumerate all possible project combinations requires the 

generation of 2”, or 1,024, project combinations. These 1,024 project combinations 

represent every possible, though not necessarily feasible, combination of R&D 

projects. 

The complete enumeration model starts by evaluating every project by itself, 

then all combinations of two projects, all combinations of three projects, etc. up to 

all ten projects considered together. Each project combination is checked for feasi- 
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bility by determining the resource requirements of the project combination, and 

compares it to the resource constraints used in the ten project problem. The budget 

requirement, number of researchers required, and the amounts of resource X and 

resource Y required for each project combination are calculated, and if the project 

combination violates any one of the resource constraints it is eliminated from the 

search process. 

The resource constraints for the complete enumeration model are the same 

used for the filtered beam search approach. Once all project combinations are 

checked for feasibility, the feasible project sets are then evaluated according to the 

expected profit goal, the project scheduling goal, and the portfolio probability of suc- 

cess goal, in the same manner the filtered beam search calculates each of these 

goals. The fifteen project sets with the highest expected profit are listed in 

Table 4.2, and are ranked in descending order according to expected profit. 

The three project sets selected by the filtered beam search approach are 

noted with an asterisk in Table 4.2. Note that the project set with the best expected 

profit, project set {1,3,4,5,8}, was not selected by the filtered beam search as one of 

the best solutions. This is probably due to the fact that this project set has a lengthy 

makespan, making it a less attractive project set according to the the project sched- 

uling goal using the filtered beam search approach. The filtered beam search did 

select the second, third and fifth best project sets, ranked according to the expected 

profit goal. However, observing the top fifteen project sets generated by the com- 

plete enumeration routine, there does not appear to be any single project set that is 

“better” based on the three goals/objectives for the project selection process than the 

project sets selected by the filtered beam search. The project set {1,3,5,6,8} is the 
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Table 4.2. Best 15 solutions using complete enumeration 

Project Set Expected Profit Makespan 

{1,3,4,5,8} 120 37 
{1,3,5,6,8} 119.5 25 
{3,4,5,6,10} 117.5 26 
{1,3,4,5, 10} 116.5 40 
{1,3,5,6, 10} 116 34 
{1,2,3,4,5,6} 111.1 30 
{1,3,4,6,9} 108.5 31 
{1,4,5,6,9} 107.5 35 
{3,4,8,9} 107 30 
{1,3,4,6,10} 106.5 32 
{1,4,5,6,10} 105.5 26 
{1,3,8,9} 105.5 31 
{1,3,4,5,6} 105.5 23 
{3,4,8,10} 105 29 
{3,6,8,10} 104.5 29   

Portfolio Success 

Index 

4.10 
4.25 * 
3.95 * 
3.90 
4.05 * 
4.75 
3.75 
3.85 
3.00 
3.85 
3.95 
3.10 
4.05 
3.10 
3.25     
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second best project set according to profit, and when compared to the project set 

with the best expected profit, it has a much lower makespan, 25 units versus 37 units, 

and a higher portfolio probability of success, 4.25 versus 4.10. In fact, the project set 

{1,3,5,6,8} only sacrifices half of a unit of profit to the project set {1,3,4,5,8}. 

The purpose of the complete enumeration is to identify feasible projects sets, 

and determine if the filtered beam search overlooked any project sets that would 

provide a better solution to the ten project problem. The filtered beam search, using 

a beamwidth of three, and filterwidths of ten and six respectively, appears to effi- 

ciently generate solutions, and these solutions appear to be of good quality. 

Math programming model 

In chapter 2 it was pointed out that math programming models cannot handle 

project scheduling goals because of the complexity of the project scheduling prob- 

lem, which makes a direct comparison of the math programming approach and the 

filtered beam search approach impossible. However, the effects of including the 

project scheduling goal into the project selection process can be investigated by 

formulating the ten project problem as a zero-one integer goal programming and 

solving it using the same goals and constraints, minus the scheduling goal, and ob- 

serving the results. Ideally, the solutions obtained would be different, with the filtered 

beam search obtaining a “better” solution than the math programming model, be- 

cause the filtered beam search uses all three goals, and the math programming 

model uses only the expected profit and portfolio success goals. 

The ten project problem was formulated as shown in Table 4.3. The variables 

X;, X2, etc., are zero-one variables that represent the selection of the projects, i.e. a 
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Table 4.3. Math programming formulation and solution. 

Minimize D,~ + Dz7 

Subject to: 

{Expected Profit) , 
16X, + 5.6X2 + 28X3 + 17.5X4 + 27Xs + 17Xs + 15.2X7 + 31.5Xs + 3OXy + 2BXi0 + D1” — D,~ = 500 

(Portfolio Success) 
0.8X, + 0.7X2 + 0.8X3 + 0.7X, + 0.9Xs + 0.85X5 + 0.8X7 + O.9Xs + 0.6% + 0.7X19 + D2 — Dz * = 10 

(Resource X) 
3Xy + 5X2 + 4X3 + 7X4 + 2X5 + OXg + BX7 + 12Xsg + BXg + 5X1 < 30 

(Resource Y) 
6X1 + 3X2 + 7X3 + 9X4 + 3X5 + 2Xe + BX7 + BXg + OXp + 10X19 S35 

(Number of Researchers) 
Xi + 2X2 + 2X2 + Xa + 3X5 + Xsg + 4X7 + OXe + 4Xg t+ BX < 10 

(Budget) 
10%, + 5X2 + 15X3 + 14X4 + 19Xs + 12Xs + 9X7 + 2OXg + 18Xs + 15X19 < 80 

Xs, Xe, eeey Xo = {0,1} 

D,~, D,*, D2, D2* >0 

Solution = Projects {1,3,4,5,8} 

Expected Profit = 120 units 

Portfolio Success Index = 4.10     
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one means the project is selected, and a zero means the project is not selected. The 

variables D, * and D,~ represent the deviational variables for the first goal, expected 

profit. One goal of the R&D project selection process is to maximize expected profit, 

so a large target value was selected and the model objective is to minimize the 

negative deviation from this large target value. This will encourage the selection the 

projects that have the highest expected profit. D,* and D,” are the deviational vari- 

ables for the second goal, portfolio success. The objective is to maximize the port- 

folio probability of success index, and the model does this by minimizing the negative 

deviation, encouraging the selection of projects with the highest probabilities of suc- 

cess. 

The constraints represent the expected profit goal, the portfolio success goal, 

resource X, resource Y, the number of researchers, and the budget constraints re- 

spectively. The zero-one integer linear programming model uses the same resource 

constraints as the filtered beam search approach and the complete enumeration 

model. The target values used in the expected profit and portfolio success con- 

straints were chosen arbitrarily large to ensure that only the deviation variables D, ~ 

and D,~ would have solution values. 

The problem was solved using the branch and bound based integer program- 

ming algorithm from the QSB2+ software. The algorithm required 15 iterations, and 

69.277 CPU seconds to solve the ten project problem, and the final solution is given 

in Table 4.3. This solution for the ten project problem is different than the solution 

obtained using the filtered beam search approach. The zero-one integer linear goal 

programming model selects the projects {1,3,4,5,8}, having an expected profit of 120 

units, and a portfolio probability of success index of 4.10. (This information can be 
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obtained from the standard output of the model, provided by the QSB2+ software). 

Note that the solution is the project set with the highest expected profit, as deter- 

mined by complete enumeration. The math programming model cannot provide the 

makespan of the project set, since project scheduling is not included in the model 

formulation. The makespan for the math programming solution is 37 units, calculated 

using the scheduling heuristic used in the filtered beam search approach. 

Summary of ten project problem 

The ten project problem was solved using three different modeling tech- 

niques: complete enumeration, zero-one integer linear programming, and the filtered 

beam search approach. The results of the filtered beam search approach highlighted 

the weaknesses of approaches that do not incorporate project scheduling into the 

scheduling, or in the case of complete enumeration, how these approaches are im- 

practical for large problem sizes. The solution of the math programming model indi- 

cates what can occur when project scheduling is not included in the project selection 

process. The zero-one integer linear goal programming model selects the project set 

that best meets the goals of expected profit and portfolio probability of success, at the 

expense of project scheduling. This technique, commonly used for project selection, 

selected a project set with the highest expected profit, and a high portfolio probability 

of success index, however, this solution requires a significantly longer time to com- 

plete the project set. The filtered beam search approach identified a solution with a 

nearly identical expected profit, a higher portfolio probability of success index, and a 

makespan that is two thirds of the makespan for the project set selected by the math 

programming model, thus demonstrating the capability of the filtered beam search 

approach to incorporate a project scheduling goal into the project selection process. 
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The fifty project example problem 

A realistic example of an R&D project selection and scheduling problem would 

likely contain more than ten projects. The basis for using the filtered beam search 

technique is to develop an approach that can handle a realistic problem size that in- 

corporates project scheduling into the selection process. For small problem sizes, 

such as ten projects, a complete enumeration model can handle both project se- 

lection and scheduling. However, it would not take a very large increase in the 

problem size to make a complete enumeration model intractable. As mentioned 

earlier, the number of possible combinations of projects increases exponentially, with 

the number of combinations escalating into the billions with a problem size of thirty 

or more projects. Therefore, it is desirable to develop an approach that can handle 

thirty, forty, fifty or more projects in a reasonable amount of computation time. 

An sample problem of fifty projects was randomly generated using a BASIC 

program and the uniform random number generator for BASIC. The project budgets, 

anticipated profits, probabilities of success, the facility sequences and durations were 

all generated randomly using the BASIC program for fifty projects. The project re- 

source data is given in Table 4.4 and the project sequence and duration data is given 

in Table 4.5. 

The resource constraint levels used for the fifty project problem are slightly 

different than for the ten project problem. The levels of budget, number of research 

personnel, resource X, and resource Y were all increased slightly to reflect a larger, 

more realistic problem. The budget was increased to 150 units, the number of re- 
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Y 

11 

Researchers 

Table 4.4. Resource data for fifty project problem 

Project Budget Profit Probability Resource Resource Number of 
of success xX 

1 13 31 0.78 12 
2 42 131 0.89 11 
3 29 92 0.59 15 
4 25 55 0.74 11 
5 39 122 0.76 14 
6 18 23 0.56 10 
7 36 113 0.55 6 
8 49 103 0.86 13 
9 34 73 0.95 3 
10 28 61 0.74 10 
11 12 41 0.59 7 
12 17 22 0.73 6 
13 5 20 0.96 10 
14 18 23 0.84 13 
15 34 73 0.66 10 
16 13 18 0.62 10 
17 5 10 0.62 2 
18 2 7 0.95 6 
19 7 12 0.68 15 
20 40 125 0.65 1 
21 21 47 0.81 3 
22 7 19 0.84 1 
23 1 8 0.68 7 
24 23 28 0.87 5 
25 46 97 0.94 3 
26 30 65 0.59 15 
27 13 18 0.73 14 
28 21 47 0.93 9 
29 15 50 0.67 14 
30 9 32 0.86 12 
31 24 29 0.88 7 
32 4 17 0.93 6 
33 1 5 0.68 3 
34 3 11 0.76 5 
35 36 77 0.75 10 
36 40 125 0.84 14 
37 24 53 0.58 2 
38 36 77 0.87 12 
39 8 21 0.80 2 
40 48 149 0.60 10 
At 33 104 0.96 1 
42 8 21 0.85 9 
43 13 44 0.63 7 
44 9 32 0.78 4 
45 28 89 0.53 6 
46 9 23 0.75 4 
47 3 11 0.99 8 
48 40 125 0.91 7 
49 16 37 0.96 1 
50 6 11 0.81 10 H
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Project Sequence 7 

1 a/9 
2 a/8 
3 b/5 
4 a/9 
5 c/3 
6 b/2 
7 a/6 
8 a/3 

9 c/10 
10 a/1 

11 c/2 
12 a/10 
13 b/4 
14 c/6 
15 a/1 
16 a/2 
17 b/8 
18 a/10 
19 a/7 

20 c/2 
21 a/5 
22 a/1 
23 a/6 
24 a/1 

25 c/1 
26 c/10 
av b/10 

28 a/10 
29 a/2 
30 b/2 
31 a/3 
32 a/3 
33 a/10 

34 a/3 
35 b/5 
36 c/6 
37 a/7 
38 a/9 
39 a/7 

40 c/3 
41 a/3 

42 a/10 

43 c/9 
44 c/8 
45 b/2 
46 c/1 
47 a/10 

48 a/| 
49 a/5 

50 a/2 

Seguence 2 

b/2 
b/6 
a/6 
b/0 
b/9 
a/8 
c/5 
b/9 
a/5 
c/10 
b/10 
b/3 
c/10 
b/4 
c/9 
b/5 
c/1 
b/4 
c/4 
b/10 
c/2 
b/10 
c/7 
b/1 
a/4 

b/9 
a/8 
b/2 
b/8 
c/7 

b/1 
c/5 
b/9 
b/5 
a/2 
b/9 
b/3 
c/2 
b/2 
a/8 
b/1 
b/10 
a/5 
b/2 
c/3 
a/Q 
b/9 
b/1 
b/9 
b/3 

Table 4.5. Project sequences and durations for fifty project problem 

Sequence 3 

c/10 
c/7 
c/0 
c/0 
a/O 

c/1 
b/1 
c/8 
b/10 
b/10 
a/7 
c/ 
a/0 
a/9 
b/4 
c/3 
a/4 
c/8 
b/6 
a/10 
b/0 
c/4 

b/9 
c/7 
b/9 
a/3 
c/2 
c/7 
c/6 
a/4 

c/5 
b/10 
c/8 
c/7 
c/3 
a/7 
c/6 
b/8 
c/0 
b/4 
c/2 

c/5 

b/6 
a/8 

a/8 
b/9 
c/9 

c/0 
c/10 
c/2   
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search personnel was increased to 15, and the levels of resource X and Y were in- 

creased to 50 and 70 units respectively. 

The solutions for the fifty project problem are essentially impossible to verify 

using complete enumeration and math programming because of the computational 

difficulties these approaches incur for a problem of this size. As an alternative, se- 

veral different beamwidths and filterwidths were tested to observe their impact on the 

solutions obtained from the filtered beamwidth approach. 

Filterwidth1 =50, Filterwidth2=30 

The fifty project problem was first solved using filterwidths that were propor- 

tional to the filterwidths used for the ten project problem, which were ten and six for 

the first and second filterwidths respectively. Increasing these by a factor of five re- 

sults in filterwidths of fifty and thirty respectively. Using these filterwidths as a start- 

ing point, the problem was solved using a beamwidth of three, and then solved again 

using beamwidths of four and five. 

The filtered beam search approach provides three alternate solutions, corre- 

sponding to the beamwidth of three as shown in Table 4.6. The three solutions are 

listed in descending order according to profit, but it would be up to the R&D manager 

to decide which of these solutions is the “best” solution according to the goals of the 

problem. In this case, there is no clear cut choice. The first project set, 

{2,9,23,41,48}, has the highest expected profit, but the second project set, 

{2,22,28,36,48}, has a better makespan and a higher portfolio probability of success. 

The third project set, {2,28,32,36,48}, has virtually the same expected profit, and has 

the same makespan as the second project set, but has a higher portfolio probability 
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Table 4.6. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 3, ff=50, f2=30 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,9,23,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 405.53 units 
Makespan = 36 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.39 

Project Set 2 = {2,22,28,36,48} 
Expected Profit = 396.34 units 
Makespan = 35 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.41 

Project Set 3 = {2,28,32,36,48} 
Expected Profit = 396.19 units 
Makespan = 35 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.50       
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of success. A logical argument could be made for for each of these solutions, as all 

three appear to be of good quality. 

The fifty project problem was solved again using the same filterwidths, but the 

beamwidth was increased to four. The effect of this is to increase the scope of the 

search that the filtered beam search undertakes when exploring the search tree for 

the problem. This increases the computational complexity of the approach, but de- 

creases the likelihood of eliminating a good solution during the selection step at each 

level, since more beams are retained. The solution for this case is given in 

Table 4.7. Note that two of the project sets have six projects in them, and two have 

five projects. The filtered beam search managed to find two feasible project sets that 

consisted of six projects and two that consisted of five. This occurs several times in 

the results, and can be explained. During the last step of the filtered beam search 

process, it is possible for several of the beams to extend down one more level in the 

search tree, while other the other beams cannot be extended, due to the problem 

constraints. In these instances, if the beams that are not extended perform better 

than those that are, they will stay in the final solution. Thus it is possible to have 

solutions with a different number of projects in them. 

The change in beamwidth alters the solution obtained earlier by the filtered 

beam search approach that used a beamwidth of three. Only one of the project sets 

in the previous solution set appears now, {2,9,23,41,48}. The project set with the 

highest expected profit is {2,23,28,41,43,48}. This project set seems to be the clear 

cut “best” solution between the project sets that contain six projects, but this set has 

a higher makespan than the two solutions that have only five projects. The decision 
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Table 4.7. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 4, f1=50, f2=30 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,23,28,30,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.41 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5,23 

Project Set 2 = {2,23,28,41,43,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.53 units 
Makespan = 42 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.00 

Project Set 3 = {2,9,23,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 405.53 units 
Makespan = 36 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.39 

Project Set 4 = {2,30,36,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 399.53 units 
Makespan = 34 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.45   
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as to which of these four solutions would be most attractive is up to the R&D man- 

ager. 

The fifty project problem was then solved using the same filterwidths as be- 

fore, and a beamwidth of five. Again, this will increase the computational complexity 

of the filtered beam search approach, but it will decrease the likelihood of missing a 

“good” solution. When the problem was solved using a beamwidth of five, four new 

project sets appeared in the solution, with only project set {2,23,28,30,41,48} remain- 

ing from the solution using a beamwidth of four. Two project sets appeared with a 

higher expected profit and a lower makespan than this solution, although a clear cut 

choice still did not emerge. The first project set, {2,13,28,41,46,48} has the highest 

expected profit, but the project set {2,13,28,39,41,48} has a slightly lower expected 

profit, and a makespan that is two time units less. The project set {2,23,28,30,41,48} 

from the previous solution appears to be the “third-best” choice of the solutions. 

In summary, it appears that as the beamwidth is increased, the primary goal, 

expected profit, has a greater effect. The project sets in the solution for the filtered 

beam search approach using a beamwidth of five have higher expected profits than 

the solutions obtained using a beamwidth of three or four. 

Filterwidth1 =30, Filterwidth2 = 20 

The filterwidths in the filtered beam search approach are the mechanism for 

incorporating the various goals of the R&D problem into the project selection proc- 

ess. In the filtered beam search approach, the nodes of the search tree are evaluated 

and filtered at every level. The “tighter” the filterwidth, the more nodes filtered out 

at that level. This seems to imply that the tighter the filterwidth, the more important 
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Table 4.8. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 5, f1= 50, f2= 30 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,13,28,41,46,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.85 units 
Makespan = 40 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.40 

Project Set 2 = {2,13,28,39,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.47 units 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.45 

Project Set 3 = {2,23,28,30,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.41 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.23 

Project Set 4 = {2,23,29,41,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 405.15 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.07 

Project Set 5 = {2,23,41,43,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 399.24 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.03       
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the goal associated with that filter becomes. For example, at the second filter (for 

project scheduling), if only a few project sets are kept then many candidate sets will 

be eliminated from consideration. In other words, the project sets that perform poorly 

according to their project schedules will not be eligible for selection, no matter how 

good they perform according to expected profit. 

The fifty project problem is solved again, using filterwidths that are slightly 

“tighter” than before. The problem is solved using filterwidths of thirty and twenty for 

the first and second filterwidths respectively. The purpose is to determine if tighten- 

ing the filterwidths will increase the portfolio index of success and decrease the 

makespans of the project sets in the solution. 

The problem is first solved using a beamwidth of three. The solution is given 

in Table 4.9. The three project sets in this solution are also in the solution for the 

previous case, which used a beamwidth of five, and filterwidths of fifty and thirty. 

Comparing the solution for the narrower filterwidths with the solution obtained pre- 

viously, a noticeable difference occurs. The three project sets selected using the 

tighter filterwidths all have higher expected profit, but also higher makespans. The 

portfolio index of success is also higher, which is understandable since the relative 

importance of that goal was increased by narrowing the filterwidth for that goal. 

The problem is solved again using a beamwidth of four. The only change in 

the solution is the addition of one more solution set. The solutions are shown in Ta- 

ble 4.10. The top three project sets remained the same, and the new solution set is 

the fourth project set listed in the solution. 
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Table 4.9. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 3, f1 = 30, f2= 20 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,13,28,41,46,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.85 units 
Makespan = 40 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.40 

Project Set 2 = {2,13,28,30,41,48} 

Expected Profit = 410.47 units 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.45 

Project Set 3 = {2,23,28,30,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.41 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.23     
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Table 4.10. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 4, f1=30, f2=20 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,13,28,41,46,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.85 units 
Makespan = 40 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.40 

Project Set 2 = {2,13,28,39,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.47 units 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.45 

Project Set 3 = {2,23,28,30,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.41 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.23 

Project Set 4 = {2,13,23,28,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 399.13 units 
Makespan = 37 units 
Portfolio Success = 5,33     
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When the beamwidth is increased to five, the same thing happens and the 

solution is the same with one more project set added to the solution obtained for a 

beamwidth of four, as shown in Table 4.11. 

Using filterwidths of thirty and twenty, there is still no clear cut choice for the 

“best” portfolio. This might be expected, given the enormous number of project 

combinations possible. The first project set, projects {2,13,28,41,46,48} has the best 

expected profit, but the second project set, {2,13,28,39,41,48} has virtually the same 

expected profit, but a better makespan and portfolio index of success than the first 

project set. The other project sets in the solution have smaller expected profits, but 

in some cases a better makespan. 

Filterwidth1 =25, Filterwidth2=10 

In order to further investigate the effect of the filterwidths on the solutions 

obtained by the filtered beam search approach, the filterwidths are tightened even 

more for the fifty project problem. The filterwidths are reduced to twenty-five and ten, 

respectively. The expected outcome is to generate solutions that have better 

makespans and portfolio indices of success than the solutions obtained with wider 

filterwidths. 

The problem is solved for beamwidths of three, four and five. The solution for 

a beamwidth of three is given in Table 4.12. Note that in general, when these results 

are compared with the results earlier for a beamwidth of three, the expected profits 

are lower, and the makespans are better. This might be expected when the 

filterwidths are decreased. By tightening the filterwidths, the filtered beam search 

approach makes the goals associated with the filters slightly more important. The 
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Table 4.11. Solution of fifty project problem, w=5, f1=30, f2= 20 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,13,28,41,46,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.85 units 
Makespan = 40 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.40 

Project Set 2 = {2,13,28,39,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.47 units 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.45 

Project Set 3 = {2,23,28,30,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 407.41 units 
Makespan = 41 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.23 

Project Set 4 = {2,13,23,28,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 399.13 units 
Makespan = 37 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.33 

Project Set 5 = {2,22,23,28,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 395,93 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.21       
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Table 4.12. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 3, f1=25, f2=10 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,14,23,41,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 391.09 units 
Makespan = 37 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.24 

Project Set 2 = {2,30,41,48,49} 

Expected Profit = 393.67 units 
Makespan = 34 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.58 

Project Set 3 = {2,28,30,36,41} 
Expected Profit = 393.33 units 
Makespan = 32 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.48     
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final selection is still based on expected profit, but the selection occurs only from the 

project sets that perform very well according to probability of success and makespan. 

Of course, the branches extended down the search tree are still very good choices, 

since the beams are selected based on expected profit. 

As the beamwidth is increased, expanding the search process, other project 

sets appear in the solution. When the beamwidth is increased to four, the solutions 

completely change. The solutions for a beamwidth of four are given in Table 4.13. 

Notice that none of the solutions appeared from the previous solution. The expected 

profits increased, and the makespans remain about the same. The beamwidth of 

three appeared to have limited the search, and some of these new solutions were 

“missed” during the search process. Also, because the filterwidths are so narrow, 

many projects were filtered out at one level, only to reappear at a later level. Be- 

cause of project interactions, these projects were able to enter the solution again, 

facilitated by the additional beam used in the search. 

The problem is solved again using a beamwidth of five, and the solution 

changed dramatically. Four new project sets appear, with improvements in expected 

profit. The results are shown in Table 4.14. Several of these project sets were inthe 

earlier solutions obtained using wider filterwidths, namely project sets 

{2,13,28,39,41,48} and {2,13,28,41,46,48}. These are the only two project sets to ap- 

pear in all three solutions using a beamwidth of five. There is no clear cut best sol- 

ution in the five project sets. 
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Table 4.13. Solution of fifty project problem, w= 4, f1=25, f2=10 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,4,13,23,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 396.22 units 
Makespan = 31 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.11 

Project Set 2 = {2,10,13,23,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 400.79 units 
Makespan = 36 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.14 

Project Set 3 = {2,13,41,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 385.38 units 
Makespan = 30 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.65 

Project Set 4 = {2,13,31,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 375.53 units 
Makespan = 28 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.57   
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Table 4.14. Solution of fifty project problem, w=5, f1= 25, f2=10 

Solutions from the filtered beam search approach 

Project Set 1 = {2,13,23,28,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 399.13 units 
Makespan = 37 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.33 

Project Set 2 = {2,14,23,41,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 391.09 units 
Makespan = 37 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.24 

Project Set 3 = {2,13,28,39,41,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.47 units 
Makespan = 38 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.45 

Project Set 4 = {2,13,28,41,46,48} 
Expected Profit = 410.85 units 
Makespan = 40 units 
Portfolio Success = 5.40 

Project Set 5 = {2,13,41,48,49} 
Expected Profit = 385.38 
Makespan = 30 units 
Portfolio Success = 4.57       
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Summary of results for the fifty project problem 

The filtered beam search appears to be sensitive to choice of beamwidths, and 

especially filterwidths. Ow and Morton note this in their paper (1989), and this was 

apparent in the R&D example when the filterwidths were decreased dramatically. 

The first solution presented was for fairly wide filterwidths, of fifty and thirty for the 

first and second filterwidths, respectively. The solutions from this set of filterwidths 

seemed to be satisfactory, although they changed slightly as the beamwidth was in- 

creased, expanding the search space for the filtered beams search algorithm. As the 

search space was expanded, the solutions obtained by the approach improved ac- 

cording to expected profit, which was the primary goal. This is what might be ex- 

pected of the filtered beam search approach. 

The second set of filterwidths, a first filterwidth of thirty and a second 

filterwidth of twenty, appeared to stabilize the filtered beam search. The solutions 

did not change as the beamwidth increased, but rather a new project set was added 

each time the beamwidth was increased. The solutions obtained were satisfactory 

when compared with the solutions obtained using different filterwidths. 

A third solution set was generated using very narrow filter widths, which 

should have increased the importance of the goals associated with the filters. The 

solutions generated did perform better according to the filter goals than the solutions 

obtained from the two other sets of filterwidths. Also, as the beamwidth was in- 

creased, the solutions improved according to expected profit. However, the narrow 

filterwidths caused many different project sets to appear in the solutions as the 

beamwidth was increased. In the previous examples, the expected profit of the final 
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solutions increased as the beamwidth increased. In the case of narrow filterwidths, 

which caused more importance to be placed on the filter goals, there seemed to be 

a transition from emphasizing project scheduling and portfolio probability of success 

to emphasizing expected profit as the beamwidth was increased. This would account 

for the drastic change in the solutions as the beamwidth changed. 

It is important to note that when using a beamwidth of five, many of the same 

project sets appeared in the solution, no matter what filterwidths were used. The 

project sets {2,13,28,41,46,48} and {2,13,28,39,41,48} appeared in all three solutions, 

and the project sets {2,13,23,28,41,48} and {2,23,28,30,41,48} appeared in two of the 

three solutions. These project sets tended to be selected no matter what filterwidths 

were used, indicating that these project sets perform best according to the three R&D 

goals. Also, many of the same projects continue to appear in the solutions. Projects 

2, 41, and 48 are in nearly every solution produced by the filtered beam search. This 

would indicate to the R&D manager that these projects should probably be selected 

for implementation. 

The filtered beam search gives the R&D management flexibility in selecting 

R&D projects while still incorporating project scheduling as an objective of the se- 

lection process. Previous R&D project selection methods were unable to incorporate 

project scheduling at all, but the filtered beam search allows the R&D manager to 

change filterwidths and beamwidths and see the effect of changing the relative im- 

portance of the various goals. This can be done in minutes, as the filtered beam 

search approach is computationally efficient. Each of the solutions in this chapter 

were generated on a PC in several minutes, using the Turbo Pascal software. The 

filtered beam search was able to reduce a computationally explosive search space, 
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and generate excellent solutions. The choice of beamwidths also provides the R&D 

manager with alternative solutions to the selection process, with an insignificant in- 

crease in computation time. This would permit greater flexibility in the decision 

process. 

Summary 

This chapter presented solutions to the R&D project selection problem with 

project scheduling as a goal. The filtered beam search model was used to solve the 

ten project problem, and the solutions were compared with the solutions obtained 

from a complete enumeration model and a portfolio mode! based on zero-one integer 

goal programming. The results of the filtered beam search compared very favorably 

with these others approaches, finding very good, if not optimal, solutions to the ten 

project problem. The effect of not including the project scheduling goal in the se- 

lection process was demonstrated using the math programming model and compar- 

ing the results to those obtained by the filtered beam search approach. 

A fifty project R&D problem was solved to demonstrate the filtered beam 

search approach for a realistic problem size. Because of the problem size, it was 

impractical to compare the solutions obtained from the filtered beam search with a 

complete enumeration model, or a math programming model. The effect of different 

beamwidths and filterwidths was investigated for the fifty project problem. 

The following chapter, “Summary and Conclusions”, concludes this study by 

summarizing the research performed, presenting guidelines for incorporating the fil- 

tered beam search in R&D project selection problems, identifying limitations of the 
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filtered beam search approach and outlining avenues for future research in R&D 

project selection incorporating project scheduling. 
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter concludes this study by presenting a summary of the research 

performed, providing several guidelines for using the filtered beam search approach 

for R&D project selection problems, outlining the limitations of the filtered beam 

search approach, and, suggesting avenues for future research in R&D project se- 

lection and scheduling using the filtered beam search approach. 

Summary of research 

This dissertation develops a model that incorporates project scheduling as a 

goal in the project selection process. The nature of project scheduling is such that 

it is difficult to include it in existing project selection models, such as linear pro- 

gramming, integer programming, and, goal programming. The purpose of developing 

the model is to reflect a more realistic R&D selection problem, in which project 

scheduling is considered jointly with other goals, rather than after the selection 
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process as is typically done. This research provides several important observations 

concerning existing R&D project selection models and project scheduling: 

e lt is essentially impossible to incorporate project scheduling into the project se- 

lection process using exact methods, without using simplifying assumptions 

about the R&D environment. Several exact models incorporating project sched- 

uling into the selection process exist in the literature, but include simplifying as- 

sumptions about project scheduling, such as requiring that the R&D projects be 

done one at a time, and that once started they must be completed without inter- 

ruption (Gupta 1992, Bell 1967, Hess 1962). If these assumptions are relaxed, 

then it is not practical to use an exact method for project selection which incor- 

porates project scheduling as an objective. The result is that a heuristic for 

project selection is necessary in order to incorporate project scheduling as a 

goal. 

® Problem size is another limiting factor for current R&D project selection models. 

Exact methods used for project selection tend to run into computational difficulty 

when the problem size reaches a realistic size. For larger problems, an efficient 

model that provides optimal, or very good, solutions would be valuable to an R&D 

manager. 

» The practice of first selecting projects and then scheduling them can lead to poor 

solutions, even if an excellent project selection model is used. Ignoring project 

scheduling during the project selection process can result in projects being se- 

lected that require an extraordinary long time to complete, or may be infeasible 

to schedule at all if a time constraint is placed on the R&D department. Project 
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scheduling is a realistic goal for the R&D manager, and should be considered 

during the selection process. 

Because of the difficulty in using exact methods for project scheduling, a 

special heuristic technique is used for the R&D project selection model developed in 

this research. The filtered beam search approach incorporates several important 

goals for R&D project selection, including project scheduling, into the selection 

process. This approach is shown to be a viable alternative, particularly when the 

problem size is large. 

The filtered beam search approach is used to solve two example R&D prob- 

lems, one containing ten projects and the other containing fifty projects. The prob- 

lems have resource constraints which are representative of a realistic R&D 

environment, including budget availability, the availability of special research per- 

sonnel, and two generic resource constraints. These generic constraints are in- 

cluded to illustrate the ease of including other relevant constraints into the filtered 

beam search approach. 

The model incorporates three goals in the example problems: (1) expected 

profit from the project portfolio, (2) a probability of success index for the portfolio, 

and, (3) a scheduling goal, makespan of the portfolio. The model developed in this 

research selects a portfolio of projects, subject to the resource constraints, that will 

perform very well according to the goals. The notion of optimality in an R&D project 

selection problem having multiple goals with no common measure is also addressed 

in this research. 
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The effect of including project scheduling in the project selection process is 

demonstrated through the use of an example R&D problem. The results of the filtered 

beam search approach for a ten project example problem are compared with the re- 

sults of a complete enumeration model, which included project scheduling as a goal, 

and a zero-one integer goal programming model, which did not include project 

scheduling as a goal. The comparison of results establish that the filtered beam 

search approach is able to select excellent R&D portfolios without “missing” better 

solutions, as determined by the complete enumeration of all possible R&D portfolios 

for the ten project problem. When the solutions obtained by the filtered beam search 

are compared with the solution generated by a math programming model, the effect 

of excluding project scheduling is readily apparent. The zero-one integer goal pro- 

gramming model selects a portfolio that is essentially equal to the solution obtained 

by the filtered beam search approach in terms of expected profit and portfolio index 

of success, but has a makespan that is significantly longer. 

An example R&D problem containing fifty projects is solved using the filtered 

beam search approach. The fifty project example is large enough to cause compu- 

tational difficulties for typical R&D project selection models, such as math program- 

ming. The filtered beam search model incorporates project scheduling into the 

selection process, and is able to handle a problem of this size with relative ease, 

generating solutions in minutes on a mode! DC-2010 Leading Edge personal com- 

puter. 

Alternative goal structures are investigated in the fifty project problem by al- 

tering the beamwidths and filterwidths of the filtered beam search approach, which 
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changes the emphasis placed on the various goals used in the R&D project selection 

problem. 

The filtered beam search approach used in this research is programmed in 

Turbo Pascal 4.0, which provides the flexibility necessary to handle the multiple goals 

and resource constraints of the R&D project selection problem. The modular nature 

of Turbo Pascal permits changes in the goal structure, resource constraints, and the 

scheduling heuristic used in the problem. 

Practical guidelines 

An examination of the results provided in this research suggests several 

guidelines for using the filtered beam search approach: 

(1) Choice of beamwidth. The choice of beamwidth can affect the solutions 

obtained from the filtered beam search approach. Using a beamwidth that is too 

narrow can lead to “missing” an excellent solution. Ow and Morton (1989) note that 

too narrow a beamwidth can cause a significant deviation from the optimal solution. 

However, since the filtered beam search approach is an efficient method for search- 

ing a large solution space, increasing the beamwidth does not seriously affect the 

computation time required. The computational complexity of the filtered beam search 

is on the order of (wn?) where w is the beamwidth of the search, and n is the number 

of projects. Increasing the beamwidth will increase the computation time in a linear 

fashion (Leu et al. 1992), but will decrease the probability of “missing” a optimal sol- 

ution. The benefits of using a larger beamwidth generally outweigh the costs. How- 

ever, the literature on the filtered beam search suggests that the beamwidth required 
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to generate excellent solutions tends to be small (Ow and Morton 1989), and in- 

creasing it beyond a certain beamwidth does not improve the quality of the solution, 

but only causes the computation time to increase. Thus, the best choice of 

beamwidth for a particular R&D problem is problem specific, and requires some ex- 

perimentation. In this research, a beamwidth of five was sufficient, generating ex- 

cellent solutions for the ten project and fifty project problems. 

(2) Choice of filterwidths. There is little or no guidance in the literature about 

choosing filterwidths, particularly when more than one filter is used at each level. 

This research several guidelines for selecting filterwidths for the filtered beam search 

approach. The choice of filterwidths determines the relative importance of the goal 

associated with the filter. A narrow filterwidth increases the importance of the goal, 

while a wide filterwidth decreases it. Because very little research has been done 

concerning multiple filters in a filtered beam search, a little experimentation may be 

required to determine appropriate filterwidths for the technique. 

The filterwidths also can affect the convergence of the filtered beam search 

approach. This research suggests that when using narrow filterwidths, a larger 

beamwidth is necessary to obtain consistent results. However, the converse does 

not appear to be true, i.e. wide filterwidths do not allow the use of a small beamwidth, 

as shown by the results obtained for the fifty project problem. 

(3) Choice of scheduling heuristic. This research uses a scheduling heuristic 

that represents a specific objective and problem structure, namely minimizing 

makespan of the R&D portfolio through three research facilities. The example prob- 

lems solved in this research allow the use of job shop scheduling heuristics in the 

filtered beam search approach. However, the choice of scheduling heuristic is prob- 
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lem dependent, and caution should be taken to ensure that the scheduling heuristic 

reflects the actual R&D problem. The filtered beam search ts robust in the sense that 

it can accommodate a variety of scheduling objectives, allowing the R&D manager to 

use a scheduling heuristic that best represents the actual R&D environment. The 

only change required in the filtered beam search approach is in the filtering step 

where the potential project sets are evaluated at each level. The appropriate sched- 

uling heuristic is evaluated at this step in the approach, and the filtered beam search 

is otherwise unchanged. 

Limitations of the filtered beam search approach 

The filtered beam search approach outlined in this research has several limi- 

tations when applied to the R&D project selection problem: 

(1) Because the filtered beam search is a heuristic approach to solving the 

R&D project selection and scheduling problem, it does not guarantee an optimal sol- 

ution. However, the R&D selection problem typically contains multiple objectives 

with no common measure, and this makes it difficult to decide on an “optimal” sol- 

ution to the problem. A comparison of several possible solutions might reveal that 

one performs best according to one objective, while other solutions perform better for 

a different goal. If it is impossible, or impractical, to mathematically equate the goals 

then the notion of “optimality” becomes more complex. Thus, the fact that the filtered 

beam search is a heuristic may not limit its effectiveness as a means of generating 

solutions to the R&D project selection problem when scheduling is included in the 

selection process. 
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(2) Another limitation of the model is using deterministic activity durations 

while evaluating the scheduling goal. The purpose of using deterministic activity 

durations is to allow the use of a recognized job shop scheduling heuristic, and 

thereby illustrate the feasibility of incorporating project scheduling into the search 

process. Care should be taken when using the filtered beam search approach as 

outlined if the activity durations are not deterministic. If an adequate scheduling 

heuristic using non-deterministic activity durations can be found, then it can be in- 

corporated into the filtered beam search approach. This would represent a more re- 

alistic R&D environment. 

(3) The allocation of special research personnel in the filtered beam search 

approach is another limitation. In the model, the special research personnel are 

treated as a regular constraint, i.e. the number of research personnel required by the 

project portfolio must be less than or equal to the number available at the beginning 

of the R&D process. In reality, this type of research personnel “floats” between 

projects, i.e. after a project is completed, the personnel are not used up, but instead 

can be transferred to another project. This type of situation is an example of multiple 

resource constrained scheduling. It would be possible to incorporate multiple re- 

source constrained project scheduling into the filtered beam search approach by 

identifying an appropriate scheduling heuristic, and using it at the project scheduling 

filter step. 

(4) The filtered beam search approach is not a specific model for R&D project 

selection, but instead is a general technique for solving this type of problem. Thus, 

a model, and an appropriate computer program, must be developed for each individ- 

ual R&D project selection problem. This makes it difficult to develop a “canned” al- 
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gorithm for R&D project selection incorporating scheduling. However, this can be 

considered a strength of the filtered beam search approach. Each individual R&D 

problem is not “fit” to a specific algorithm, which often requires limiting assumptions 

concerning problem objectives and constraints, but instead the solution technique is 

developed to “fit” the problem. The modularity of the filtered beam search approach 

allows many different goal structures and resource constraints to be defined. The 

goals and constraints are not limited to specific functional types, and this flexibility 

of the filtered beam search allows it to realistically reflect the actual R&D problem. 

Future research 

This research has developed an effective and efficient model for incorporating 

project scheduling into the R&D project selection problem. However, the model de- 

veloped has several limitations, suggesting avenues for further research in this area. 

One area for further research is investigating the impact of different scheduling goals 

on project selection. The goal used in the model presented here, project makespan, 

is one of several plausible project scheduling goals. In order to incorporate a differ- 

ent project scheduling goal in the filtered beam search approach, the computing 

procedure that evaluates the scheduling goal would have to be rewritten. This would 

be straightforward due to the modular nature of the Turbo Pascal programming lan- 

guage. No other portions of the computer program would need to be significantly 

altered. 

The impact of other scheduling heuristics on project selection could also be 

investigated. The job shop scheduling heuristic used in this research is one of many 
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available. It would be straightforward to investigate different heuristics, requiring a 

change in the Turbo Pascal procedure that does the scheduling calculations. The 

other portions of the program would remained unchanged. 

A major topic for future research would be the incorporation of a multiple re- 

source constrained project scheduling heuristic into the model. This would require 

a major rewrite of the Turbo Pascal scheduling procedure, but would be possible 

since a number of multiple resource constraint heuristics exist in the literature. The 

heuristic would have to be “translated” into Turbo Pascal, or whatever program lan- 

guage that is used, in order to incorporate it into the filtered beam search approach. 

This would represent a more realistic R&D environment, and as long as the schedul- 

ing heuristic is fairly efficient according to computation time, it would not affect the 

computational efficiency of the filtered beam search approach. 

The index for portfolio success might be another area for future research. 

Multiplicative, additive, and other types of indices have been investigated in the lit- 

erature, but not in the context of the filtered beam search. The impact of different 

indices of success on project selection could be investigated. However, the primary 

thrust of this research is the impact of project scheduling on project selection, so the 

index of portfolio success should probably be investigated in the context of project 

scheduling. 
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This is the program listing for the filtered beam search 
program. It filters on project success, then filters on 
schedlue times. Lastly, the program selects based on 
expected profit. It runs for the 50 project set. 

program temporary _filtered_beam_50_projects; 
{ 
This program will select and schedule r&éd projects 
for the dissertation topic of Mark A. Coffin 
using a filtered beam search} 

uses crt; 

{SM 32768,0,655360) 
type 

operations = (a1,bl1,cl,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,c3,a4,b4,¢c4,a5,b5,c5, 
a6,b6,¢6,a7,b7,¢C7,a8,b8,c8,a9,b9,c9,a10,b10,cl10, 

al1,b11,c11,a12,b12,¢12,a13,613,¢c13,a14,b14,¢14, 
a1l5,b15,c15,a16,b16,c16,a17,b17,cC17,a18,b18,c18, 

a1l9,b19,c19,a20,b20,020,a21,6b21,C021,a22,b22,c22, 
a23,b23,C023,a24,b24,024,a25,025,025,a26,b26,c26, 

a27,b27,C27,a28,b28,¢28,a29,b529,C29,a30,b30,c30, 
a31,b31,¢C31,a32,532,¢032,a33,533,C33,a34,534,¢34, 

a35,b35,C35,a36,536,C036,a37,b37,C037,a38,538,c38, 

a39,b39,c39,a40,b40,C040,a41,b41,¢c41,a42,b42,c42, 

a43,b43,043,a44,b44,C044,a45,b45,¢045,a46,b46,c46, 

a47,b47,047,a48,b48,C48,a49,b49,049,a50,550,c50,none) ; 

projdata = record 
number,budget,profit_ pot : real; 
p_success > «real; 
num_research,a_const,b const : real; 
seq_1,seq 2,seq_3 : operations; 
tseq_1,tseq_2,tseq_ 3 : real; 

end;( of record type} 

limits = record 
budget_lim,nres_lim,a_const_lim 
b_const_lim 
end;{ of record limits) 

real; 

real; 

set_of projects = set of 1..50; 
proj_block=array(1..50] of projdata; 
choices = array[1..10]) of set_of_projects; 
potential _ choices = array [1..500] of set_of_projects; 
filter_choices = array[{1..50] of set_of_projects; 
start _set = array[(1..50] of 1..10; 
array _block_1 array (1..500] of real; 
array _block_2 array [1..100] of real; 
array_block_3 array [1..500] of integer; Ho

t 
tt 

var 
projects : text; 
{information about the projects are stored in records of 
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projdata } 
proj : projdata;(this variable is a holdong variable while 

reading and assigning values to projinfo} 
projinfo : proj_block; 
potential projects : potential_choices; 
projects_selected : choices; 
filterlistl1, filterlist2 :filter_choices; 
i,3,k,beamwidth,numprojects, filterwidthl,filterwidth2 :integer; 
constraints : limits; 
pot_expected_profit,potential_project_time : array_block_1; 
startprofit,starting_times : array_block_2; 
starting projects : start_set; 
project_time,expected_profit : array_block_2: 
start,finished : boolean; 

procedure initialize(var dummyselect: choices; 
var dummypotential: potential choices; 
var pep:array_block_l; 
var ppt:array_block_livar ep:array_block_2; 
var pt:array_block_2;var flist:filter_choices) ; 

var i,j : integer; 

begin 
for i:=1 to 10 do 
dummyselect[(i]:=[]; 

for i:=1 to 10 do 
begin 
ep(ij:=0; 
pt[{i]:=0; 
end;{for i} 

for i:=1 to 20 do 
flist(i}:={]; 

for j:=1 to 500 do 
begin 
dummypotential[(j}:=[]; 

pep(j]:=0; 
ppt[(j]:=0; 
end;(for 3..}) 

end;{procedure initialize) 

procedure project_input(var dummy:proj_block); 
{this procedure will input the project attributes 
for the selection and scheduling routines} 

var 
1,j,k1 :integer; 
bud, profit,nresearch,a,b : real; 
tsl,ts2,ts3,num : real; 

psuccess : real; 
s1,s2,s3 : string[3]; 
projects > text; 

begin 
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ki:=1; 

i:=1; 

assign(projects, ‘data50.dat’); 
reset (projects); 

while not eof(projects) do 
begin 

read (projects,num) ; 
readin(projects,bud,profit,psuccess,a,b,nresearch) ; 
readin (projects,sl); 
readin (projects,s2); 

readin (projects,s3)? 
readin (projects,tsl1,ts2,ts3); 
with dummy[ij] do ; 

begin 
number:=num; 
budget:=bud; 
profit_pot:=profit; 
p_success:=psuccess; 
num_research:=nresearch; 
a_const:=a; 
b_const:=b; 
if si 

sl 

sl 

sl 

sl 

sl 

sl 

sl 

sl 

if si 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

| 
|
 

i
 

| 
| 
|
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fal?’ 

faa‘ 

"a3° 

fa4? 

a5? 

‘a6? 

a7’ 

f7aBe 

a9? 

‘alo’ 

*all?’ 

’al2’ 

*al3/ 

fala? 

‘als?’ 

*al6’ 

7al7’ 

‘als’ 

fai9? 

*a20/ 

’a21’ 

fa22?’ 

’a23° 

’a24? 

’a25’ 

*a26! 
*a27! 

’a28/ 

fa29/. 

’a30° 

4a31° 

fa32’ 

’a33° 

'a34! 

47a35° 

’a36’ 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_l:=al; 
seq_1:=a2; 
seq_1:=a3; 
seq_1:=a4; 
seq_1:=a5; 
seq_1:=a6; 
seq_1:=a7; 
seq_1:=a8; 
seq_1:=a9; 
seq_1:=al0; 
seq_1:=all; 
seq_1:=al2; 
seq_1:=al3; 
seq_1:=al4; 
seq_1:=al5; 
seq_1:=al6; 
seq_1:=al7; 
seq_1:=a18; 
seq_1:=al9; 
seq_1:=a20; 
seq_1:=a21; 
seq_1:=a22; 
seq_1:=a23; 
seq_1:=a24; 
seq_1:=a25; 
seq_1:=a26; 
seq_1:=a27; 
seq_1:=a28; 
seq _ 1:=a29; 
seq _1:=a30; 
seq_1l:=a31; 
seq_1:=a32; 
seq_1:=a33; 
seq_1:=a34;7 
seq_1:=a35; 
seq_1:=a36; 
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if sl 
if sil 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sil 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
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if sl 

if sl 
if sl 

if si 
if si 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sil 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if si r
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a
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a
a
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£a37° 

‘a3a?’ 

£a39° 

£a40/ 

4a41° 

’a42° 

’a43/ 

‘a44! 

‘a45’ 

*a46° 

’ad7’ 
fa438/ 

fa49? 

“aso? 
’b1? 

‘b2 s 

’b3 fa 

*p4 f 

*'bh5? 

‘b6? 

‘p77? 

bg? 

‘b9? 

*b10? 

‘blll’ 

'b12° 

'b13/ 

'b14? 

‘pls’ 

’bl6? 

‘p17! 

‘p18? 

'b19? 

*b20? 

'b21/ 

'b22/ 

'b23°/ 

'b24’ 

*b25? 

p26” 

'b27/ 

'b28/ 

"p29? 

’Db307 

*b31° 

’b32° 

'b337 

’p34/ 

'b35° 

'b36° 

*p37/ 

*b38/ 

'p39/ 

"b40? 

‘p41’ 

*'b42/ 

*"b43° 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_1:=a37; 
seq_1:=a38; 
seq_1:=a39; 
seq_1:=a40; 
seq_1:=a41; 
seq_1:=a42; 
seq_1:=a43; 
seq_1:=a44; 
seq_1:=a45; 
seq_1:=a46; 
seq_1:=a47; 
seq_1:=a48; 
seq_1:=a49; 
seq_1:=a50; 

seq_1:=bl; 
seq_1:=b2; 
seq_1:=b3; 
seq_1:=b4; 
seq_1:=b5; 
seq_1:=b6; 
seq_1:=b7; 
séeq_1:=b8; 
seq_1:=b9; 
seq_1:=b10; 
seq_1:=bil; 
seq_1:=bl2; 
seq_1:=b13; 
seq_1:=b14; 
seq_1:=b15; 
seq_1:=bl16é; 
seq_1:=bl17; 
seq_1:=b18; 
seq_1:=b19; 
seq_1:=b20; 
seq_1:=b21; 
seq_1:=b22; 
seq_1:=b23; 
seq 1:=b24; 
seq_1:=b25; 
seq_1:=b26; 
séeq_1:=b27; 
seq_1:=b28; 
seq_1:=b29; 
seq_1:=b30; 
seq_1:=b31; 
seq _1:=b32; 
seq_1:=b33; 
seq_1:=b34; 
seq_1:=b35; 
seq_1:=b36; 
seq_1:=b37; 
seq_1:=b38; 
seq_1:=b39; 
seq_1:=b40; 
seq_1:=b41; 
seq_1:=b42; 
seq_1:=b43; 
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if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if si 
if si 

if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if si 
if sl 
if sl 

if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 
if sl 

| *b44’ 

*b45’ 

p46’ 

"p47! 

"b48’ 
"bag! 
*b50/ 
fol? 

*c2° 

’o3? 

*c4?’ 

405° 

'c6? 

fo7?’ 

’cB? 

’ag? 

'o10? 

‘cll? 

’col2?’ 

e137 

'co14’ 

£015’ 

£0167 

'c17’ 

'c18’ 

40197 

*6207 

’c21° 

’c22’ 

’c23’ 

0247 

'o025/ 

"026° 

’027/ 

*c28? 

'c29° 

*o30° 

'o31’ 
£032’ 

*633° 

4034’ 

’e35° 

’o36? 

’o37? 

*o38° 

40397 

4040’ 

'o41/ 

fe42/ 

7043° 

’c44! 

£0457 

*c46’ 

*c47" 

'c48’ 

70497 

*c50/ 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_1:=b44; 
seq_1:=b45; 
seq_1:=b46; 
seq_1:=b47; 
seq_1:=b48; 
seq_1:=b49; 
seq_1:=b50; 

seq_1:=cl; 
seq_1l1:=c2; 
seq_1:=c3; 
seq_l:=c4; 
seq_1:=c5; 
seq_1:=c6; 
‘seq 1:=c7; 
seq 1:=c8; 
seq_1:=c9; 
seq_1:=cl0; 
seq_1:=cll; 
seq_1:=¢c12; 
seq_1:=cl3; 
seq_1:=cl4; 
seq_1:=c15; 
seq _1:=cl6; 
seq _1:=cl7; 
seq 1:=cl8; 
“seq _1:=c19; 
seq_1:=c20; 
seq_1:=c21; 
seq_1:=c22; 
seq_1:=c23; 
seq 1:=c24; 
seq_1:=c25; 
seq_1:=c26; 
seq_1:=c27; 
seq 1:=¢c28; 
seq_1:=c29; 
seq _1:=c30; 
seq_1:=c31; 
seq_1l:=c32; 
seq_1:=c33; 
seq_1:=c34; 
seq_1:=c35; 
seq_1:=c36; 
seq 1:=¢c37; 
seq_1:=c38; 
seq _1:=c39; 
seq_1:=c40; 
seq_1:=c4l; 
seq _ 1:=c42; 
seq_1:=c43; 
seq_1:=c44; 
seq_1:=c45; 
seq_1:=c46; 
seq_1:=c47; 
seq_1:=c48; 
seq 1:=c49; 
seq_1:=c50; 
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if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
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if s2 
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fal’ 

‘a2? 

a3’ 

faa? 

®7aS’ 

a6?’ 

a7? 

a8! 

fag’ 

‘alo’ 

fall’ 

‘al2’ 

fal3? 

fala’ 

ais? 

‘al6’ 

’al7? 

‘ale’ 

fai9’ 

*a20’ 
fa2l1’ 
*a22?’ 

4a23? 

‘a24’ 

’a25/ 

’a26’ 

’a27! 

£a28? 

*a29/ 

fa30° 

’a317 

4a32° 

‘a33° 

’a34’ 

’a35/ 

’a36’ 

‘a37? 

’a38¢ 

'a39° 

*a40? 

fa4al’ 

’a42’ 

fa43/ 

’aa4? 

’a45’ 

‘ad6? 

*a47? 

a4qBe’ 

7a49/ 

’a50’ 

fbi’ 

’h2? 

bd? c 

‘ba? 

‘p5? 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 
then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq _2:=al; 
seq_2:=a2; 
seq_2:=a3; 
seq_2:=a4; 
seq_2:=a5; 
seq_2:=a6; 
seq_2:=a7; 
seq_2:=a8; 
seq_2:=a9; 
seq_2:=al0; 
seq_2:=all; 
seq _ 2:=al2; 
seq_2:=ai3; 
seq 2:=al4; 
seq_ 2:=al5; 
seq 2:=al6; 
seq_2:=al7; 
seq 2:=al8; 
seq _2:=al9; 
seq _ 2:=a20; 
seq_2:=a21; 
seq_2:=a22; 
seq_2:=a23; 
seq_2:=a24; 
seq_2:=a25; 
seq_2:=a26; 
seq_2:=a27; 
seq_2:=a28; 
seq_2:=a29; 
seq 2:=a30; 
seq_ 2:=a31; 
seq _ 2:=a32; 
seq _ 2:=a33; 
seq _2:=a34; 
seq_2:=a35; 
seq _2:=a36; 
seq_2:=a37; 
seq _ 2:=a38; 
seq_2:=a39; 
seq_2:=a40; 
seq 2:=a4l1; 
seq _2:=a42; 
seq_2:=a43; 
seq 2:=a44; 
seq 2:=a45; 
seq 2:=a46; 
seq 2:=a47; 
seq_2:=a48; 
seq_2:=a49; 
seq_2:=a50; 

seq 2:=bl; 
seq_2:=b2; 
seq_2:=b3; 
seq 2:=b4; 
seq_2:=b5; 
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if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
Lf s2 
Lif s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
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*pH6? 

'h7? 

*b8’ 

5D’ 

*b10’ 
‘bli’ 
*b1l2° 
’pl3’ 
’b14’ 
’b15’ 
‘b16’ 
’b17’ 
’b18°’ 
’b19?’ 
*b20° 
"p21! 
"b22’ 
*b23/ 
’h24? 
’b25° 
’b26’ 
*b27° 
*p28’ 
’b29/ 
*b30° 
*b31’ 
’b32/ 
’b33° 
‘D347’ 
'b357 
*b36/ 
’b37/ 
*b38? 
*b39° 
*p40’ 
*b4l’ 
‘b42! 
’b43/ 
"b44’ 
"b45’ 
‘p46’ 
*ba7’ 
'b48’ 
"bag! 
*b50’ 

"ol? 

¥o2!/ 

#037 

7c4? 

’e5?’ 

'c6" 

"oT? 

*cB’ 

’c9! 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 
then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 
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then 

then 
then 
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then 
then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_2:=b6; 
seq_2:=b7; 
seq_2:=b8; 
seq_2:=b9; 
seq_2:=b10; 
seq_2:=bli; 
seq _2:=bl2; 
seq_2:=bi3; 
seq_2:=b14; 
seq_2:=b15; 
seq_2:=b16; 
seq_2:=b17; 
seq _2:=b18; 
seq_2:=b19; 
seq_2:=b20; 
seq_2:=b21; 
seq 2:=b22; 
seq_2:=b23; 
seq_2:=b24; 
seq _2:=b25; 
seq_2:=b26; 
seq_2:=b27; 
seq_2:=b28; 
seq_2:=b29; 
seq_2:=b30; 
seq _2:=b31; 
seq_2:=b32; 
seq_2:=b33; 
seq_ 2:=b34; 
seq_2:=b35; 
seq 2:=b36; 
seq_2:=b37; 
seq_2:=b38; 
seq _2:=b39; 
seq 2:=b40; 
seq_2:=b41; 
seq 2:=b42; 
seq_2:=b43; 
seq 2:=b44; 
seq_2:=b45; 
seq _ 2:=b46; 
seq_ 2:=b47; 
seq _2:=b48; 
seq_2:=b49; 
seq_2:=b50; 

seq _2:=cl; 
seq_2:=c2?7 
seq_2:=c3; 

seq_2:=c4; 
seq_2:=c5; 
seq_2:=c6; 
seq_2:=c7; 
seq 2:=¢c8; 
seq_2:=c9; 

’c10’ then seq_2:=cl10; 
‘cll’ then seq _2:=cll; 
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if s2 
if s2 

if s2 

if s2 
if s2 
if s2 
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Lf s2 
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Lf s3 
if s3 
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*c12/ 

’o137 

‘e14?’ 

'co15? 

'c16/ 

'c17’ 

‘c18’ 

*019/ 

7c20° 

?co21’ 

’c22° 

’c23° 

’c24? 

'c25! 

'o26?7 

'o27? 

'c28! 

’c29/ 

*o30/ 

#0317 

'o32/ 

£o33/ 

034! 

635° 

'c36’ 

'e37° 

*o3a! 

'6397 

'c40? 
*c4l? 

*o42! 

'c43° 

’044? 

*c45° 

'c46° 

*ca7! 

*cd8l 

*o49? 

*c50* 

fal’ 

a2? 

a3" 

fad? 

7a5? 

7a6’ 

fav 

a8?’ 

a9? 

“alo? 

fall?’ 

fal2’ 

*a13/ 

‘ala? 

fai5’ 

’al6/ 

fal7’ 
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then 

then 
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then 
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then 
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then 
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then 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_2:=cl2; 
seq_2:=cl13; 
seq_2:=cl4; 
seq _2:=c15; 
seq 2:=cl6; 
seq _2:=cl7; 
seq_2:=cl8; 
seq _2:=cl9; 
seq _2:=c20; 
seq _2:=c21; 
seq_2:=c22; 
seq 2:=¢c23; 
seq_2:=c24; 
seq_2:=c25; 
seq 2:=c26; 
seq_ 2:=c27; 
seq 2:=c28; 

seq _ 2:=c29; 
seq 2:=c30; 
seq 2:=c¢31; 
seq_2:=¢32; 
seq 2:=¢c33; 
seq_ 2:=c34;7 
seq _2:=c35; 
seq _ 2:=c36; 
seq_2:=¢C37; 
seq _ 2:=c38; 
seq _2:=c39; 
seq_2:=c40; 
seq _2:=c41; 
seq 2:=c42; 
seq_2:=c43; 
seq 2:=c44; 
seq 2:=c45; 
seq _2:=c46; 
seq_2:=c47; 
seq 2:=c48; 
seq_2:=c49; 
seq 2:=c50; 

seq_ 3:=al; 
seq_3:=a2; 
seq 3:=a3; 
seq _3:=a4; 
seq _ 3:=a5; 
seq _3:=a6; 
seq _3:=a7; 
seq_3:=a8; 
seq_3:=a9; 
séeq_3:=al0; 
seq _ 3:=all; 
seq _ 3:=al2; 
seq_3:=al3; 
seq _ 3:=al4; 
seq_3:=al5; 
seq_3:=al6; 
seq 3:=al7; 
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if s3 = ’ais’ 
if s3 = ’al19’ 

if s3 = ’a20’ 
if s3 = ’a21’ 

if s3 = ’a22’ 
if s3 = ’a23’ 

if s3 = ’a24° 
if s3 = ’a25’ 
if s3 = ’a26’ 
if s3 = ’a27’ 

if s3 = ’a28’ 

if s3 = ’a29’ 

if s3 = ‘a30’ 
if s3 = ’a31’ 
if s3 = ‘a32’ 

if s3 = ’a33’ 

if s3 = 'a34° 
if s3 = ’a35’ 

Lf s3 = 'a36’ 

if s3 = 'a37’ 

if s3 = ‘a38’ 
if s3 = ’a39’ 

if s3 = ’a40’ 

if s3 = ‘a41’ 
Lf s3 = ’a42? 

if s3 = ’a43’ 

if s3 = ’a44? 
if s3 = ’a45/ 
if s3 = ’a46¢ 

if s3 = ’a47’ 

if s3 = 'a48° 

if s3 = ‘a49° 

if s3 = ’a50° 

if s3 = ‘bi’ 
if s3 = ‘b2°¢ 

if s3 = ’b3’ 
if s3 = 'b4’ 
if s3 = 'bS5’ 
if s3 = ’b6’ 
if s3 = ‘p7’ 

if s3 = ‘bs’ 
if s3 = ‘b9’ 
if s3 = ‘plo’ 

if s3 = ‘blll’ 

if s3 = ’b12’ 

if s3 = ’b13° 

if s3 = ‘’bl14’ 
if s3 = ‘p15’ 

if s3 = 'b16’ 

if s3 = ‘bl7’ 
lf s3 = ’b18’ 

if s3 = ’b19’ 

if s3 = ‘b20’ 

if s3 = ‘b21° 
if s3 = ‘b22’ 

if s3 = 'b23’ 
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then 

then 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_3:=al8; 
seq_3:=al9; 
seq_3:=a20; 
seq_3:=a2l; 
seq _3:=a22; 
seq_3:=a23; 
seq_3:=a24; 
seq_3:=a25; 
seq_3:=a26; 
seq_3:=a27; 
seq_3:=a28; 
seq_3:=a29; 
seq_3:=a30; 
seq 3:=a31; 
seq_3:=a32; 
seq_3:=a33; 
seq_3:=a34; 
seq_3:=a35; 
seq _3:=a36; 
seq_3:=a37; 
seq_3:=a38; 
seq_3:=a39; 
seq 3:=a40; 
seq_3:=a41; 
seq_3:=a42; 
seq 3:=a43; 
seq_3:=a44; 
seq _3:=a45; 
seq _3:=a46; 
seq_3:=a47; 
seq_3:=a48; 
seq_3:=a49; 
seq_3:=a50; 

seq_3:=bl; 
seq _3:=b2; 
seq _3:=b3; 
seq_3:=b4; 
seq_3:=b5; 
seq_3:=b6; 
seq _3:=b7; 
seq_3:=b8; 
seq _3:=b9; 
seq_3:=b10; 
seq _3:=b1l; 
seq _ 3:=bl2; 
seq_3:=b13; 
seq_3:=b14; 
seq_3:=b15; 
seq_3:=b16; 
seq 3:=bl17; 
seq _3:=b18; 
seq_3:=b19; 
seq_3:=b20; 
seq_3:=b21; 
seq_3:=b22; 
seq_3:=b23;7 
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if s3 

if s3 

if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 

if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 

lf s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 

if s3 
if s3 

if s3 

if s3 

if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 

if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 

if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
if s3 
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 ‘p24’ 

‘p25’ 
*b26/ 
‘b27° 
*b28’ 
*b29? 
*b30° 
’b31’ 
’b32? 
*b33’ 
’b34!/ 
'b35/ 
*b36?’ 
’b37/ 
‘p38! 
"p39" 
*b40? 
’b4i’ 
*b42’ 
'b43° 
‘p44?’ 
"b45/ 
‘p46’ 
*b47’ 
‘p48’ 
*b4g/ 
*b507 

fol? 

*?o2? 

’e3/ 

’o4? 

'o5/ 

7c6? 

’c7! 

*c8’ 

’o9/ 

’c10’ 

‘ell’ 

‘cl2/ 

'e13° 

’o14° 

‘cls’ 

‘cl16? 

*¢e17° 

'o18/ 

'o197 

'e20° 

’o21° 

*c22/ 

'c23° 

’o24? 

’e25° 

*e26? 

’c27° 

’e28° 

’0297 
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then 
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then 

then 

then 
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then 
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then 

then 

then 

then 
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then 

then 

then 
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then 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

seq_3:=b24; 
seq_3:=b25; 
seq_3:=b26; 
seq_3:=b27; 
seq_3:=b28; 
seq_3:=b29; 
seq_3:=b30; 
seq_3:=b31; 
seq_3:=b32; 
seq_3:=b33; 
seq_3:=b34; 
seg_3:=b35; 
seq_3:=b36; 
seq_3:=b37; 
seq _3:=b38; 
seq_3:=b39; 
seq_3:=b40; 
seq_3:=b41; 
seq_3:=b42; 
seq_3:=b43; 
seq 3:=b44; 
seq_3:=b45; 
seq_3:=b46; 
seq_3:=b47; 
seq_3:=b48; 
segq_3:=b49; 
seq _3:=b50; 

seq_3:=c1; 
seq_3:=c2; 
seq_3:=c3; 
seq_3:=c4; 
seq_3:=c5; 
seq_3:=c6; 
seq_3:=c7; 
seq _ 3:=c8; 
seq _3:=c9; 
seq_3:=cl0; 
seq_3:=cll; 
seq_3:=cl2; 
seq_3:=cl3; 
seq_3:=cl4; 
seq_3:=c15; 
seq_3:=cl6; 
seq_3:=cl7; 
seq_3:=cl18; 
seq_3:=cl19; 
seq_3:=c20; 
seq_3:=c21; 
seq_3:=¢C22; 
seq_3:=c23; 
seq 3:=c24; 
seq _ 3:=c25; 

seq_3:=c26; 
seq_3:=c27; 

seq _ 3:=c28; 
seq_3:=c29; 
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if s3 = ’c30’ then seq_3:=c30; 
if s3 = ‘c31’ then seq_3:=c31; 
if s3 = ’c32’ then seq_3:=c32; 
if s3 = ’c33’ then seq_3:=c33; 
if s3 = ’c34’ then seq_3:=c34; 
if s3 = ’c35’ then seq_3:=¢35; 
if s3 = ’c36’ then seq_3:=c36; 
if s3 = ’c37’ then seq_3:=¢c37; 
if s3 = ’c38’ then seq_3:=c38; 
if s3 = ‘'c39’ then seq_3:=c39; 
if s3 = 'c40’ then seq_3:=c40; 
if s3 = ’c41’ then seq_3:=c41l; 
if s3 = ’c42’ then seq_3:=c42; 
if s3 = ’c43’ then seq _3:=c43; 
if s3 = ’c44’ then seq_3:=c44; 
if s3 = ‘c45’ then seq_3:=c45; 
if s3 = ’c46’ then seq_3:=c46; 
if s3 = ‘c47’ then seq_3:=c47; 
if s3 = ’c48’ then seq_3:=c48; 
if s3 = ’c49’ then seq_3:=c49; 
if s3 = ‘c50’ then seq_3:=c50; 

tseq_l:=tsl; 
tseq_2:=ts2; 
tseq_3:=ts3; 
end; (with} 
1:=i+1; 

end;{while eof statement} 
close(projects); 

end;{of procedure project_input} 

procedure setlimits(var dummy : limits); 
var 

budlim,researchlin,alim,blim : 
working stext 

begin {procedure} 
assign(working, ‘limits50.dat’); 
reset (working) ; 
readin(working, budlim,researchlim,alim,blim); 
with dummy do 

begin 
budget_lim:=budlin; 
nres_lim:=researchlim; 
a_const_lim:=alin; 
b_const_lim:=blim; 
end; (with) 

Cclose(working) ; 
end;{procedure setlimits) 

procedure search_input(var bw, fwi,fw2,np:integer) ; 

{this procedure will input the search attributes 
such as beamwidth,number of projects, filterwidth,and others} 

begin 
writeln(’input the beamwidth of the search less than 5’); 
readin(bw); 
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writeln(’ input the filterwidthl of the search <= 50’); 
readin(fwl); 
writeln(‘input the second filterwidth <= fwl’); 
readin(fw2); 

writeln(’ input the number of projects ’); 
readin(np); 

end; 

procedure generate_next_level (var 
var 
var 

{this procedure will generate the 
to search} 

procedure check_and_see ( 

var m,n : integer; 

begin 
inset:=false; 
for n:=1 to k do 

if dps=pp({n] then 
inset:=true; 

end; {procedure check and see} 

projects_selected :choices; 
potential_projects:potential_ choices; 
starting_projects:start_set; 
beamwidth, numprojects:integer; 
constraints : limits; 
projinfo : proj_block; 
var k : integer;start : 
next level of tree 

boolean ); 

dps:set_of_projects;pp:potential_choices; 
k: integer; var inset:boolean) ; 

procedure check_feasibility (dps:set_of_ projects; cons:limits; 
numprojects:integer; pinfo:proj_block; 
var feas:boolean) ; 

var i:sinteger; 
nrtot,atot,btot,budtot : real 

begin 
feas:=true; 

nrtot:=0; 

atot:=0; 

btot:=0; 

budtot:=0; 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if iin dps then 

begin 

e 

nrtot:=nrtot+pinfo[i].num_research; 
atot:=atot+pinfo{i].a_const; 
btot:=btot+tpinfo(i].b_const; 
budtot:=budtot+pinfo[i]}. budget; 
end; 

end;(for loop} 
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if nrtot > constraints.nres_lim then feas:=false; 
if atot > constraints.a_const_lim then feas:=false; 
if btot > constraints.b_const_lim then feas:=false; 
if budtot > constraints.budget_lim then feas:=false; 

end; {procedure check feasibility) 

var i,j,l : integer; 
inset,feasible : boolean; 

dummy_project_set : set_of_projects; 

begin 
k:=0;(this is the global counter I use to keep track of the number of 

potential nodes at each level. It is only modified in the procedure 
ana is used in others} 

if start then {no projects have been selected yet} 
begin 
for i:=1 to numprojects do 

starting_projects({ij:= i; 
end {if start) 

else { do the rest of the procedure} 
begin 
writeln(’ im in the generate next level procedure and k = ‘’,k); 
for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
for j:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if (j in projects_selected({i]) = false then 
begin 
dummy _project_set:=projects_selected[i] + [j]; 
check_and_see(dummy_project_set,potential_ projects,k, inset); 
if inset = false then 

begin 
check_feasibility(dummy_project_set,constraints,numprojects,projinfo, 

feasible); 
if feasible = true then 
begin 
k:=k+l;{only time k is ever altered} 
potential projects[k]:=dummy_project_set; 
end;{ if feasible} 

end;{ if inset} 
end;{ if 3 in projselected} 

end;{for 3} 
end; (for i) 

end; (else} 
end; (procedure generate next level} 

procedure compute_expected_profit(var dummye_profit : array_block_1l; 
var startprofit 2 array_block_2; 
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dummyinfo : proj_block; 
dummypotential : potential_choices; 
beamwidth,numprojects : integer; 
projects_selected : choices; 
k:integer; start : boolean); 

var i,j: integer; 
totalprofit : real; 

begin {procedure} 
if start then 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
startprofit{i]:=dummyinfo(i].profit_pot * dummyinfo[i].p_success; 

if start=false then {else go to end of procedure} 
begin 
for i:=1 to k do 

begin 
totalprofit:=0; 
for j:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if j in dummypotential[{i] then 

totalprofit:=totalprofit+(dummyinfo{j].profit_pot*dummyinfo[j].p_ 
end;{for j loop} 

dummye_profit(i]:=totalprofit; 
end; (for i loop} 

end; {if start=false} 
end; {procedure expected profit} 

{ now there is an expected profit computed for each potential choice 
except those that have been set to 0 because they are empty sets.} 

procedure scheduler( var starting_times:array_block_2; var potential_project_tinm 
array_block_1;dummypotential:potential_choices; 
dummyselect:choices; beamwidth: 
integer; numprojects : integer; projinfo : proj_block; 
k: integer) ; 

{this procedure will generate schedules according 
to a scheduling heuristic and determine time to completion 
of all projects. This procedure can be modified later to 
solve for other scheduling requirements. } 

type 

steptype = (one,two,three); 
operations array = array({operations] of real; 
AA = array[1..50] of real; 
XX = set of operations; 
YY = array(1..100}) of operations;({this is the schedule, in order, for each 
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ZZ = array[(1..50] of steptype;(tells me what step each project is on} 
holdingset = set of 1..50; 

var psindex,i,j,l : integer; 
S_sub_t : XX; 
sigma_j : operations_array;? 
totaltime,sigma_star,t,fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail > real; 
nextoperation,counter : operations; 
ps_sub t : YY; 
holding : holdingset; 
predfinish : AA; 
steps : 22; (tells me which step the project is in at any time} 
done : boolean; 

procedure find_sigma_j (var sigma_j : operations_array; 
s_sub_t : XX; 
predfinish : AA; 
fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail : real); 

var 
counter2 : operations; 
pf,favail : real; 

begin ({subprocedure find_sigma_j} 
for counter2:=al to c50 do 

begin 
if counter2 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
{now find the project # and use info about the step its on} 
case counter2 of 
al,bl,cl : pf:=predfinish[(1];(these are updated when ps is updated 
a2,b2,c2 : pf:=predfinish[2]; 
a3,b3,c3 : pf:=predfinish(3]; 
a4,b4,c4 : pf:=predfinish[4]; 
a5,b5,c5 : pf:=predfinish[(5]; 
a6,b6,c6 : pf:=predfinish[6]; 
a7,b7,c7 : pf:=predfinish[7]; 
a8,b8,c8 : pf:=predfinish[(8]; 
a9,b9,c9 : pf:=predfinish(9]; 
a10,b10,c10 : pf:=predfinish{10]; 
a11,b1l1,cll : pf:=predfinish(11];{these are updated when ps is upd 
al2,b12,c12 : pf:=predfinish(12]; 
a13,b13,c13 : pf:=predfinish{13]; 
al4,b14,c14 : pf:=predfinish({14]; 
a15,b15,c15 : pf:=predfinish[(15]; 
al6,b16,cl6 : pf:=predfinish(16]; 
a17,b17,c17 : pf:=predfinish[{17]; 
al8,b18,c18 : pf:=predfinish[18]; 
al9,b19,cl19 : pf:=predfinish[19]; 
a20,b20,c20 : pf:=predfinish[20]; 
a21,b21,c21 : pf:=predfinish{21];{these are updated when ps is uped 
a22,b22,c22 : pf:=predfinish[({22]; 
a23,b23,c23 : pf:=predfinish[23]; 
a24,b24,c24 : pf:=predfinish[24]; 
a25,b25,c25 : pf:=predfinish[{25]; 
a26,b26,c26 : pf:=predfinish[26]; 
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a27,b27,¢c27 : pf:=predfinish{27]; 
a28,b28,c28 : pf:=predfinish[{28]; 
a29,b29,c29 : pf:=predfinish[29]; 
a30,b30,c30 : pf:=predfinish[(30]; 
a31,b31,c31 : pf:=predfinish[31];{these are updated when ps is upd 
a32,b32,c32 : pf:=predfinish[(32]; 
a33,b633,¢c33 : pf:=predfinish(33]: 
a34,b34,¢034 : pf:=predfinish(34J; 
a35,b35,¢c35 : pf:=predfinish[(35 
a36,b36,c36 : pf:=predfinish([36 
a37,b37,c37 : pf:=predfinish[37 
a38,b38,c38 : pf:=predfinish(38 
a39,b39,c39 : pf:=predfinish[39 
a40,b40,c40 : pf:=predfinish[40 
a41,b41,c41 
a42,b42,c42 
a43,b43,c43 

pf:=predfinish[41 

] 
] 
] 
] 

]z{these are updated when ps is upd 

: pf:=predfinish[42] 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

pf:=predfinish[(43 
a44,b44,c44 pf:=predfinish[(44 
a45,b45,c45 :=predfinish{45 
a46,b46,c46 pf:=predfinish[46 
a47,b47,c47 : pf:=predfinish(47 
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a48,b48,c48 : pf:=predfinish[(48 
a49,b49,c49 : pf:=predfinish[(49 
a50,b50,c50 : pf:=predfinish[50 
end; {case} 

case counter2 of 
al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10, 

all,al2,a13,a14,a15,a16,a17,a18,a19,a20, 

a21,a22,a23,a24,a25,a26,a827,a28,a29,a30, 

a31,a32,a33,a34,a35,a36,a37,a38,a39,a40, 
a41,a42,a43,a44,a45,a46,a47,a48,a49,a50 : favail:=fa_avail; 

b1,b2,b53,b54,55,b6,b7,b8,b9,b10, 
b11,b12,b13,b14,b15,b16,b17,b18,b19,5b20, 
b21,b22,b23,524,b525,b26,b27,b28,529,530, 
b31,b32,b533,534,b35,b36,b37,b538,b39,b40, 
b41,b42,b43,b544,b45,546,b47,b48,549,b50 : favail:=fb_avail; 

c1,¢c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,cld, 

¢C11,¢c12,cC13,¢14,¢15,¢16,C17,c18,c19,c20, 

C21,022,¢23,c24,¢25,¢26,C27,C28,c29,¢c30, 
c31,¢032,C33,C034,¢035,C036,C037,C38,C39,c40, 

c41,042,¢043,044,045,046,047,c48,c49,c50 : favail:=fc_avail; 

end; (case} 

if pf>= favail then 
sigma_j(counter2] := pf; 

if pf< favail then 
sigma_j(counter2] := favail; 

{writeln(’sigma j is ‘,sigma_j(counter2}:5:2);} 
end;{if counter2 ...} 

end; {for counter2...} 
end; (subprocedure find sigma j} 
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procedure find_sigma_star (var sigma_star : real; 
sigma_j : operations_array; 
s_sub_t : XX); 

var 
counter3 : operations; 
smallest : real; 

begin {subprocedure find sigma star) 
smallest := 1000; 
for counter3 := al to c50 do 
begin 
if counter3 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
if sigma_j{counter3] <= smallest then 

smallest := sigma_j(counter3] 
end;(if counter3 ...} 

end; {for counter3...} 
sigma_star:=smallest; 

end; ({subprocedure find sigma star} 

procedure find_next_operation(sigma_star:real; sigma_j : operations_array; 
steps : 2Z; s_sub_t : XX; projinfo : proj_block; 
var nextoperation : operations); 

var 
smallest,spt : real; 
counter4 : operations; 
spt_operation : operations; 
L: integer; 

begin {procedure find next operation) 

smallest:=1000; 

for counter4:= al to c50 do 

begin 
if counter4 in s_sub_t then 
begin 
if sigma_j(counter4] = sigma_star then 

begin 
case counter4 of 
al,bl,cl s=1; 
a2,b2,¢2 

a3,b3,¢3 

a4,b4,c4 

aS,b5,c5 

a6,b6,c6 

a7,b7,c7 
a8,b8,c8 

a9,b9,c9 : L:= 
a1l0,b10,cl 

ali1,bli,cil 

a12,b12,c12 
a13,b13,¢c13 

al4,b14,c14 

a1lS,b1i5,c15 
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al6,b16,c16 : L:=16; 

a17,b17,c17 : L:=17; 

a18,b18,c18 : L:=18; 

a1l9,b19,c19 : L:=19; 

a20,b20,c20 : L:=20; 
a21,b21,¢c21 : L:=21; 
a22,b22,c22 : L:=22; 

a23,b23,c23 : L:=23; 

a24,b24,¢624 : L:=24; 
a25,b25,c25 : L:=25; 
a26,6526,c26 : L:=26; 

a27,b27,c27 : L:=27; 
a28,b28,c28 : L:=28; 

a29,b29,c29 : L:=29; 

a30,b30,c30 : L:=30; 

a31,b31,c31 : L:=31; 
a32,b32,¢32 : L:=32; 
a33,b33,¢33 : :=33; 

a34,b34,¢034 : L:=34; 
a35,b35,¢c35 : L:=35; 

a36,bD36,¢36 : L:=36; 
a37,b37,c37 : 32=37; 

a38,b38,¢c38 : L:=38; 

a39,b39,c39 : L:=39; 

a40,b40,c40 : L:=40; 

a41,b41,¢c41 : L:=41; 

a42,b42,¢c42 : L:=42; 

a43,b43,c43 : L:=43; 

a44,b44,c44 : L:=44; 

a45,b45,¢c45 : L:=45; 

a46,b46,c46 : L:=46; 

a47,b47,c47 : L:=47; 

a48,b48,c48 : L:=48; 

a49,b49,c49 : L:=49; 

a50,b50,c50 : L:=50; 

end; {case} 

case steps[L] of 
one : spt :=projinfo(L].tseq_1; 
two : spt :=projinfo[(L].tseq_2; 
three : spt :=projinfo[L].tseq_3; 
end; {case} 

if spt< smallest then 
begin 
smallest:=spt; 
spt_operation:=counter4; 

end;{if spt} 
end; {if sigma_j} 

end; {if counter4...} 
end;{for counter4...} 
nextoperation:=spt_operation; 
end; {procedure find next operation} 

Procedure update _ps sub t (var ps_sub_t : YY; nextoperation : operations; 
var psindex : integer; var predfinish : AA; 
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var fa_avail:real; var fb_avail : real; 
var fc_avail:real; steps : 22; 
projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 
duration : real; 

begin {procedure update ps sub t} 

duration :=0; 
ps_sub_t (psindex] := nextoperation; 
psindex := psindextl; 

case nextoperation of 
al,bl,cl : PN:=1; 

a2,b2,¢c2 : PN:=2; 
a3,b3,c3 : PN:=3; 

a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,c5 : PN:=5; 

a6,b6,c6 : PN:=6; 

a7,b7,¢c7 : PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : PN:=8; 

a9,b9,c9 : PN:=9; 

al0,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 

all,bl1,cll : PN:=11; 

al2,b12,c12 : PN:=12; 
a1l3,b13,c13 : PN:=13; 

al4,b14,¢c14 : PN:=14; 
al5,b15,c15 : PN:=15; 

al6,b16,c16 : PN:=16; 
ail7,b17,C17 : PN:=17; 

ai8,b18,c18 : PN:=18; 
a19,b19,c19 : PN:=19; 
a20,b20,c20 : PN:=20; 

a21,b21,c21 : PN:=21; 
a22,b22,c22 : PN:=22; 
a23,b23,c23 : PN:=23; 
a24,b24,C024 : PN:=24; 
a25,b25,c25 : PN:=25; 
a26,b26,c26 : PN:=26; 
a27,b27,C27 : PN:=27; 
a28,b28,c28 : PN:=28; 
a29,b29,c29 : PN:=29; 

a30,b30,c30 : PN:=30; 
a31,b31,c31 : PN:=31; 
a32,b32,c32 : PN:=32; 

a33,b533,¢33 : PN:=33; 

a34,b34,¢34 : PN:=34; 

a35,b35,c35 : PN:=35; 
a36,b36,c36 : PN:=36; 

a37,b37,¢C37 : PN:=37; 
a38,538,¢c38 : PN:=38; 
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a39,b39,c39 : PN:=39; 
a40,b40,c40 : PN:=40; 

a41,b41,c41 : PN:=41; 
a42,b42,c042 : PN:=42; 
a43,b43,c043 : PN:=43; 
a44,b44,c44 : PN:=44; 

a45,b45,c45 : PN:=45; 

a46,046,c46 : PN: =46; 

a47,b47,c47 : PN:=47; 

a48,b48,c48 : PN:=48; 
a49,b49,c49 : PN:=49; 

a50,b50,c50 : PN:=50; 

end; {case} 

projstep := steps[PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
duration := projinfo[(PN].tseq_1; 
predfinish[PN) := sigma_j[nextoperation] + duration; 
{writeln(’ project ’,PN,’ just assigned step one and will finish at 

predfinish[(PN]:5:2); 
writeln(’ the duration of this step is ’,duration:5:2); 

} 
end;{if projstep} 

if projstep = two then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[(PN].tseq 2; 
predfinish(PN] := sigma_j(nextoperation] + duration; 

{ writeln(’project ’,PN,’ just assigned step two and will finish at ti 
predfinish(PN]:5:2); 

writeln(‘the duration of thjis step is ‘’,duration:5:2); 

} 
end; 

if projstep = three then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[PN].tseq_3; 
predfinish[PN]) := sigma_j(nextoperation] + duration; 
end; (if) 

case nextoperation of 
al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,al0, 

all,al2,a13,a14,a15,a16,a17,a18,a19,a20, 
a21,a22,a23,a24,a25,a26,a27,a28,a29,a30, 

a31,a32,a33,a34,a35,a36,a37,a38,a39,a40, 
a41,a42,a43,a44,a45,a46,a47,a48,a49,a50 : fa_avail:=fa_avail + duratio 

b1,b2,53,b4,b5,b6,b7,b8,b9,b10, 

b11,b12,b13,b14,b15,b16,b17,b18,b19,b20, 
b21,b22,b23,b24,b25,b26,b27,b28,b29,b30, 
b31,b32,b33,b534,b35,b36,b37,b38,b39,b40, 
b41,b42,b43,b44,b45,546,b47,b48,b49,b50 : fbh_avail:=fb_avail + duratio 

¢1,¢2,¢3,c4,¢5,c6,¢C7,C8,C9,c10, 

c11,¢12,¢13,c14,¢15,¢C16,¢17,c18,c19,¢c20, 
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€21,¢22,¢23,¢24,¢25,¢26,C27,C028,C29,c30, 
©31,¢32,¢033,¢034,¢35,¢C36,¢037,¢C38,c39,c40, ; ; 

c41,¢c42,¢c43,044,¢645,046,¢047,048,c49,c50 : fc_avail:=fc_avail + duratio 

end; (case) 

end; {procedure update ps sub t)} 

procedure update_s_sub_t( var s_sub_t : XX; nextoperation : operations; 
var steps : 22; projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN,z : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 

begin { procedure update s sub t } 
case nextoperation of 

ai,bl,cli : PN:=1; 

a2,b2,c2 : PN:=2; 

a3,b3,C3 : PN:=3; 
a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,c5 : PN:=5; 

a6,b6,c6 : PN:=6; 

a7,b7,c7 +: PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : PN:=8; 

a9,b9,c9 : =9; 

al0,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 
ail,bl1,cll : PN:=11; 

al2,b12,c12 : PN:=12; 
a13,b13,¢13 : PN:=13; 

ai4,b14,c14 : PN:=14; 

a1l5,b15,c15 : PN:=15; 
a16,b16,c16 : PN:=16; 

al7,b17,cC17 : PN:=17; 
ail8g,b18,cl8 : PN:=18; 

a19,b19,c19 : PN:=19; 

a20,b20,c20 : PN:=20; 
a21,b21,c21 : PN:=21; 

a22,6b22,¢C22 : PN:=22; 
a23,b23,C23 : PN:=23; 

a24,b24,C24 : PN:=24; 
a25,6b25,c25 : PN:=25; 
a26,b626,cC26 : PN:=26; 

a27,b27,C27 : PN:=27; 

a28,b28,c28 : PN:=28; 

a29,b29,c29 : PN:=29; 

a30,b30,c30 : PN:=30; 

a31,b31,c31 : PN:=31; 

a32,b32,¢C32 : PN:=32; 

a33,b33,¢33 : PN:=33; 

a34,b34,¢34 : PN:=34; 

a35,6535,Cc35 : PN:=35; 
a36,b36,C36 : PN:=36; 
a37,b37,¢C37 +: PN:=37; 

a38,b38,c38 : PN:=38; 

a39,b39,C39 : PN:=39; 
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a40,b40,c40 : PN:=40; 

a41,b41,c41 : PN:=41; 
a42,b42,¢42 : PN:=42; 

a43,b43,c43 : PN:=43; 

a44,b44,C44 : PN:=44; 
a45,b45,c45 : PN:=45; 

a46,b46,c46 : PN:=46; 

a47,b47,c47 : PN:=47; 

a48,b48,c48 : PN:=48; 

a49,b49,c49 : PN:=49; 

a50,b550,c50 : PN:=50; 

end; (case} 

projstep:=steps[PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
steps[(PN] :=two; 
{writeln(’ project ’,PN,’ is now in step two’); 
writeln(’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z)?;} 
s sub t := s_sub t + (projinfo(PN].seq_2]; 
end; 

if projstep = two then 
begin , 
steps[PN] :=three; 
(writeln(’ project ’,PN,’ is now in step three’); 
writeln(’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z);} 
s_sub_t := s_sub_ t + [projinfo[PN}.seq_3]; 
end; 

s_sub_t := s_sub t - [nextoperation];(this takes the next operation out of s 

end; {procedure update s sub t } 

procedure find _total_time(var totaltime : real; numprojects : integer; 
predfinish : AA; projinfo : proj_block; 
holding : holdingset) ; 

var 

PN : integer; 
largest : real; 

begin {procedure find total time} 

largest := 0; 
for PN:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if PN in holding then 
begin 
if predfinish(PN] > largest then 

largest := predfinish[PN]}; 
end; { if PN} 
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end;(for PN} 

totaltime:=largest; 
end; {procedure find total time} 

begin({procedure scheduler) 
done := false; 
totaltime:=0; 
if start then 

begin 
for i:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
with projinfo[i] do 
starting _times(i] := tseq_1+tseq_2+tseq_3; 
end;({for i loop} 

end;(if start} 

if start=false then 

begin 
writeln(’ im in the scheduler procedure and k = *,k); 
for i:=1 to k do 

begin 
holding:=[]; 
psindex:=1; 
for 1:=1 to 50 do 

begin 
predfinish(1]:=0; 
steps(1]:=one; 
end;{for 1} 

s_sub t:=[]; 
for 1:=1 to 100 do 

ps_sub_t(1]:=none; 
sigma_star:=0; 
fa_avail:=0; 
fb_avail:=0; 
fc_avail:=0; 
for counter:=al to c50 do 

sigma_j [counter] :=0; 
t:=0; 

for 1:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if 1 in dummypotential{i] then 

begin 
steps{1] := one; 
holding:=holding + [1]; 
s_sub_ t := s_sub t + [projinfo(1].seq_1]; 
end; { if l in ...} 

end; {for 1 ...} 
{ now s sub t has the first schedulable operations in the 
potential set i. holding also has the projects in 
potential set i) 

while done = false do 

begin 
find_sigma_} (sigma_j,s_sub_t,predfinish, fa_avail,fb_ avail, 

fc_avail); 
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find_sigma_star(sigma_star,sigma_j,s_sub_t); 
find_next_operation(sigma_star,sigma_j,steps, 

s_sub t,projinfo,nextoperation) ; 
update_ps_sub_t(ps_sub_t,nextoperation, psindex,predfinish, 

fa_avail, fb_avail, fc_avail,steps,projinfo) ; 
update_s_sub_t(s_sub_t,nextoperation,steps,projinfo); 
if s_sub t = [] then 

done := true; 
end; {while loop} 

find_total_time(totaltime,numprojects,predfinish,projinfo, 
holding) ; 

potential _project_time(i]:=totaltime; 
done:=false; 

end ; {for i statement) 
end;{if start...} 

end; {procedure find total time} 

procedure filter2(fwl,fw2:integer;pp:filter_choices;var ppt:array_block_1; 
var pep: array_block_1; var flist:filter_choices;k:integer; 
start:boolean;starting_times,startprofit : array_block_2; 
numprojects: integer) ; 

var i,kndx : integer; 
klist : array _block_3; 
tppt,tpep:array block_1; 

procedure sort_fw (var listl : array_block_1; var list2 : array_block_3; 
listmax : integer); 

var indx, jndx,swap2,val2 : integer; 
vall,swapl,largest,d : real; 

begin 
for indx := 1 to listmax do 

list2(indx] := indx; 
for indx := 2 to listmax do 
if listl{indx] < list1[1]}] then (this will put the SMALLEST value} 
begin {of the list in slot number 1 } 
swapl:=list1(1]; 
swap2:=list2[1]; 
list1(1]:=listl{indx]; 
list2(1]:=list2(indx]; 
listl{indx]:=swapl; 
list2(indx] :=swap2; 
end;{if listl...} 

for indx:=2 to listmax do 
begin 
vall:=listl[{indx]; 
val2:=list2[{indx]; 
jndx:=indx; 
while listl{jndx-1] > vall do 

begin 
listl[(jndx]:=listl{jndx-1]; 
List2(jndx]:=lList2(jndx-1]; 
jndx:=jndx-1; 
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end; (while) 

Llistl[(jndx]):=vall; 
lList2[(jndx]:=val2; 
end;{for indx...} 

end; {procedure sortfiw} 

begin {procedure filter2} 
{this procedure will only do anything if k>filterwidth2} 
{otherwise we go straight to addnodes} 
writeln(’ im in the procedure filter2’); 

if start then 

begin 

sort_fw(ppt,klist,fwl); 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 
kndx:=klist[{i]; 
flist({i]:=pp[kndx]; 

tpep[(i]:=pep[kndx]; 
end;{for i) 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 

pep(i]}:=tpep(1j; 
end;{for i} 

end;{if start) 

if start=false then 
begin 
if k < fw2 then 

begin 
sort_fw(ppt,klist,k) ; 
for 1:=1 to k do 

begin 
kndx:=klist[i]; 
‘flist(i]:=pp{kndx]; 

tpep[{i}:=pep[kndx]; 
end;{for i} 

for i:=1 to k do 

pep(i]:=tpep[i}; 
end; (for k<fw) 

if k>=fw2 then {sort pp on ppt and keep the fw2 best} 
begin 
sort_fw(ppt,klist, fwi); 
for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 
kndx:=klist(i]; 
flist(i]:=pp(kndx]; 

tpep[i] :=pep{kndx]; 
end;{for 1} 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
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pep[ij:=tpep[i]; 
end;(if k >=fw2)} 

end; {if start = false) 
end;{procedure filter) 

procedure insertsort ( var listl : array_block_1; var list2 : array block_3; 
listmax : integer); 

var indx,jndx,swap2,val2 : integer; 
vall,swapl,largest,d 2 real; 

begin 
for indx := 1 to listmax do 

list2[indx] := indx; 
largest := Q; 
for indx := 2 to listmax do 

if listl{indx] > list1{1] then {this will put the largest value} 
begin {of the list in slot number 1 } 
swapl:=lList1[1]; 
Swap2:=List2(1]; 
list1[1]:=listl(indx]; 
list2{1]:=list2[indx]; 
listl({indx]:=swap1; 
list2{indx] :=swap2; 
end;({if listl...} 

for indx:=2 to listmax do 
begin 
vall:=listl[indx]; 
val2:=list2[indx]; 
jndx:=indx; 
while listl[jndx-1] < vall do 

begin 
list1[jndx}:=list1l[{jndx-1]; 
list2(jndx):=list2(jndx-1]; 
jndx:=jndx-1; 
end; (while) 

listl({jndx]:=vall; 
list2(jndx]:=val2; 
end;{for indx...} 

end; (procedure insertsort} 

procedure addnodes(var projects_selected:choices;flist: filter choices; 
k, fw, numprojects, beamwidth: integer; 
var start:boolean; var finished: boolean; 
var ep:array_block_2; pep:array_block_1; 
var pt:array_block_2; ppt:array_ block_1; 
starttimes : array_block_2); 

{this procedure will use the expected profit and add/select the best nodes 
to the current active branches. If none are possible, then the 
program is done and output should be generated. } 
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procedure k_lessthan_m(var ps:choices;beamwidth,k: integer; 
flist:filter_choices;var ep:array_block_2; 
pep:array_block_l;var pt:array_block_2; 
ppt:array_block_1); 

var psset : set of 1..10; 
tps : choices; 
i,j : integer; 
tep,tpt: array_block_2; 
subset : boolean; 

begin{procedure k less than m) 
psset:=[(]; 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
psset:=psset+[{i]; 

for i:=1 to k do 
begin 
for j:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
writeln(’ im in k less than m and looking at project set ‘’,j); 
subset:=(ps(j]<=flist{i]); 
writeln(’ subset equals *, subset); 

if subset then {true if every member of psj is in flisti i.e. psj is a tr 
begin 
tps(i}:=flist(i); 

tep({i}:=pep(i]; 
tpt[{ij:=ppt[i]; 
psset:=psset-[j]; 
end;(if psj...}) 

end;{for j...} 
end; {for i ...} 

{now there will be k entries in tps, and m-k entries is psset} 

1:=k+1; 
for j:=1 to beamwidth do 

if j in psset then 
begin 

tps(i]:=ps[j] 
tep[i]:=ep[j]} 
tpt[i]:=pt(j] 
L:=i+1; 
end;(if j...} 

{now tps contains m entries for the next level of ps} 

e 
’ 

. 
‘ 

’ 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 

begin 
ps({ijJ:=tps[i 
ep(i]:=tep{i 
pt(i):=tpt{i 
end;{for i.. 

end; {procedure k less than m) 

] 
] 
] 

. 
e 

° 
tf 

° 
, 

var klist : array_block_3; 
i,kndx : integer; 
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begin {procedure addnodes} 

writeln(’ im in the procedure addnodes...’); 
if start then 

begin 
insertsort(pep,klist, fw); 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
projects selected[(i}:=({klist[i]}}; 

start:=false; 

end{if start = true} 
else 

if k>O then 
begin 
if k< beamwidth then 

begin 
k_lessthan_m(projects_selected,beamwidth,k,flist,ep,pep,pt, ppt) ; 
end; (if k<...} 

if k>= fw then 
begin 
insertsort(pep,klist, fw); 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
kndx:=klist{i); 
projects_selected[(i]:=flist(kndx]; 
ep(i]:=pep[{i]; 
writeln(’ the sorted eps k>fw are ’,ep{i]:5:1); 
pt{i]:=ppt(kndx}; 
end;(for i...) 

end;{if k>=fw} 

if ((k<fw) and (k>beamwidth)) then 
begin 
insertsort (pep, klist,k); 
for i:=1 to beamwidth do 

begin 
kndx:=klist{i]; 
projects_selected[i]:=flist(kndx); 

ep{i]:=pep(i]; 
pt{i]:=ppt[kndx); 
end;{for i}; 

end;{if bw<k<fw) 

end(if k > 0} 
else { if k=0} 

finished:=true; 

end; (procedure addnodes} 

procedure filterl(fwl:integer;pp:potential choices;var ppt,pep:array_block_1; 
var flist:filter_choices; k:integer; start:boolean; 
starting_times,startprofit:array_block_2; 
projinfo:proj_ block; numprojects: integer) ; 
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var i,kndx,q :integer; 
klist : array_block_3; 
tppt,tpep,p_ success list:array_block_1; 

begin {procedure filter1) 
{this procedure will only do anything if k>filterwidthl)} 
{otherwise we go straight to filter2} 

writeln(’ im in the procedure filterl ’); 
if start then 
begin 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
p_success list[i]:=projinfo[{i].p_success; 

insertsort(p success list,klist,numprojects) ; 

for i:=1 to fwl do 
begin 
kndx:=klist[i}? 
flist(i]:=pp(kndx]; 
tpep(ij:=startprofit{kndx]; 
tppt[i]:=starting_times[(kndx]; 
end;(for i} 

for i:=1 to fwi do 
begin 

pep[{i]:=tpep[i] 
ppt(i):=tppt[1] 
end; {for i) 

« 
' 

° 
’ 

end;{if start} 

if start=false then 

begin 

for i:=1 to k do {this will generate the list of psuccess} 
begin (for each potential project} 
p_success_list[i]:=0; 

for kndx:=1 to numprojects do 
if kndx in pp(i] then 
p_success_list[i]:=p_success_list[{i]+projinfo[kndx].p_ success; 

end;{for i:=1 to k} 

if k < fwl then 
begin 
insertsort(p_ success _list,klist,k); 
for i:=l1 to k do 

begin 
kndx:=klist[{i}; 
flist[i]:=pp[{kndx]; 

tpep(i]:=pep[kndx]; 
tppt[(i]:=ppt[kndx]; 
end;{for i} 

for i:=1 to fwl do 
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begin 
pep(i]:=tpep{i]; {this now makes a list of the fwl best } 
pptfij:=tppt[i]; {projects based on the p successes} 
end; (for i} {and keeps track of the ppts and peps } 

end;{if k<fwl) 

if k>=fwl then {sort on the psuccesses and keep the fwl best} 
begin 
insertsort(p_success_ list,klist,k); 
for i:=1 to fwl do 
begin 
kndx:=klist(i); 
flist[{i}:=pp(kndx]; 
tpep(i]:=pep(kndx]; 
tppt(i]:=ppt(kndx]; 

end;{for 1} 

for i:=1 to fwi do 

begin 

pep[(i]:=tpep(ij; 
ppt[i]:=tppt{i]; 
end;{for i} 

end;{if k >=fwl1)} 

end; {if start = false} 
delay(3000); 
end; {procedure filter2} 

procedure generate project_list(ps : choices; beamwidth, numprojects: integer; 
ep, pt:array_block_2); 

var indx,jndx : integer; 

begin{procedure generate project list} 
clrscr; 

for indx := 1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
for jndx := 1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if jndx in ps({indx] then 
writeln(’Project ‘,jndx,’ is in project set number ‘’,indx); 

end;(for jndx...} 
writeln; 
writeln(’The expected profit for project set ‘’,indx,’ is ‘’,ep{indx]:5:2); 
writeln(’ The time to complete the project set ‘,indx,’ is ’,pt[indx]:5:2); 
delay (3000); 
end;{for indx...) 

writeln(’This is the end of the procedure that generate the project lists’); 
end; {procedure generate project lists} 

begin{main program} 
project_input(projinfo) ; 
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setlimits (constraints) ; 
search input (beamwidth, filterwidthl, filterwidth2,numprojects) ; 
initialize(projects_selected,potential projects, pot_expected profit, 

potential _project_time,expected_profit,project_time, 
filterlistl); 

start:=true; 
finished:=false; 

while finished = false do 

begin 

generate_next_level(projects_selected,potential_projects,starting projects, 
beamwidth, numprojects, constraints, projinfo,k,start) ; 

compute_expected_ profit(pot_expected_profit,startprofit,projinfo, 
potential projects,beamwidth,numprojects, 
projects selected,k,start); 

scheduler(starting_ times,potential_project_time,potential_ projects, 
projects_selected,beamwidth,numprojects,projinfo,k); 

filteri(filterwidthi1,potential_projects,potential_project_time, 
pot_expected_profit, filterlisti,k,start,starting_times, 
startprofit,projinfo,numprojects) ; 

filter2 (filterwidthl, filterwidth2, filterlistl,potential_project_time, 
pot_expected_ profit, filterlist2,k,start, 
starting _times,startprofit,numprojects) ; 

addnodes(projects_selected,filterlist2,k,filterwidth2,numprojects, 
beamwidth,start, finished,expected_profit,pot_expected_ profit, 
project_time,potential_ project_time,starting times) ; 

end; {while} 

generate_project_list(projects_selected,beamwidth,numprojects, 
expected_profit,project_time) ; 

end. 
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program double filter; 
( ; 

This program will select and schedule r&d projects 
for the dissertation topic of Mark A. Coffin 
using a filtered beam search) 

uses crt; 

type 
operations = (al,b1,cl,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,¢03,a4,b4,C4,a5,55,c5, 

a6,b6,¢6,a7,b7,C7,a8,b8,c8,a9,b9,c9,a10,b10,cC10,none) ; 

projdata = record 
number,budget,profit_pot : real; 
p_success > real; 
num_research,a_const,b const : real; 
seq _1,seq_2,seq_3 : operations; 
tseq_1,tseq_2,tseq_3 : real; 

end;{ of record type} 

limits = record 
budget_lim,nres_lim,a_const_lim : real; 
b_const_lim : real; 
end;{ of record limits} 

set_of_projects = set of 1..10; 
proj_block=array(1..10] of projdata; 
choices = array[1..5] of set_of_projects; 
potential_ choices = array [1..100] of set_of_projects; 
filter_choices = array[1..10] of set_of_projects; 
start_set = array{1..10] of 1..10; 
array_block_1 = array {1..100] of real; 
array block_2 array (1..10} of real; 
array_block_3 array (1..100] of integer; 

var 
projects : text; 
{information about the projects are stored in records of 
projdata } 
proj : projdata;{this variable is a holdong variable while 

reading and assigning values to projinfo} 
projinfo : proj block; 
potential _ projects : potential choices; 
projects_selected : choices; 
filterlisti1,filterlist2 :filter_ choices; 
i,j,k,beamwidth,numprojects,filterwidthl,filterwidth2 :integer; 
constraints : limits; 
pot_expected_profit,potential project_time : array_block_1; 
startprofit,starting times : array_block_2; 
starting _projects : start_set; 
project_time,expected_profit : array _block_2; 
start,finished : boolean; 

procedure initialize(var dummyselect:choices; 
var dummypotential: potential_ choices; 
var pep:array_block_l; 
var ppt:array_block_livar ep:array_block_2; 
var pt:array_ block_2;var flist:filter_choices) ; 

var i,j : integer; 
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begin 
for i:=1 to 5 do 
dummyselect[iJ:=[{ J; 

for i:=1 to 10 do 
begin 

for j:=1 to 100 do 
begin 
aummypotential[j]:={ J]; 

pep[}]:=0; 
ppt(jj:=0; 
end;(for j..} 

end;{procedure initialize) 

procedure project_input(var dummy:proj_block); 
{this procedure will input the project attributes 
for the selection and scheduling routines} 

var 
i,j sinteger; 
bud, profit,nresearch,a,b : real; 
tsl,ts2,ts3,num : real; 

psuccess : real; 
sl1,s2,s3 : string[3]; 
projects : text; 

begin 
L:=1; 
assign(projects, ’datal0.dat’); 

reset (projects) ; 
while not eof(projects) do 
begin 

read (projects,num) ; 
readln(projects,bud,profit,psuccess,a,b,nresearch) ; 
readin (projects,sl); 
readin (projects,s2); 
readin (projects,s3); 
readln (projects,tsl,ts2,ts3); 
with dummy[{i] do 

begin 
number:=num; 

budget: =bud; 
profit_pot:=profit; 
p_success:=psuccess; 
num_research:=nresearch; 
a_const:=a; 
b_const:=b; 
if sl = ‘al’ then seq_1:=al; 
if sl = ‘a2’ then seq _1:=a2; 
if sl = ’a3’ then seq_1:=a3; 
if si = ‘a4’ then seq_1:=a4; 
if sl = ’a5’ then seq_1:=a5; 
if sl = ’a6’ then seq_1:=a6; 
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if sl = ‘a7’ then seq_1:=a7; 
if sl = ’a8’ then seq_1:=a8; 
if sl = ‘a9’ then seq_1:=a9; 
if sl = ’al0’ then seq_1:=al0; 
if sl = ‘bl’ then seq_1:=bl; 
if sl = ’b2’ then seq_1:=b2; 
if sl = ’b3’ then seq_1:=b3; 
if sl = ’b4’ then seq_1:=b4; 
if sl = ’b5’ then seq_1:=b5; 
if sl = ’b6’ then seq_1:=b6; 
if sl = ‘b7’ then seq_1:=b7; 
if sl = ’b8’ then seq_1:=b8; 
if sl = ‘b9’ then seq_1:=b9; 
if sl = ‘b10’ then seq_1:=bl10; 
if sl = ‘cl’ then seq_1:=cl; 
if sl = ‘c2’ then seq_1:=c2; 
if sl = ’c3’ then seq_1:=c3; 
if sl = ‘’c4’ then seq_1l:=c4; 
if sl = ’c5’ then seq_1:=c5; 
if sl = ‘c6’ then seq_1:=c6; 
if sl = ‘c7’ then seq_1:=c7; 
if si = ‘c8’ then seq_1:=c8; 
if sl = ’c9’ then seq_1:=c9; 
if sl = ‘cl0’ then seq_1:=cl0; 
if s2 = ‘al’ then seq _2:=al; 
if s2 = ‘a2’ then seq _2:=a2; 
if s2 = ‘a3’ then seq _2:=a3; 
if s2 = ‘a4’ then seq_2:=a4; 
if s2 = ’a5’ then seq_2:=a5; 
if s2 = ’a6’ then seq _2:=a6; 
if s2 = ‘a7’ then seq _2:=a7; 
if s2 = ’a8’ then seq _2:=a8; 
if s2 = ‘a9’ then seq_2:=a9; 
if s2 = ’a10’ then seq_2:=al0; 
if s2 = ’bl’ then seq_2:=bl1; 
if s2 = ’b2’ then seq_2:=b2; 
if s2 = ’b3’ then seq_2:=b3; 
if s2 = ‘b4’ then seq _2:=b4; 
if s2 = ‘b5’ then seq _2:=b5; 
if s2 = ’b6’ then seq_2:=b6; 
if s2 = 'b7’ then seq _2:=b7; 
if s2 = ‘b8’ then seq _2:=b8; 
if s2 = ’b9’ then seq_2:=b9; 
if s2 = ’b10’ then seq_2:=bl0Q; 
if s2 = ’cl’ then seq_2:=cl; 
if s2 = ’c2’ then seq _2:=c2; 
if s2 = ‘c3’ then seq _2:=c3; 
if s2 = ’c4’ then seq_2:=c4; 
if s2 = ’c5’ then seq_2:=c5; 
if s2 = ’c6’ then seq_2:=c6; 
1f s2 = ‘c7’ then seq_2:=c7; 
if s2 = ‘’c8’ then seq _2:=c8; 
if s2 = ‘c9’ then seq_2:=c9; 
if s2 = ’cl0’ then seq_2:=cl10; 
if s3 = ‘al’ then seq_3:=al; 
if s3 = ’a2’ then seq_3:=a2; 
if s3 = ’a3’ then seq_3:=a3; 
if s3 = ‘a4’ then seq_3:=a4; 
if s3 = ’a5’ then seq _3:=a5; 
if s3 = ‘a6’ then seq _3:=a6; 
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if s3 = ‘a7’ then seq_3:=a7; 
if s3 = ’a8’ then seq_3:=a8; 
if s3 = ‘a9’ then seq_3:=a9; 
if s3 = ’a10’ then seq_3:=al0; 
if s3 = ’b1’ then seq_3:=bl; 
if s3 = ‘b2’ then seq_3:=b2; 
if s3 = ’b3’ then seq_3:=b3; 
if s3 = ‘’b4’ then seq_3:=b4; 
if s3 = ‘'bS5’ then seq_3:=b5; 
if s3 = ‘b6é’ then seq_3:=b6; 
if s3 = ‘'b7’ then seq_3:=b7; 
if s3 = ‘’b8’ then seq_3:=b8; 
if s3 = ’b9’ then seq_3:=b9; 
if s3 = ’b10’ then seq_3:=b10; 
if s3 = ’cl’ then seq_3:=cl; 
if s3 = ‘c2’ then seq_3:=c2; 
if s3 = ‘c3’ then seq_3:=c3; 
if s3 = ’c4’ then seq_3:=c4; 
if s3 = ’c5’ then seq _3:=c5; 
if s3 = ‘’c6’ then seq_3:=c6; 
if s3 = ’c7’ then seq_3:=c7; 
if s3 = ’c8’ then seq_3:=c8; 
if s3 = ‘c9’ then seq _3:=c9; 
if s3 = ’cl10’ then seq_3:=cl0; 
tseq_ 1:=tsl; 
tseq_2:=ts2; 
tseq_ 3:=ts3; 
end; {with} 
i:=i+1; 

end;{while eof statement} 
close(projects) ; 

end;{of procedure project_input} 

procedure setlimits(var dummy : limits); 
var 

budlim,researchlim,alim,blim : real; 
working :text; 

begin {procedure} 
assign(working, ’limits.dat’); 
‘reset (working) ; 
readin(working,budlim,researchlim,alim,blim) ; 
with dummy do 

begin 
budget_lim:=budlim; 
nres_lim:=researchlin; 
a_const_lim:=alim; 
b_const_lim:=blim; 
end; {with} 

close(working) ; 
writeln(’the num res limit is stored as ‘,dummy.nres_lim:8:2); 
writeln(’ the budget limit is stored as ‘’,dummy.budget_lim:8:2); 
writeln(’ the a limit is stored as ’,dummy.a_const_lim:8:2); 
writeln(’ the b limit is stored as ‘’,dummy.b const_lim:8:2); 

end;{procedure setlimits} 

procedure search_input(var bw,fwl,fw2,np:integer) ; 
{this procedure will input the search attributes 
such as beamwidth,number of projects, filterwidth,and others} 
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begin 
weiteln(/ input the beamwidth of the search less than 57’); 
readin(bw); 

writeln(’ input the first filterwidth of the search of 10 or less’); 
readlin(fwl); 
writeln(’ input the second filterwidth,<= first filterwidth ’); 
readin(fw2); 
writeln(’ input the number of projects ’); 
readin(np); 

end; 

procedure generate_next_level ( projects selected :choices; 
var potential _projects:potential_ choices; 
var starting _projects:start_set; 

beamwidth, numprojects: integer; 
constraints : limits; 
projinfo : proj_block; 
var k : integer;start : boolean ); 

{this procedure will generate the next level of tree 
to search} 

procedure check_and_see ( dps:set_of projects;pp:potential_choices; 
k:integer; var inset:boolean) ; 

var m,n : integer; 

begin 
inset:=false; 
for n:=1 to k do 

if dps=pp(nj then 
inset:=true; 

end; {procedure check and see} 

procedure check_feasibility (dps:set_of_projects; cons:limits; 
numprojects:integer; pinfo:proj_block; 
var feas:boolean) ; 

var i:integer; 
nrtot,atot,btot,budtot : real; 

begin 
feas:=true; 

nrtot:=0; 
atot:=0; 

btot:=0; 

budtot:=0; 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if i in dps then 

begin 
nrtot:=nrtot+pinfo(i].num_research; 
atot:=atot+pinfo{i].a_const; 
btot:=btot+pinfo[(i].b const; 
budtot:=budtot+pinfo[i].budget; 
end; 

end;{for loop} 
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if nrtot > constraints.nres_lim then 
begin 
feas:=false; 
end; 

if atot > constraints.a_const_lim then 
begin 
feas:=false; 
end; 

if btot > constraints.b const_lim then 
begin 
feas:=false; 
end; 

if budtot > constraints.budget_lim then 
begin 
feas:=false; 
end; 

end; {procedure check feasibility} 

var i,j,1,m : integer; 
inset,feasible : boolean; 

dummy_project_set : set_of projects; 

begin 
k:=0;(this is the global counter I use to keep track of the number of 

potential nodes at each level. It is only modified in the procedure 
and is used in others} 

if start then (no projects have been selected yet} 
begin 
for i:=1 to numprojects do 

starting_projects[i]:= i; 
writeln(’ all are feasible and are added’); 

end {if start} 

else { do the rest of the procedure} 
begin 
writeln(’ im in the generate next level procedure and k = ’,k); 
for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
for j:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 

if (j in projects_selected(i]) = false then 
begin 
dummy project _set:=projects_selected(i] + [j]; 
check_and_see(dummy project_set,potential_projects,k,inset) ; 
if inset = false then 

begin 
check_feasibility (dummy project_set,constraints,numprojects,projinfo, 

feasible); 
if feasible = true then 
begin 
k:=k+1;(only time k is ever altered} 
potential_projects(k]:=dummy_project_set; 
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end;{ if feasible} 
end;{ if inset} 

end;({ if j in projselected} 
end;(for j} 
end;{for i} 

end; {else} 

writeln(’ im leaving generate next level and k is ‘,k); 
end; {procedure generate next level) 

procedure compute_expected_profit(var dummye_profit : array_block_1l; 
var startprofit : array_block_2; 
dummyinfo : proj_block; 
dummypotential : potential_choices; 
beamwidth,numprojects : integer; 
projects_selected : choices; 
k:integer; start : boolean); 

var i,j} : integer; 
totalprofit : real; 

begin {procedure} 
if start then 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
startprofit(i]:=dummyinfo(i].profit_pot * dummyinfo[(i].p_success; 

if start=false then {else go to end of procedure} 
begin 
for i:=1 to k do 

begin 
totalprofit:=0; 
for j:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if j in dummypotential[i] then 

totalprofit:=totalprofitt+ (dummyinfo({j].profit_pot*dummyinfo[j]}.p_ 
end;(for j loop} 

dummye_profit(iJ:=totalprofit; 
end; {for i loop} 

end; (if start=false} 
end; {procedure expected profit} 

procedure scheduler( var starting_times:array_block_2; var potential _project_tim 
array_block_l;dummypotential:potential choices; 
dummyselect:choices; beamwidth: 
integer; numprojects : integer; projinfo : proj_block; 
k:integer;start : boolean); 

{this procedure will generate schedules according 
to a scheduling heuristic and determine time to completion 
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of all projects. This procedure can be modified later to 
solve for other scheduling requirements. } 

type 
steptype = (one,two,three); 

operations array = array[operations]} of real; 
AA = array[1..10] of real; 
XX = set of operations; 
YY = array(1..30] of operations;(this is the schedule, in order, for each p 
ZZ = array[{1..10}] of steptype;({tells me what step each project is on} 
holdingset = set of 1..10; 

var psindex,i,j,l : integer; 
s_sub_t : XX; 
sigma_j : operations_array; 
totaltime,sigma_star,t,fa_avail,fb_ avail, fc_avail : real; 
nextoperation,counter : operations; 
ps_sub t : YY; 
holding : holdingset; 
predfinish : AA; 
steps : 22; {tells me which step the project is in at any time} 
done : boolean; 

procedure find_sigma_j (var sigma_j : operations_array; 
Ss sub t : XX; 
predfinish : AA; 
fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail : real); 

var 
counter2 : operations; 
pf,favail : real; 

begin {subprocedure find_sigma_j} 
for counter2:=al to cl10 do 

begin 
if counter2 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
{now find the project # and use info about the step its on} 
case counter2 of 

al,bl,cl : pf:=predfinish[1];(these are updated when ps is updated 
a2,b2,c2 : pf:=predfinish[2]}; 
a3,b3,c3 : pf:=predfinish(3]; 
a4,b4,c4 : pf:=predfinish{4]; 
a5,b5,c5 : pf:=predfinish{5}; 
a6,b6,c6 : pf:=predfinish[(6]; 
a7,b7,c7 : pf:=predfinish(7]; 
a8,b8,c8 : pf:=predfinish[(8]; 
a9,b9,c9 : pf:=predfinish[(9]; 
al0,b10,c10 : pf:=predfinish(10]; 
end; (case} 

case counter2 of 

al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10 : favail:=fa_avail; 
b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,6b7,b8,b9,b10 : favail:=fb_avail; 
c1,c2,c3,¢c4,¢5,C6,C7,C8,C9,c1l0 : favail:=fc_avail; 
end; {case} 

if pf>= favail then 
sigma_j{counter2] := pf; 
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if pf< favail then 
sigma_j{counter2] := favail; 

(writeln(’sigma j is ’,sigma_j[counter2]:5:2);} 
end;(if counter2 ...} 

end; (for counter2...} 

end; (subprocedure find sigma j} 

procedure find _sigma_star (var sigma_star : real; 
sigma_j : operations_array; 
s_sub_t : XX); 

var 
counter3 : operations; 

smallest : real; 

begin {subprocedure find sigma star} 
smallest := 1000; 
for counter3 := al to cl10 do 
begin 
if counter3 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
if sigma_j[counter3] <= smallest then 

smallest := sigma_j(counter3} 
end;(if counter3 ...} 

end;{for counter3...} 

sigma_star:=smallest; 
end;{subprocedure find sigma star} 

procedure find_next_operation(sigma_star:real; sigma_j : operations_array; 
steps : ZZ; s_sub_t : XX; projinfo : proj_block 
var nextoperation : operations); 

var 
smallest,spt : real; 
counter4 : operations; 
spt_operation : operations; 
L: integer; 

begin (procedure find next operation) 

smallest:=1000; 

for counter4:= al to c10 do 

begin 
if counter4 in s_sub_t then 
begin 
if sigma_j(counter4] = sigma_star then 

begin 
case counter4 of 
al,bl,cl : L:=1; 

a2,b2,c2 : L:=2; 

a3,b3,c3 : L:=3; 

a4,b4,c4 : L:=4; 

aS,b5,c5 : L:=5; 

a6,b6,c6 : L:=6; 

a7,b7,¢c7 : L:=7; 
a8,b8,c8 : L:=8; 

a9,b9,c9 : L:=9; 

a10,b10,c10 : L:=10; 
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end; (case} 

case steps(L] of 
one : spt :=projinfo[(L}.tseq_l; 
two : spt :=projinfo[(L].tseq_2; 
three : spt :=projinfo[L]).tseq_3; 
end; (case) 

if spt< smallest then 
begin 
smallest:=spt; 
spt_operation:=counter4; 

end;{if spt} 
end; {if sigma_j} 

end; (if counter4...} 
end;{for counter4...} 
nextoperation:=spt_operation; 
end; {procedure find next operation} 

Procedure update_ps_ sub_t (var ps_sub_t : YY; nextoperation : operations; 
var psindex : integer; var predfinish : AA; 
var fa_avail:real; var fb_avail : real; 
var fc_avail:real; steps : 22; 
projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 
duration : real; 

begin {procedure update ps sub t} 

duration :=0; 
ps_sub t (psindex] := nextoperation; 
psindex := psindex+tl1; 

case nextoperation of 
al,b1l,cl : PN:=1; 
a2,b2,c2 : PN:=2; 

a3,b3,¢c3 : PN:=3; 
a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,cS : PN:=5; 
a6,b6,c6 : PN:=6; 
a7,b7,c7 +: PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 PN:=8; 

oe 
ee

 

a9,b9,c9 : PN:=9; 

a10,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 

end; {case} 

projstep := steps[PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
duration := projinfo(PN].tseq_1; 
predfinish{PN] := sigma_j[nextoperation] + duration; 
{writeln(’ project ‘’,PN,’ just assigned step one and will finish at 

predfinish[PN]:5:2); 
writeln(’ the duration of this step is ’,duration:5:2); 
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} 
end;(if projstep} 

if projstep = two then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[{PN].tseq_2; 
predfinish(PN] := sigma_j(nextoperation] + duration; 

{ writeln(’project ’,PN,’ just assigned step two and will finish at ti 
predfinisnh(PN]:5:2); , 

writeln(‘the duration of thjis step is ’,duration:5:2); 

} 
end; 

if projstep = three then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[(PN].tseq_3; 
predfinish(PN] := sigma_j(nextoperation] + duration; 
end; {if) 

case nextoperation of 
al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10 : fa_avail:=fa_avail + duration; 
b1,b2,b3,b4,55,b6,b7,b8,b9,b10 : fb avail:=fb_avail + duration; 
c1,¢2,¢3,c4,¢c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,c1l0 : fc_avail:=fc_avail + duration; 
end; {case} 

end; {procedure update ps sub t} 

procedure update _s sub t( var s_sub_t : XX; nextoperation : operations; 
var steps : 22; projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN,z : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 

begin { procedure update s sub t } 
case nextoperation of 

al,b1l,cl : PN:=1; 

a2,b2,¢c2 : PN:=2; 

a3,b3,c3 : PN:=3; 

a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,c5 : PN:=5; 

a6,b6,C6 : PN:=6; 

a7,b7,C7 : PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : PN:=8; 

a9,b9,c9 ; PN:=9; 
a10,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 

end; {case} 

projstep:=steps[PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
steps[PN]:=two; 
{writeln(’ project ’,PN,’ is now in step two’); 
writeln(’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z);) 
s_sub_t 7= S_sub_t + [projinfo[PN].seq_2]; 
end; 

if projstep = two then 
begin 
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steps[(PN] :=three; 
{writeln(’ project ‘’,PN,’ is now in step three’); 
writeln(‘’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z):} 
s_sub_t := s_sub_t + [projinfo[PN].seq_3]; 
end; 

s_ sub t := s_sub t - [nextoperation];(this takes the next operation out of s 

end; (procedure update s sub t } 

procedure find_total_time(var totaltime : real; numprojects : integer; 
predfinish : AA; projinfo : proj_block; 
holding : holdingset); 

var 

PN ;: integer; 
largest : real; 

begin {procedure find total time} 

largest := 0; 
for PN:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if PN in holding then 
begin 
if predfinish[PN] > largest then 

largest := predfinish{PN]; 
end; { if PN} 

end;{for PN} 
totaltime:=largest; 

end; {procedure find total time} 

begin{procedure scheduler} 
done := false; 
totaltime:=0; 
if start then 

begin 
for i:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
with projinfo{i] do 
starting_times[i] := tseq_i+tseq_2+tseq_3; 
end;{for i loop} 

end;({if start) 

if start=false then 

begin 
writeln(’ im in the scheduler procedure and k = ’,k); 
for i:=1 to k do 

begin 
holding:=[]; 
psindex:=1; 
for 1:=1 to 10 do 

begin 
predfinish[1]:=0; 
steps[1]:=one; 
end;(for 1} 

S_sub_ t:=[]; 
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begin 
for indx := 1 to listmax do 

list2[indx] := indx; 
for indx := 2 to listmax do 
if listl{indx] < list1[{1] then (this will put the SMALLEST value} 
begin {of the list in 
swapl:=listl[{1]; 
swap2:=list2[1]}; 
listi[1]:=list1l(indx]; 
list2{1]:=list2(indx]; 
listi{indx]:=swapl; 
list2(indx] :=swap2; 
end;{if list1...} 

for indx:=2 to listmax do 
begin 
vall:=lListli[indx]; 
val2:=list2[indx]; 
jndx:=indx; 
while listi{jndx-1] > Vall do 

begin 
Listl[jndx]:=listi[jndx-1]; 
list2[jndx]:=list2[jndx-1]; 
jndx:=jndx-1; 
end; {while} 

Listi[(jndx}:=vall; 
list2{jndx]) :=val2; 
end;{for indx...} 

end; {procedure sortfw} 

begin {procedure filter) 

slot number 1 

{this procedure will only do anything if k>filterwidth} 
{otherwise we go straight to addnodes} 
if start then 

begin 

sort_fw(ppt,klist,fwl);{only look at the ppt’s from first sort} 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 
kndx:=klist(1i]; 
flist(i}):=pp[kndx]; 

tpep(i}:=pep[kndx]; 
end;{for i} 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 

pep(i]:=tpep(i]; 
end;{for i} 

end;{if start} 
if start=false then 

begin 
if k<fw2 then 

begin 
sort_fw(ppt,klist,k); 
for i:=1 to k do 
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begin 
kndx:=klist[(i]; 
flist({i}:=pp[kndx]; 
tpep(i]:=pep[kndx]; 
end; (for i} 

for i:=1 to k do ; 

pep(i}:=tpep[i]; 
end;{for k<fw} 

if k>=fw2 then (sort pp on ppt and keep the fw2 best} 
begin 
sort_fw(ppt,klist, fwl); 
for i:=1 to fw2 do 

begin 
kndx:=klist(ij; 
flist(i]:=pp[kndx]; 
tpep[(i]:=pep[kndx]; 
end;{for 1} 

for i:=1 to fw2 do 
begin 

pep(i]:=tpep[i]; 
end;{for i} 

end;{if k>fw2} 
end;{if start=false} 

end; {procedure filter2} 

procedure insertsort ( var listl : array_block_1; var list2 : array_block_3; 
listmax : integer); 

var indx, jndx,swap2,val2 : integer; 
vall,swapl,largest,d : real; 

begin 
for indx := 1 to listmax do 

Llist2({indx} := indx; 
largest := 0; 
for indx := 2 to listmax do 

if listl[{indx] > list1[1] then {this will put the largest value} 
begin {of the list in slot number 1 } 
swapl:=listl1[1]; 
swap2:=List2[1]; 
Listl[{1]:=listl{indx]; 
list2(1]:=list2[indx]; 
listl(indx]:=swapl; 
list2(indx]):=swap2; 
end;{if list1l...} 

for indx:=2 to listmax do 
begin 
vall:=list1(indx]; 
val2:=list2[{indx]; 
jndx:=indx; 
while listl[{jndx-1] < vall do 

begin 
Listi(jndx]:=listl(jndx-1]; 
list2[(jndx]:=list2[(jndx-1]; 
jndx:=jndx-1; 
end; (while} 
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listl{jndx]:=vall; 
list2[jndx]:=val2; 
end;({for indx...)} 

end; {procedure insertsort} 

procedure addnodes(var projects_selected:choices;flist:filter_choices; 
k,fw,numprojects, beamwidth: integer; 
var start:boolean; var finished:boolean; 
var ep:array_block_2; pep:array block_1; 
var pt:array block_2; ppt:array_block_1; 

starttimes : array _block_2); 

{this procedure will use the expected profit and add/select the best nodes 
to the current active branches. If none are possible, then the 
program is done and output should be generated.) 

procedure k_lessthan_m(var ps:choices;beamwidth,k:integer; 
flist:filter_choices;var ep:array_block_2; 
pep:array_block_l;var pt:array_block_2; 
ppt:array block_1); 

var psset : set of 1..10; 
tps : choices; 
i,j : integer; 
tep,tpt: array _block_2; 
subset : boolean; 

begin{procedure k less than m} 
psset:=[]; 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
psset:=psset+[i]; 

for i:=1 to k do 
begin 
for j:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
writeln(’ im in k less than m and looking at project set ‘’,j); 
subset:=(ps[j]<=flist[(i]); 
writeln(’ subset equals ‘, subset); 
if subset then (true if every member of psj is in flisti i.e. psj is a tr 
begin 
tps[i]:=flist[i]; 

tep(i}:=pep[i]; 
tpt(i]:=ppt[i]; 
psset:=psset-[(j]; 
end;{if psj...} 

end;{for j...} 
end; {for i ...} 

{now there will be k entries in tps, and m-k entries is psset} 

L:=k+1; 
for j:=1 to beamwidth do 

if j in psset then 
begin 

tps({i}:=ps[j); 
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tep(i]:=ep(j]; 
tpt(i]:=pt(j]; 
i:=it+l; 
end;{if j...) 

{now tps contains m entries for the next level of ps) 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 

ps({i]:=tps{ij; 
ep[i)]:=tep({1]; 
pt(ij:=tpt{i]; 

end;{for i...} 
end; {procedure k less than m} 

var klist : array _block_3; 
i,kndx : integer; 

begin {procedure addnodes} 
if start then 

begin 
insertsort (pep, klist, fw); 
for i:=1 to beamwidth do 

projects_selected[{i)}:=[klist[i]]}; 
start:=false; 
end{if start = true) 

else 
if k>O then 

begin 
if k< beamwidth then 

begin 
k_lessthan_m(projects_selected,beamwidth,k,flist,ep,pep,pt,ppt) ; 
end; (if k<...} 

if k>=fw then 
begin 
insertsort (pep,klist, fw); 

for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
kndx:=klist[i]; 
projects _selected({i]:=flist[{kndx]; 

ep[ij:=pep[i]; 
pt[(i]:=ppt(kndx]; 
end;{for i...} 

end;{if k>=fw} 

if ((k<fw) and (k>=beamwidth)) then 
begin 
insertsort(pep,klist,k); 
for i:=1 to beamwidth do 
begin 
kndx:=klist{i]; 
projects selected(i]}:=flist(kndx]; 

ep[i]:=pep[i}; 
pt[(i]):=ppt{kndx]; 
end;{for i...} 

end;(if k>=fw} 

end{if k > 0} 
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else { if k=0) 
finished:=true; 

end; {procedure addnodes}) 

procedure filterl(fwl:integer;pp:potential_choices;var ppt,pep:array_block_1; 
var flist:filter_choices; k:integer; start:boolean; 
starting _times,startprofit: array_block_2; 
projinfo:proj_block; numprojects: integer) ; 

var i,kndx,q : integer; 
klist : array_block_3; 
tppt,tpep,p success list:array_block_l; 

begin {procedure filter1l} 
{this procedure will only do anything if k>filterwidthl1} 
{otherwise we go straight to filter2} 

if start then 
begin 
for i:=1 to numprojects do 

p_success_list{i]:=projinfo[(i].p success; 

insertsort(p_ success _list,klist,numprojects) ; 
for i:=1 to fwl do 

begin 
kndx:=klist[{i]; 
flist[i]:=pp[(kndx]; 
tpep(i]:=startprofit(kndx]; 
tppt(i]:=starting times(kndx]; 
end;(for i} 

for i:=1 to fwi do 

begin 

pep[i]:=tpep[i] 
ppt{1]:=tppt[1] 
end;{for i} 

° 
’ 

. 
, 

end;({if start} 
if start=false then 

begin 

for i:=1 to k do (this will generate the list of psuccess for} 
begin {each potential project} 
p_success list[i]}:=0; 
for kndx:=1 to numprojects do 

if kndx in pp{i] then 
p_success_ list[(i]:=p_success_ list({i]+projinfo(kndx].p success; 

end;{for i:=1 to k} 

if k<fwl then 
begin 
insertsort(p_success_list,klist,k); 
for i:=1 to k do 

begin 
kndx:=klist(i]; 
flist({i]:=pp[{kndx]; 
tpep(i]:=pep{kndx]; 
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tppt(i):=ppt[kndx]; 
end;{for i} 

for i:=1 to fwl do 
begin 

pep{i]:=tpep[(i]; 
ppt{1]:=tppt(1]; 
end;(for i...} 

end;{if k<fw1l} 

if k>=fwl then {sort on the psuccesses and keep the fwl best} 
begin 
insertsort(p_success_list,klist,k); 
for i:=1 to fwl do 

begin 
kndx:=klist(i]; 
flist(i]:=pp[kndx]; 
tpep[i]:=pep[kndx]; 
tppt[i]:=ppt[(kndx]; 
end;(for i} 

delay (500); 

for i:=1 to fwl do 
begin 

pep(i]:=tpep[i]; 
ppt{ij]:=tppt({i]; 
end;(for 1} 

end;{if k>fw} 
end;{if start=false} 

end;(procedure filter2) 

procedure generate_project_list(ps : choices; beamwidth,numprojects: integer; 
ep, pt:array_block_2;pinfo:proj_block); 

var indx,jndx : integer; 
sumpsuccess : real; 

begin({procedure generate project list} 
for indx := 1 to beamwidth do 

begin 
sumpsuccess:=0; 

for jndx := 1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if jndx in ps{indx] then 

begin 
writeln(’Project ‘’,jndx,’ is in project set number ’,indx); 
sumpsuccess:=sumpsuccess+pinfo[jndx].p_ success; 
writeln(’psuccess of project ’,jndx,’is ’,pinfo[jndx].p_success:8:3); 
end;{if jndx...} 

end;{for jndx...} 
writeln; 
writeln(’The expected profit for project set ’,indx,’ is ‘’,ep{indx]:5:2); 
writeln(’ The time to complete the project set ’,indx,’ is ‘’,pt({indx]:5:2); 
writeln(’ the sum of psuccess for the projects is ’,sumpsuccess:8:3); 
delay (3000) ; 

end;{for indx...} 
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writeln(’This is the end of the procedure that generate the project lists’); 
end;{procedure generate project lists) 

begin{main program) 
project_input(projinfo); 
setlimits (constraints) ; 
search_input (beamwidth, filterwidthl1, filterwidth2,numprojects) ; 
initialize(projects_selected,potential_projects,pot_expected_profit, 

potential _project_time,expected_profit,project_time, 
filterlistl); 

start:=true; 

finished:=false; 

while finished = false do 

begin 

generate_next_level(projects_selected,potential_projects,starting projects, 
beamwidth,numprojects,constraints,projinfo,k,start) ; 

compute_expected_profit(pot_expected_profit,startprofit,projinfo, 
potential _projects,beamwidth,numprojects, 
projects_selected,k,start) ; 

scheduler(starting_times,potential_project_time,potential_projects, 
projects_selected, beamwidth, numprojects, projinfo,k,start) ; 

filterl(filterwidthi, potential_projects,potential_project_tine, 
pot_expected_profit,filterlisti,k,start,starting_times, 
startprofit,projinfo,numprojects) ; 

filter2(filterwidthl1, filterwidth2, filterlist1,potential_project_time, 
pot_expected_profit, 
filterlist2,k,start,starting_times,startprofit,numprojects) ; 

addnodes (projects selected, filterlist2,k,filterwidth2,numprojects, 
beamwidth, start, finished,expected_profit,pot_expected_profit, 
project_time,potential_project_time,starting_times) ; 

end; {while} 

generate _project_list(projects_selected,beamwidth,numprojects, 
expected _profit,project_time,projinfo) ; 

end. 
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This is the hard copy of the complete enumeration 
routine for checking 10 projects subject 
to all the constraints. 

program complete_enumeration; 
{MAKE SURE THE DATA IS IN THE PROPER FORMAT FOR THE PROGRAM} 

type 
operations = (al1,bl,cl,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,¢3,a4,b4,c4,a5,b5,c5, 

a6,b6,¢6,a7,b7,¢7,a8,b8,c8,a9,b9,c9,a10,b10,C10, none) ; 

projdata = record 
number,budget,profit_pot : real; 
p_success : real; 
num_research,a_const,b const : real; 
seq 1,seq_2,seq_3 : operations; 
tseq_1,tseq_2,tseq_3 > real; 

end;{ of record type} 

limits = record 
budget_lim,nres_lim,a_const_lim : 
b_const_lim : real; 
end;{ of record limits} 

set_of projects = set of 1..10; 
proj_block=array{1..10] of projdata; 

array _block_1 
array block 2 
array _block_3 

array [1..100] of real; 
array [1..10] of real; 
array [{1..100] of integer; 

var 
projects,best_output : text; 
{information about the projects are stored in records of 
projdata } 
proj :projdata;(this variable is a holdong variable while 

reading and assigning values to projinfo} 
projinfo : proj_block; 
pset : set_of_projects; 
i,numprojects :integer; 
constraints : limits; 
Pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p10 : 0..1; 

schedule_time,expected_profit : real; 
feasible: boolean; 

procedure project_input(var dummy:proj_block); 
{this procedure will input the project attributes 
for the selection and scheduling routines} 

var 

i,j zinteger; 
bud, profit,nresearch,a,b : real; 
tsl1,ts2,ts3,num : real; 
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if s2 = ‘a3’ then seq_2:=a3; 
if s2 = ‘a4’ then seq _2:=a4; 
if s2 = ‘a5’ then seq_2:=a5; 
if s2 = ‘a6’ then seq_2:=a6; 
if s2 = ‘a7’ then seq _2:=a7; 
if s2 = ’a8’ then seq_2:=a8; 
if s2 = ‘a9’ then seq_2:=a9; 
if s2 = ‘a10’ then seq_2:=al0; 
if s2 = ‘bil’ then seq_2:=bi; 
if s2 = ’b2’ then seq_2:=b2; 
if s2 = ‘b3’ then seq_2:=b3; 
if s2 = ‘’b4’ then seq_2:=b4; 
if s2 = ’bS5’ then seq_2:=b5; 
if s2 = ’b6’ then seq_2:=b6; 
if s2 = ‘’b7’ then seq_2:=b7; 
if s2 = ‘b8’ then seq 2:=b8; 
if s2 = ’b9’ then seq_2:=b9; 
if s2 = ’b10’ then seq_2:=b10; 
if s2 = ‘’cl’ then seq 2:=cl; 
if s2 = ’c2’ then seq _2:=c2; 
if s2 = ’c3’ then seq 2:=c3; 
if s2 = ‘c4’ then seq_2:=c4; 
if s2 = ’c5’ then seq_2:=c5; 
if s2 = ‘’c6’ then seq _2:=c6; 
if s2 = ‘c7’ then seq_2:=c7; 
if s2 = ‘'c8’ then seq 2:=c8; 
if s2 = 'c9’ then seq _2:=c9; 
if s2 = ‘cl0’ then seq _2:=cl0; 
if s3 = ‘al’ then seq_3:=al; 
if s3 = ’a2’ then seq_3:=a2; 
if s3 = ’a3’ then seq_3:=a3; 
if s3 = ‘a4’ then seq_3:=a4; 
if s3 = ‘a5’ then seq_3:=a5; 
if s3 = ’a6’ then seq_3:=a6; 
if s3 = ’a7’ then seq_3:=a7; 
if s3 = ‘a8’ then seq_3:=a8; 
if s3 = ‘a9’ then seq_3:=a9; 
if s3 = ’al0’ then seq_3:=al0; 
if s3 = ‘bl’ then seq_3:=bl; 
if s3 = ’b2’ then seq_3:=b2; 
if s3 = ’b3’ then seq_3:=b3; 
if s3 = ’b4’ then seq_3:=b4; 
if s3 = ’b5’ then seq_3:=b5; 
if s3 = ‘b6é’ then seq_3:=b6; 
if s3 = ‘b7’ then seq_3:=b7; 
if s3 = ’b8’ then seq_3:=b8; 
if s3 = ’b9’ then seq_3:=b9; 
if s3 = ’bl0’ then seq_3:=bl10; 
if s3 = ‘cl’ then seq_3:=cl; 
if s3 = ’c2’ then seq_3:=c2; 
if s3 = ’c3’ then seq _3:=c3; 
if s3 = ’c4’ then seq_3:=c4; 
if s3 = ‘cS’ then seq_3:=c5; 
if s3 = ‘c6’ then seq_3:=c6; 
if s3 = ‘c7’ then seq_3:=c7; 
if s3 = ’c8’ then seq_3:=c8; 
if s3 = 'c9’ then seq_3:=c9; 
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if s3 = ’cl0’ then seq_3:=cl0; 
tseq_1:=tsl; 
tseq_2:=ts2; 
tseq_3:=ts3; 
end; (with} 
L:=i+l; 

end;(while eof statement} 
close(projects); 

end;{of procedure project_input) 

procedure setlimits(var dummy : limits); 
var 

budlim, researchlim,alim,blim : re 
working : 

begin {procedure} 
assign(working, ’limits.dat’); 
reset (working) ; 
readin (working, budlim,researchlim,alim,blim) ; 
with dummy do 

begin 
budget_lim:=budlim; 
nres_lim:=researchlin; 
a_const_lim:=alim; 
b_const_lim:=blimn; 
end; (with) 

close(working) ; 
end; {procedure setlimits} 

procedure search_input(var np:integer) ; 

begin 
writeln(’ input the number of projects ‘); 
readln(np); 

end; 

procedure check_feasibility (dps:set_of_projects;cons:limits; 
numprojects:integer; pinfo:proj_block; 
var feas:boolean); 

var i:integer; 
nrtot,atot,btot,budtot : real; 

begin 
feas:=true; 

nrtot:=0; 

atot:=0; 

btot:=0; 

budtot:=0; 

for i:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if iin dps then 

begin 
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XX set of operations; 
YY array(1..30] of operations;(this is the schedule, in order, for each p 

ZZ = array[({1..10] of steptype;({tells me what step each project is on} 
holdingset = set of 1..10; 

= 

= 

var psindex,i,j,1 : integer; 
s_sub_t : XX; 
sigma_} : operations_array; 
totaltime,sigma_star,t,fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail >: real; 
nextoperation,counter : operations; 
ps_sub_t : YY; 
holding : holdingset; 
predfinish : AA; 
steps : 22; {tells me which step the project is in at any time} 
done : boolean; 

procedure find_sigma_j (var sigma_j : operations_array; 
s_sub_t : XX; 
predfinish : AA; 
fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail : real); 

var 
counter2 : operations; 
pf,favail : real; 

begin {subprocedure find_sigma_j)} 
for counter2:=al to c10 do 

begin 
if counter2 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
{now find the project # and use info about the step its on} 
case counter2 of 
al,bl,cl : pf:=predfinish{1];(these are updated when ps is updated 
a2,b2,c2 : pf:=predfinish[2]; 
a3,b3,c3 : pf:=predfinish(3]; 
a4,b4,c4 : pf:=predfinish[4]; 
a5,b5,c5 : pf:=predfinish{5]; 
a6,b6,c6 : pf:=predfinish[6]; 
a7,b7,c7 : pf:=predfinish[7]; 
a8,b8,c8 : pf:=predfinish[(8); 
a9,b9,c9 : pf:=predfinish{(9]; 
al0,b10,c10 : pf:=predfinish[10]; 
end; {case} 

case counter2 of 
al1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10 : favail:=fa_avail; 
b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7,b8,b9,b10 : favail:=fb avail; 
c1,c2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,c9,c10 : favail:=fc_avail; 
end; {case} 

if pf>= favail then 
sigma_j(counter2] := pf; 

if pf< favail then 
sigma_j[(counter2] := favail; 

{writeln(‘’sigma j is ',sigma_j[{counter2]:5:2);} 
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end;{if counter2 ...} 
end; {for counter2...} 

end; {subprocedure find sigma j} 

procedure find_sigma_ star (var sigma_star : real; 
sigma_j : operations_array; 
s_sub_t : XX); 

var 
counter3 : operations; 
smallest : real; 

begin (subprocedure find sigma star} 
smallest := 1000; 
for counter3 := al to cl0 do 
begin 
if counter3 in s_sub_t then 

begin 
if sigma_j(counter3] <= smallest then 

smallest := sigma_j{counter3] 
end;{if counter3 ...} 

end; {for counter3...} 

sigma_star:=smallest; 
end; {subprocedure find sigma star} 

procedure find_next_operation(sigma_star:real; sigma_j : operations_array; 
steps : 22; s_sub_t : XX; projinfo : proj_block; 
var nextoperation : operations) ; 

var 
smallest,spt : real; 
counter4 : operations; 
spt_operation : operations; 
Li: integer; 

begin {procedure find next operation) 

smallest:=1000; 

for counter4:= al to ci10 do 

begin 
if counter4 in s_sub t then 
begin 
if sigma_j{counter4] = sigma_star then 

begin 
case counter4 of 

a1,bl,cl : L:=1; 

a2,b2,c2 : L:=2; 

a3,b3,c3 : L:=3; 

a4,b4,c4 : L:=4; 

a5,b05,c5 : L:=5; 
a6,b6,c6 : L:=6; 

a7,b7,c7 : L:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : L:=8; 
a9,b9,c9 : L:=9; 

al0,b10,c10 : L:=10; 
end; {case} 
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case steps(L] of 
one : spt :=projinfo(L]}.tseq_17 
two : spt :=projinfo[L].tseq_2; 
three : spt :=projinfo[{L].tseq_3; 
end; {case} 

if spt< smallest then 
begin 
smallest:=spt; 
spt_operation:=counter4; 

end; {if spt} 
end; {if sigma_j} 

end; (if counter4...} 
end; (for counter4...)} 
nextoperation:=spt_operation; 
end; (procedure find next operation} 

Procedure update_ps_sub t (var ps_sub_t : YY; nextoperation : operations; 
var psindex : integer; var predfinish : AA; 
var fa_avail:real; var fb_avail : real; 
var fc_avail:real; steps : 22; 
projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 
duration : real; 

begin {procedure update ps sub t} 

duration :=0; 
ps_sub_t (psindex] := nextoperation; 
psindex := psindex+l; 

case nextoperation of 
al,bl,cl : PN:=1; 

a2,b2,c2 : PN:=2; 

a3,b3,c3 : PN:=3; 
a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,c5 : PN:=5; 

a6,b6,c6 : PN:=6; 

a7,b7,c7 : PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : PN:=8; 

a9,b9,c9 : PN:=9; 

a10,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 
end; {case} 

projstep := steps[{PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
duration := projinfo[PN].tseq_1; 
predfinish(PN] := sigma_j[nextoperation] + duration; 
{writeln(’ project ',PN,’ just assigned step one and will finish at 
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predfinish(PN]:5:2); 
writeln(’ the duration of this step is ’,duration:5:2); 

} 
end;{if projstep)} 

if projstep = two then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[PN].tseq_2; 
predfinish{PN] := sigma_j(nextoperation] + duration; 

{ writeln(’project ’,PN,’ just assigned step two and will finish at ti 

predfinish{PN]:5:2); 
writeln(’the duration of thjis step is ’,duration:5:2); 
} : 

end; 

if projstep = three then 
begin 
duration := projinfo[PN].tseq 3; 
predfinish(PN) := sigma_j[nextoperation] + duration; 
end; (if} 

case nextoperation of 
al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,a10 : fa_avail:=fa_avail + duration; 
b1,b2,b3,b4,55,b6,b7,b8,b9,b1i0 : fb_avail:=fb_ avail + duration; 
c1,¢2,¢3,¢c4,¢5,c6,c7,C8,c9,c10 : fc_avail:=fc_avail + duration; 
end; (case} 

end; (procedure update ps sub t} 

procedure update_s_ sub t( var s_sub_t : XX; nextoperation : operations; 
var steps : ZZ; projinfo : proj_block); 

var 
PN,z : integer; 
projstep : steptype; 

begin { procedure update s sub t } 
case nextoperation of 

al,bl,cl : PN:=1; 

a2,b2,c2 : PN:=2; 

a3,b3,c3 : PN:=3; 

a4,b4,c4 : PN:=4; 

a5,b5,c5 : PN:=5; 

a6,b6,c6& : PN:=6; 

a7,b7,¢c7 : PN:=7; 

a8,b8,c8 : PN:=8; 

a a9,b9,c9 : PN:=9; 

al0,b10,c10 : PN:=10; 
end; {case} 

projstep:=steps[PN]; 
if projstep = one then 

begin 
steps [PN] :=two; 
{writeln(’ project ’,PN,’ is now in step two’); 
writeln(’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z);} 
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s_sub_t := s_sub_t + [projinfo[PN].seq_2]; 
end; 

if projstep = two then 
begin 
steps{PN] :=three; 
{writeln(’ project ‘',PN,’ is now in step three’); 
writeln(’type 1 to continue’); 
readin(z);} 

s_sub_t := s_sub_t + [(projinfo(PN].seq_ 3]; 
end; 

s_sub_t := s_sub t - [nextoperation];(this takes the next operation out of 

end; {procedure update s sub t } 

procedure find_total_time(var totaltime 
predfinish : 

var 

PN : integer; 
largest : real; 

begin {procedure find total time} 

largest := 0; 
for PN:=1 to numprojects do 

begin 
if PN in holding then 
begin 
if predfinish[PN] > largest then 

largest := predfinish[(PN]; 
end; { if PN) 

end;({for PN} 
totaltime:=Largest; 

end; {procedure find total time} 

begin(procedure scheduler} 
done := false; 
totaltime:=0; 

holding:=[(]; 
psindex:=1; 
for 1:=1 to 10 do 

begin 
predfinish[{1]:=0; 
steps[1]:=one; 
end;({for 1} 

s_sub_ t:=[]; 
for 1:=1 to 30 do 

ps_sub_ t[(1]:=none; 
sigma_star:=0; 
fa_avail:=0; 
fb_avail:=0; 
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fc_avail:=0; 
for counter:=al to ¢c10 do 

sigma_j(counter]:=0; 
t:=0; 

for 1:=1 to numprojects do 
begin 
if 1 in pset then 

begin 
steps[1] := one; 
holding:=holding + [ 
s_sub_t := s_sub t + 
end; { if 1 in ...} 

end; {for 1 ...} 
{ now s sub t has the first schedulable operations in the 

project set} 

lj; 
{projinfo[{1}.seq_1]; 

while done = false do 

begin 
find_sigma_} (sigma_j,s_sub_t,predfinish,fa_avail,fb_avail, 

fc_avail); 
find_sigma_star(sigma_star,sigma_j,s_sub_t); 
find_next_operation(sigma_star,sigma_j,steps, 

s_sub_t,projinfo,nextoperation) ; 
update _ps_sub t(ps_sub_ t,nextoperation, psindex,predfinish, 

fa_avail,fb_avail,fc_avail,steps,projinfo) ; 
update _s_ sub t(s_sub_t,nextoperation,steps,projinfo) ; 
if s_sub_t = (] then 

done := true; 
end; {while loop) 

find_total_time(totaltime,numprojects,predfinish,projinfo, 
holding); 

schedtime:=totaltime; 
end; {procedure scheduler) 

begin{main program} 
project_input(projinfo) ; 
setlimits(constraints); 
search_input(numprojects) ; 
assign (best_output, ‘bestout.dat’); 
rewrite (best_output) ; 
for pl:=0 to 1 do 
for p2:=0 to 1 do 
for p3:=0 to 1 do 

for p4:=0 to 1 do 
for p5:=0 to 1 do 
for p6é:=0 to 1 do 
for p7:=0 to 1 do 
for p8:=0 to 1 do 

for p9:=0 to 1 do 
for pl0:=0 to 1 do 
begin 
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schedule_time:=0; 
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then 

then 

pset:=pset+([1 
pset:=pset+([2 
pset:=pset+[3 
pset:=pset+(4 
pset:=pset+(5 
pset:=pset+([6 
pset:=pset+([7 
pset:=pset+[8 

pset:=pset+(9 
1 then pset:=pset+[{10]; 

check_feasibility(pset, constraints, numprojects, projinfo, feasible) ; 

if feasible then 

beg in 

compute_expected_profit(expected_profit,pset,projinfo, 
numprojects) ; 

scheduler (schedule_time,pset,projinfo,numprojects) ; 

{write out expected_profit) 
{write out schedule time} 

if expected_profit >= 100.0 then 
begin 
append (best_output) ; 
writeln(best_output,’The following projects are in this set:’); 
for i:=1 to 10 do 
begin 
if i in pset then writeln(best_output,i); 

end. 

end; 

writeln(best_output, ‘the expected profit is ’,expected_profit: 
writeln(best_output, ‘the schedule time is ’,schedule_time:7:1) 
writeln; 

Close (best_output) ; 
{if expected. .} 

end;{if feasible} 
end;(for p10} 

end; 
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